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Here Is Mary Garden
1I,1.s feI.w.s
Getting Your Pupils
to Practice:
A Human Problem.IS L 1I11tS"
Points on Piano Study
Ishler "."
\Vould You Like
to Become a
Successful Singer?
..",." u.r.".,
Touring Boy Choir
t. C. "",S..
Swedish Nightingale
in America
Endorsed by Piano Teachers Everywhere
BERNARD WAGNESS ;plano course
Now Recognized os one of the Most Scientific Approaches to Piano Study Yet Developed
leer d IUd . nd original compo ilion of
the author. It pr nt all major And tonic
minor seal and ex ell nt method> of chord
analy e .
Til many lllu Iralion of pian! tic problems
involving th arm, hand. and fingers enable
th tud nt 10 d v lop piano technic with
rapidity and a .
PIANO COURSE,
PREPARATORYBOOK
430-40113 . . . . . ... $.50
This book provides the type of fir t le55~ms
that beginners of pre-school age require.
It takes the student, step by step, th,rough
the simplified lessons which prepare him, for
further courses and more advanced playing.
There is a direct simplicity in the material
contained in this book. in the teaching pro-
cedures. and in the playing responses a ~ed
of the pupil. Unique diagrams and a logical
sequence of the steps in reading develop-
ment make this an extremely helpful pre-
liminary book for any course or method.
PIANO COURSE, BOOK ONE
430-40114 $1.25
This book may be used to follow the Pre-
paratory Book, or as a first instructor with
the average-age piano beginner. The tu-
dent progresses through elementary sight
reading, rhythmic work. ear training, key-
board harmony; transposition and technic
to the playing of attractive little tunes.
Particularly helpful are the Flash Cards. for
note reading, and many illustrative diagrams
and photographs. The author's annotations
are invaluable. It makes first piano playing
efforts a delightful experience.
PIANO COURSE, BOOK TWO
430-40115 S 1.25
This book begins exactly where Book One
ended. However, it can also be used very
successfully to follow any first grade book.
Prowess, a paramount aim in this book, is
aclueved as rapidly as is logically consistent
with proper technical support, good ear dis-
cernment, and basic musicianship. The
technic principles feature the training and
development of the arms, wrists, hands, and
fing~rs .. Supplementary pieces supply lhe
pupJl WIth a definitely distinctive first recital
repertoire.
PIANO COURSE, BOOK THREE
430-40116 $1.25
This contains materials selected from be-
loved folk songs as well as from the classics ,
!lesll,n! and Appealing Suppl,m .. 'ory Malori.l
Ensemble Book
43Q-.40109 ..•••••••••••••..•....•.. $.75
For u with Book ne. Duet and two-pi.no
pla)'ing with ondo pan f r the te.cher or
m r advanced I\ldenl.
My Week in Camp
4JQ-.40057 •.••.•• _ •••••••..•..•... $.7S
Appealing compo iti n built on Ollt: technical
principle. F r th nd grade udent,
14 Sketches In Style
43()......400049 •.••••••• . •••..•••.•.... $.75
A collection of fucinlling lhird·yur etudes.
Practical lechnicaJ value, tach hand ,h'm equll
anenrion.
Eight Chordal Attacks
043Q-.40042 .•..••••••••...••••..•.•. $.75
Contain preliminary exercl diJcu~n,. es-
ampl of chordal auack and pholOlI'phK: IUU!'
tration!. Grade 34.
Second Year E"'des
43Q-.40 1 '0 •••.••. _ .•.• _ .••...•.. , .. $.75
Mu!ical sludi (0 uppl m ~t .BookTwo,o~
second grade ll\!tru (Ion. OriJlOaI and Ian
......orks grad~ in !IdIue.nce. Thoroughly anDO'
laled.
Third Year E"'des
043Q-.40111 .••••••••..•••..••..•..•. $.75
For use with Book Thrre for dt\'c:lopinl !lyle
and velocity. 33 p'aded studies.
Technic Fundamentals
,fJQ-...40112 ..••.•••••••..•••...•.... $.40
For use aher tudent has del-eloped ,~u'le
reading ability. -umerou pholognphic ilIU5-
(ration of author's hand5 "in action."
Address orders for above to Depl. EW.,f.52
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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"The Covered Tone"
Sir: I feel I must thank you
for including in the December.
issue, the article "The Covered
Tone-What is it?". It is ex-
tremely well written and Mr.
Fuchs should be congratulated
on having dealt so lucidly with
a subject that is controversial.
This article alone made buying
your excellent Magazine well
worth while.
Cantor Leopold Edelstein
Syracu,se 3, IV. Y.
UBreathing and Breath Control in
Singing"
Sir: The article "Breathing
and Breath Control in Singing"
by Joseph A. Bollew, which ap-
peared in the February issue of
ETUDE, is one of the most
valuable. understandable, and
instructive of its kind I have
ever read. If all vocal students
would read it, I am sure they
would gain great benefit fro III
it.
Evangeline Lehman: A/us. Doc.
Highland Park, Mich.
UA Philosophy of Conducting'"
Sir: I've been an ETUDE
subscriber for nearly two years
now, and I'm not exaggerating
when I say that it seems to im-
prove with every issue.
Ifind your articles on pianists
and piano-playing to be particu-
larly informative (I've been
studying piano for seven years
-ever since my parents 'gifted
me with a piano on my eighth
birthday. Needless to say, this
was the most wonderful gift I've
ever received!) I find the violin
articles interesting, too~ and I
particularly enjoy your maga-
zine since it serves a double
purpose for me-it's educa-
tional as well as being highly
interestjng.
I was very much impressed
with Guido Cantelli's "A Phi-
losophy of Conducting," and
"You Need More Than Talent!"
by Jorge Bolet (November,
1951) .
The ETUDE is the perfect
magazine for music-lovers and
ETUDE-APRIL 1952
..... >
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musicians, and, to make U3e of
that time-worn phrase-c."] look
forward to it every month! ,.
Ruth Watennan
Manitoba. Canada
"The Pawer of Concentration"
Sir: I read with great inter.
est the article by Henri Temi-
anka in the January issue of
your magazine.
His explanation of practici ng
away from the instrument is. ex-
cellent and must inspire teach-
ers to make students work Inen-
tally more and more on a piece
of music. This method. which
is also described in detail in
Leimer-c-Cieseking books, al-
lows the musician to have a
clear and therefore persuasive
musical outline, a solid memo-
rizing and develops the power
of concentration so valuable in
practicing and performing.
Mr. Temianka writes: "I dis-
covered that endless mechanical
repetition is not an effective
working method" and further:
-in certain very rapid pas-
sages "mot-e frequent repetition
may sometimes be unavoidable
particularly on the piano." On
this point (in my field-piano)
I would like to suggest another
experiment which I have sue-
cessfully applied with my stu-
dents. Let us take a long and
rapid passage in the piano liter-
ature (for example two pas-
sages in the Etude in Dcflat or
passages from the Sonnetto del
Petrarca No. 104, both by
Liszt). After memorizing them
away from the piano, the pas-
sage cannot be played rap:ielly
at once. In order to acquire
speed the pupil should not be
allowed to play it O\'er and o\'er
again on the instrument. In-
stead, the fingers merely trace
the notes on the keyboard with-
out making them sound. This
enables a complete concentra-
tion, the hearing with the .In-
ner ear, the bringing together
of mechan1cal and muscular
work without audible fatigue.
And any fatigue is an enemy to
concentration.
Vera Popova,
New York
Ej;nce tf;J;;[f ..:{jourcf;or{t11llStC
wit!tk21I~!lElictmlticOgrlIlL
The sacred music of your church deserves the Baldwin Electronic
Organ. The Model 5 or the larger Model 10 provides inspiring music
at a cost surprisingly modest by any standard of comparison.
The expert organist feels at home at
the Baldwin; the less experienced
performer finds that mastery comes
easily. The word traditional best
describes the way the rich and
distinctive voices of the Baldwin are
played, take eft'ecc, and sound.
Consult your classified telephone
directory for the name and address of
your Baldwin representative-or
write Dept. E·3, the Baldwin Piano
Company, Cincinnati 2, Ohio, for
your free copy of the booklet. "How
To Select A New Organ For Your Church."
'iheBALDWIN
ELECTRONIC ORGAN
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, Dept. E-42, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
Builders of, BALDWIN GRAND PIANOS ACROSONIC SPINET PIANOS
HAMILTON GRAND and VERTICAL PIANOS. BAlDWIN ELECTRONIC ORGANS
f· .. fJer'l(Iul U. Tn)'[Qr
· _ .•• 11.. C. l1"mlrr4Qu
.....•... AIJ·lell f',.lIfl1r:,..
...•.... _Frflnk F,-;,.J,jd,
... Eliz"bNl, 5('(1,11' /..m"l,
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Take the word of experienced
tuners, technicians, teachers
those who know pianos from A
to Z. They'll tell you Jesse French
pianos are second to none in theIr
price class. Strong words: Yes.
But here, in the remarkable new
"Crescendo" Spinet, is proof to
back them up! Visit your Jesse
French dealer, today! See, inspect,
play the new "Crescendo. " Then,
have your dealer explain the low
down payment and easy budget
terms which will put this out-
standing new value triumph in
your home, now!
fREE BOOKLET help~ you be
liu,e you buy rig~1! Check the
coupon below for your copy of
"How 10 Choo,e Ihe ~ight Piono"
10 guide you 10 the rig~f final
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free, a copy of "Music in Your
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By GEORGE GASCOYNE
Handcl: Six Organ Concertos,
Op.4
Here is a splendid album of
Handel music which should find
favor with those who like sert-
ous organ works. The solo or-
ganist is Walter Kraft, and he
is supported by the Pro Musics
Chamber Orchestra of Stutt-
gart: led by Rolf Reinhardt.
(Vox, two l z-inch discs.I
Pei-golcsl . Four Concertos for
Strillg OrclU!slrn
The notes accompanying this
album raise some doubt as to
the ·authenticity of these works,
but they are credited to Pergo-
lesi and there is no doubt about
the appeal of the music. The
concertos were recorded in
Switzerland by the Winterthur
Symphony Orchestra. directed
by Angela Ephrikjan. (West.
minster, two lO-inch discs,)
Bach: Claviel'll,elm"g, Yol. VII
(GoMberg Variations)
Rosalyn Tureck js recording
the entire Clavieruebung by
Bach and makes usc of the pi.
ano instead of the harpsichord.
Miss Tureck's performance is
highly commendable and dis·
plays considerable varjety and
depth of feeling. (Allegro: two
12·inch discs.)
Schullninn: SOllaw ill F.slUlrp
",inor, Op. 11, awl CtlrufII)(/1
Two Schumann works are
played by Paul Badura-Skoda,
a young Vjennese pianist who
is known in this country only
through his records. However,
his recorded performances re·
veal him as a serious artist with
a full understanding of the rc·
quirements of the music at
hand. (Westminster, onc 12·
inch disc.)
Bccthovcn: COllcerto No.4 in G
The veteran pianist Wilhelm
Backhaus plays this work with
genuine authority. Clemens
Krauss conducts the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra. The
ETUDE-APRIL 1952
recording is excellent and the
playing abounds In vitality,
(London, one 12-inch disc.)
Bcethovcn . Srrill{: Quartels. 0",
14, No.1 (/IIll OfJ. 59, No.3
The New Music String Quar-
tet has made a definite contri-
bution to the recorded library
of string ensemble works with
this excellent disc of two great
works of the master of Bonn.
Both quartets receive fine treat-
ment alike from the players and
the recording engineers. and
the result is truly gratifying to
lovers of ensemble music. (Bar-
tok, one 12-inch disc.)
Sirauss:· Till ElllclIsl,regel's Mer-
ry Prtll/ks
Death and Trallsfiguratioll
Here js a top.notch perform-
ance of these two tnasten\·orks.
excellently played and superbl)'
recorded, The orchestra is the
H.C.A. Vjctor Symphony and
the conductor is Fritz Heiner-
a combination din1cult to sur-
pass. The result is just what
might be expected from the
fusing of such great talent.
(Victor, one 12·inch disc,)
Dvorak: Trio ill F mil/or, Op.
65.
Louis Kaufman: violinist:
Marcel Cerva, 'cellist: and Artur
Balsam, pianist: join forces to
record in excellent fashion the
superb Trio, Op. 65 by the
great Bohemian Inaster. DVOf'tlk,
not always given his just dues.
wrote much of musical appeal
in this trio. Melodically and
harmonically there is thorough
workmanship throughout the
composition and the trio of in-
strumentalists makes the most
of every opportunity offered.
(Decca, one IO·inch disc.)
Wagncl': "Parsijtll"
A stupendous job was under-
taken last summer at the Bay.
reuth Festival in recording the
complete performance from the
(Continned on Page 7)
high fidelity
tape recorder
Singers, of course, never hear the
sound of their own voices as they sound
to others. But now the miracle of
Magnecording makes this new technique
in musical training possible.
Your students can listen to their own
voices, exactly as they sound to others.
They become more keenly aware of
any faults in tonal quality, inBeetian,
diction and rhythm. Instrumental students,
too, gain a new sound perspective of
their own performances. And yOu, as
instructor, can analyze their work
far mOre effectively by playing it back
as often as you wish.
You can keep, for demonstration, the
best work of your students or you
can erase the tape and use it
again and again.
Magnfcord recording and play-back equipme11t is first choice of radio
eJlgilleerJ ill America ... 3 /0 lover all other lape recorders combined .
Frequency reJpof/Je is flat from 50 to 15,000 cycleJ per Jecof1d, exceeding
the mOit rigid JtalJdard; of the Na/iolJal A.f.focidtiOfl of B,·oa4caSlefJ.
!In......~--......IINC Professional""'l~~, .Tope Recorders
360 N. Michigan Avellue
Chicago 1, III, Dept, ET.4
write today
for free
new catalog!
Name ....
Add,ess ....
City ..
Stote ........................................................................... _ .
... Zone
3
Famed for accuracy ;J:!
and dependability •• 0 :Eo
The ': ~
METRONOME de Maelze I
by SETH THOMAS
.>
Here's the very finest metronome
you can buy-the Seth Thomas"
Metronome de Maelzel.
Made by a company whose name
has meant precision-in-time for 139
years, this dependable instrument is
easily adjustable for tempos from 40
to 208 bents per minute. Measure-
ment is both audible and visible-.
by distinct tick and oscillating p~n-
dulum.
Inside the handsome, hardwood
case is a sturdy, key-wound mecha-
nism built with all the sldll and pride-
in-workmanship that has gone into
every Seth Thomas product since
1813. It is lightweight and portable
. .. is a wonderful aid to the develop-
ment of correct timing in music and
dancing.
See this fine Seth Thomas Metro-
nome at your music dealer, depart-
ment or jewelry store. It's priced at
only $12.90.'
~RelJ, U. s. Pat. OfT.
tPr!ce subject to chnnr:e
Setht.,Clocks Thomaston, Conn.Div. of General Time Corp.
PIANO SELECTIONS
~
From The Great Musical Shows Of Our Time
~
CAROUSEL ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . R d I 2. " 0 gers .. , . . . . . . . .. . 5
H.M.S. PINAFORE , ,." Sullivan ,' , 1.50
KING AND I, THE, , , ,Rodgers , , , . . . . 1.25
KISSME, KATE, , , , , ' ,Porter",., , 1.25
MERRY WIDOW, Lehar , , , . , ' 1.50
MIKADO, THE , , , , .....•......... , Sullivan , .. , , ' 1.50
MUSIC IN THE AIR, , , , , . , . , , . ,Kern , , , . , . , , 1.25
OKLAHOMA '" , , , , , , , , , , .. , , , .. , Rodgers , , 1.25
PIRATES OF PENZANCE, THE", ". Sullivan ",'..... 1.50
PORGY AND BESS ,Gershwin " , 1.50
ROBERTA ...... , .. .. .. .. ,Kern, .... , .. . 1.25
SHOW BOAT , , , , , , , , .. , , .... ' , , , , Kern 1.25
SONG OF NORWAY , . , , . . . . , , , , Wright-Forrest 1.25
SOUTH PACIFIC, , , , , , , , , . , . , , , , , , Rodgers 1.25
W rife for a complete listing
of Piano Selections from the catalogues of
THE CH~PPELL GROUP
Chappell & Co .• Inc. T. B. Harms Co. DeSylva. Brown & Henderson. Inc.
Gershwin Publishing Corp. Williamson Music. Inc.
RKO Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New York 20. N. Y.
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By NICOLAS SLONIMSKY
"C02l[E, TIIEN, into the mUSIC
room." she said, and I fol-
lowed her 'into an apartment fin-
ished, \\ ithout hangings, in wo d,
with a floor of pol i hed wo d. J
was prepared for new devices in
musical instruments. I ut 1 S£H\o'
nothing in the room which by any
stretch of imagination .ould be
conceived as such. "It was c\ i I nt
that my puzzled appearance was
affording intense amu ment to
£elith.
"Please look at to-day's ll1U i ,"
she said. handing In a car I. "and
tell me what you , ould prefer. 1L
is now five 1)\.:Jock, you ~"'ill rc~
mcmber. "
The card bore the date ,. cpo
tcmber 12, 2000," and contain d
the longest prog"amIllC of mu ic I
had cver- scen. It was as various as
it was long, including a 111 st x-
traordinary range of vo al and
instrumental solos, ducLs, quart Ls,
and various orchestra'l cornbi'Hl-
tions. 1 remained bewild red J y
the prodigious list until E lilh's
pink finger-tip indicaLed a parLicu-
lar section of it, where several se-
lections were bracketed, with the
words, "5 P.M.," against them;
then I observed that this prodigi-
ous program was an aU-day one.
divided into twenty-four sections
answering to the hours.
She made me sit down cOl11fort-
ably, and, crossing the 1'00111. so
far as I could see, merely tou~hecl
one or two screws, and at once the
rool11 was filled with the music of
a grand organ anthem T
~~stened: scarc~ly breathin·g·. '. .
T~lere IS llothlJ1g in the least mys.
tenous ~bout the music, as you
seem to lInagine," she said. ''It is
not made by fairies or gen ii, but
by good, honest, and exceedingly
clever human hands. We have sim-
ply carried the idea of labor-saving
by ~ooperation illto our musical
serVIce as into everything else.
There are a number f .. 0 mUSIC
rooms.lIl the eity, perfectly adapted
aco~stJcalIy to the different sorts of
musIC. These halls are connected
~~-------
by telephone" ith all the housesof
the cit y \\ h se people are 10 pay
the small f ... The programs are
so C erdiuuted Ih.t the pieces at
anyone rime imuhan(lou~l)' pro.
ceeding in tho dilloront hall, usual-
Iy ofT r 0 choice, not only bet\\ft'n
in trumcntal and \0('81,' and hr.
tween difrf'r nt '"orl ... of in~tru-
mcnt-, ; l.UI til 0 between difJerfllt
motiv e- from ~rn'e to gal,;:o that
all tn-re and lIloudli. can he suited."
Thls I 0 ..... ge i~quoted from a
nee Iamou b(lnk hy Ed".rd Bel-
lomy, "Looking Back".rd, 200:J.
Hill7," dealing with n cultured
Bostonian whu frll inlo n m('~ml'ric
Iron 'c in uur and ,\olr up in the
bra \If: ne\\ \\ orld of 2000. Thi~is
th n.t ',1 proph of the radio,
0' cpt thot Be'''ol11) oould nol im·
agin thot Ir(lOcl 'a-ling oould be
I n \\ it hOUI \\ ir . But tht' co-
ordinotion of imuhan('ou_ pro-
"ranlS fr m differt'lll "IBlion~ to
~llil all In .. t ~ unci mood", j" still a
Ihillg f the fllluro. P rhop, b)' the
yeor 2000 thi, idonl 'ondition ,ill
be attained.
All oil mit t tabli,h broad-
aSling b ldrphone "as 3c1uallr
mode in 190+ by one Theodore
Cahill. Th ldel11 "a-to be called
Tclharmoni _ Bus ni mentions
this breath.taking l1l'"oject in his
"E:-<::ay on ~ew E5th lics.in MuEic:'
The name of B IIRl11y ",as recaUed
in an nrticl aboutlhe Telhnrrnonic
in the Boston Transcript of )Iarch
30. 1904: "When the plant i, in
working order. one of the dreams
of Edward BeLlanw "ill be real-
ized. By th turning of the switch,
the rOOm or hall or IIO::pital will he
filled wilh the Illusi of the great
masters. There "ill be ~lumber
music for tile per::o,on troubled ,lith
insomnia. and lhere will be ',"3k·
ing musi to rouse the sleeper for.
the duties of the day. The "''''ice
will be on Ule same plan as the
telephone. n
When, at a pa rty in Yienna.
a feminine admirer asked Anton
Rubinstein for an autograph. he
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handed her his calling card. Liszt,
who witnessed this, asked the lady
to show him the card, and wrote
under Rubinstein's name: "Et son
udmirateur Fr. Liszt."
WHEN RICHARD STRAUSS con-ducted Beethoven's Third
Leonora Overture, at a Berlin con-
cert in 1909, he asked the trumpet
player at a rehearsal: "Do you al-
ways make a ritardando in the
fanfare?" The other said, yes, he
did. Strauss mournfully shook his
head, and instructed the player to
sound the signal in tempo.
The point is that in the opera,
the trumpet call is a signal, played
for a dramatic purpose, not as a
virtuoso solo. There is no indica-
tion of any change of tempo in
Beethoven's score.
Conservative musicians early
in the century were gravely COIl-
cerned about the invasion of dis-
cord into the sacred halls of music.
A rather heavy-footed musical
lampoon on the modern music of
the times (meaning Strauss and
Debussy) was contributed by Sir
Charles Stanford whose "Ode To
Discord" was performed in Lon-
don in July, 1908. The score, sub-
titled 'IChimerical Bombination in
Four Bursts," was dedicated to the
Amalgamated Society of Boiler-
makers. A Hydrophone (rain.
making machine) was included in
the' orchestration. The "Ode to
Discord" opened with an aria to
the words "I-Ience, loathed mel-
ody." There followed a choral
"Invocation to Cacophony." The
work concluded, horrible dictu, on
a minor second, G and A-flat, in
simultaneous disharmony. The
London Times reported: "At the
beginning of the Second Burst,
Debussy's six-note scale is intro-
duced with deafening effect." It
also mentioned "bare fifths for the
female voices, which are quite
worthy of the most admired mod-
ern writers."
•
T HElm ARE extinct instrumentsthat ought to be given a second
chance. Such was a double piano
invented by Gustave Lyon in 1896,
and manufactured by Pleyel in
Paris. The two systems of strings
were disposed over the single
sounding-board like two triangles
put together to form a parallelo-
gram. The two keyboards were
separated by 2.45 metres, and the
players faced each other. The
pedals had separate mechanisms,
but each performer could sustain
the other player's notes by press-
ing the corresponding key which
vibrated by resonance. In 1898,
Pugno, Wurmser, Risler and Cortot
played the Bach· Concerto for Four
Pianos on two double pianos. "Le
Menestrel" said in its reviews:
"The double piano possesses fine
sonority of perfect distinction, and
the qualities of elasticity, gentle-
ness, and bravura. It enables the
performers to obtain a more blend-
ing ensemble than on two separate
. l'pIanos.
The double piano h.d enjoyed
a considerable vogue for a couple
of years, but then went into ob-
livion. THE END
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Wurlitzer
HomeO@n
Oon'tthink that you have to be rolling
in money to afford the new Wurlitzer
Organ. You can buy a home organ
pa tterned in the tradi tion of the
"JVlighty \;Vurlitzer" theater organ
for less than the cost of many pianos.
As );OU sit at a Wurlitzer, you feel
a new mastery ·over music. i\llore
than 1,000 differen t tonal effects are
'yours to command and combine as
you wish. A finger touch and any of
25 orchestral voices leap to life.
Play even a simple party tune on
this king of instruments and it takes
on new richness, cqlor, warmth:
This wonderful home organ that
makes music so much more exciting
and home life so much more fun
takes up no more space than a small
piano. And it's easy to install-just
plug it in and it's ready to play.
So easy to play you can
teach yourself from this book
"You ploy like that-
and never had a teacher?"
You can play a Wurlitzer Organ
right from the start if you know any-
thing about a keyboard instrument.
But even lack of musical experience
needn't hold you back for long.
\Vurlitzer offers you a new, easy-
lesson, home organ course that
makes learning to play lots of fUll.
You don't have to pay a penny
for this wonderfully fast, wonder-
fully casy course. Let your dealer
tell yOll a bout it-and abou t his con-
venient easy terms. Or, if you wish,
write for all the details. Just fill in
the coupon and mail. No obligation.
WURLmER
World'~ Lorge~t Builder 01 Orgons ond Pianas
Under One Great Nome· .· .
: The Rudolph Wurlitler Company :
• Dept. E-4, North Tonawanda, N. Y. •
: At no cost to me. send full details on the :
• \Vurlitzer Home Organ and Easy Course •
• Booklet. •• •
• Nome •· .: Street' ~~ :
: City Zone_5t:lt,,__ :· .
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EVERETT
SERIES 10 SCHOOL PIANO
It 'is significant (hat III recent years schools and
colleges have purchased many more Everetts than
ever before ... hundreds more! Yet an Everett school
piano is by no means the least expensive that money.
can bul. But, it is the lowest priced piano that measures
up to "Specifications for School Pianos," as prepared
by Dr. CarLer. For full particulars, send for vcur copy
of ~·AFactual Report on the Series 10 School Piano,"
Everett Piano Company, South Haven, Michigan.
A CREDIT TO
THE MUSIC
DEPARTMENT
. . . an inspiration
to the studellt!
BOOKSHELF
Bv DALE
A COlllpo~cl"sWol'ld
By Pmtl. Hifll!p,IIith
Hindemith's profound new
volume is based upon the
Charles Eliot Xorton lectures
for 1949·1950. delivered by him
at Harvard University. Hinde-
mith has now been in America
for fifteen rears and has broad-
ened his_a~pect ver-y greatly. He
came in 193/ \\ hen he made
highly successful tour as a
composer and a a viola vir-
tuoso. In Europe hi 1'1 e was
distinctive and rapid. He hell
many of the tOP1110~tpositi ns.
In 1935 he \,'a~ the tea her of
the famous j\1aster lass in
Comp0E'ifion at the B rlin Hoeh-
schute fiir :MuE'ik. He \\'(IS th n
given the unu::ual commission
by the progressi"e governm nl.
of Turkey. to organize all
branches of ll1usi study and
research upon an occidental
basis. also the cst'ablishment of
orchestras and conservatories_
Those who were familiar with
the Pact of Turkey can realiz
what a re,-olutionary ta k lhi
was.
Those familiar with the works
of Hindemith know that at the
start he inclined toward aton-
ality; then he turned toward
German Folk '1fusic of the Mid-
dle Ages. Finally he became
known for what was called in
Germany Gebrallchsmnsik: that
is useful. e,-eryday Illusic_ \Vhile
Hindemith was properly recog-
nized as the foremost composer
of Gerll1an~-. the Hitler govern-
ment denounced his works as
un-German. He sought an arlis.
tic sanctuary in the United
States. \\-here he was welcomed.
He has. spent much of his time
at Yale Cni,-ersitv where he is
Bauell Professor ~f Music The-
ory, \\-ith alternate years as Pro-
fessor of Music at the Univer-
sity of Zurich.
"A Composer's World" is
one of those rare permanent
books, written by a mature,
outstanding master, .which ap-
p~ars now and then ln musical
!llstory. Hindemith, in discuss-
lng I~is. philosophy, takes up:
PerceIVIng :Music Intellecluall
Musical Im:piration. Means ~i
~----------
A DERSO::\T
Production, Technique and
Style, Perfnrmer-. Some
Thought on IIl::-trumcnb.Eda.
cation, Business ~ratters. and
Environment. It is not a hook
that one can race through [rom
cover to cover, It is a work
which calls for Elo\\ and de.
liberate thinkinz and the care.
ful reader "ill get more from
the collateral thuught it -timu.
lates than fro III the actual text
it elf. E\' n ill the more prae-
tical chapter. ··BuQine...~ .\Ial.
ter ," one .nu ..t fJfH(;f·td..lo\\ly
t g I the be ..r [rutn it. Li-ten
to thi. bit of ad,itt' from one
of til (orcnw ..r uf rill' lllOflern_
i ts: ··F'innlt) nt',,.r furgft to
ass rt lour mfJdtrllih. The
proclaJnation of one\, '~1I)dern.
ity i the mu ..t rllident tU\er
r r a bad It;(:hnique. unclear
( rmulalion ... and till' 131.1 of
pers naBt). \lIt onJ} thnt!
hat i. calJt.d \loclrrn \Iu-i,
lifts ) ou oUlomotk811~ into a
worJd·\\id ~()cid) uf ('0I111)()~rs
with similar I nUf'IIt"ic ... The in·
evitabl ,nq'ight of ineffi-
ien y in '-uch u "OciCI~ mudl
o n r r Inter. tcnd tfH\nrdthe
J r t ·tion f the I""ble com·
I rand t an ..(. pc from the
brutal _ I ·tion 01 qualitr in
the 11 rmal coure; Ilf mu~ical
IHe. Thu a ..olitar), _l)teric
style will be the r",,,It: the well·
known kind of secret language
understandable unh 10 rhe
initinted. remo, ed rr~11lany de-
sires of an ordinan lIlue;ic·IO\·er
and thri"ing under hothouse
condjtions .. ,
Of the chapters. that on mU5.i·
cal inspiration makes the deep-
est ]mpr~ion upon -our reo
viewer, allllOugh he cau not feel
that it co'-ers all pha~s of the
mystery of il1~piration. Ho',·
ever, when Hindemith humor-
ously says_ "1 per.sonall) do not
see why we shoul(1 make music
to produce the effect of sea-Eick·
ness. which call be prO\-ided
more con,-incingly b)' our
amusement indm:lry." your re-
viewer would like to add that
he has heard some modern
music which is capable of pro-
ducing -all kinds of inte5tinal
distress.
Harvard Unit-ersity Pre~s 3.75
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ACCORDIONISTS! - Teachers!
For the finest in accordion music (all
grades). w,ite today for our free ea e-
log which I,sts o~~r 1.000 comp~sl.
tions arranged espec.ally for aeeordicn.
Dept. ET
Pietro Deiro
Accordion Headquarters
46 G,eenw;cl> Aven"e. New York JJ, N. V.
IJOHN MARKERT & CO. I141 WEST 15TH ST., NEW YORK II, N. Y.VIOLINS OLD & NEWExpert Repairing. Send for Cable,
lOi!1ia~~ and.Jim
30 E. Adams St.-Chicago 3, Ill.
Speciclists in Violins, Bows. Repairs, etc.
F.~T,\BLlSH{:O IN 1874. WRITE FO'l CATALOG
Publishers of "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
$2.50 per year-Specimen Copy 3S¢.
PROTECT
YOUR
SHEET MUSIC
in a TONKabinet.
You'll keep it neat, clean, orderly,
safe and easy to find in a
TONKabinet. Special drower-trays
for easy filing almost hand yau the
music you want. Richly styled; finely
crafted.
Style 602 shown is table height for duel
utility. Holds 600 sheets. Write for
deoler's nome ond pictures of oth~r
styles for homes. schools. bands.
TONK MANUFACTURING CO.
1912 N. Magnalia Ave .. Chicago 14
TONKabinets
for Sl1eet Music
New Records
(Continued from Page 3)
stage of Wagner's "Parsifal." This
is now issued on six LP records
with results that are at times thrill-
ing and at others somewhat less
than satisfactory. It would be too
much to expect that the balance
of voices and orchestra would at
all times be ideal. But there is
much about this set to recommend
it, even if it were only the master-
-ful conducting of Hans Knapperts-
busch who wields an authoritative
baton over the vast orchestral and
choral forces at his command. The
principals include George London
(Amfortas), Ludwig Weber (Gur·
nemanz), Martha Moedl (Kun-
dry), Wolfgang Windgassen (Par.
sifal), Hermann Unde (Klingsor)
and Arnold Van Mill (Titurel).
For those who could not make the
trip to Bayreuth last summer to
enjoy this great music in an ideal
setting~ this present recording of-
fers an adequate substitute. (Lon.
don, six 12-inch LP discs.)
Strauss: The Gypsy Baron
In keeping with the present re-
vival of interest in Viennese mu-
sical fare, a complete recording of
this lilting Strauss operetta has
been issued by London. The per-
formance is sung in German and
the singers do a highly satisfactory
job. The album comes complete
,vith a libretto giving the German
text side by side with an English
translation. The principals include
two sopranos deserving special
mention: Emmy Loose (Arsena)·
and Hilde Zadek (Safft). The Vi·
enna Philharmonic and the Vienna
State Opera Chorus are ably con·
ducted by Clemens Kraus. (Lon-
don, two LP discs.)
Puccini: "Madam Butterfly"
Another recording of a com-
plete opera finds an excellent cast
doing a splendid job with this Puc-
cini favorite. The cast includes
RenaLa Tebaldi (Bnuerfly), Ciu-
seppe Campara (Pinkerton) l Gio-
vanni lnghilleri (Sharpless), and
Nell Rankin (Suzuki). The Santa
Cecilia Chorus and Orchestra of
Rome are the auxiliary forces used
and the director is Alberto Erede,
who conducts most efficiently.
(London; three 12·inch discs.)
Poulencs Sextet jor Piano and
WillCls
Trio Jor Oboe, Bas-
soon and Piano
Sonata jor Clarinet
and Bassoon
Lovers of the unusual in cham-
ber music will find much to their
liking in this channing recording
made by the Fairfield Chamber
Group. Poulenc wrote into these
works typical Poulenc mannerisms
and the result is music that
abounds in wit and charm. The
recording is entirely satisfactory.
(R.E.B., one lO·jnch disc.)
Spohr: Jessollclll Overtltre
F(ilLS! Overture
Here are two works by a COIl1-
'poser who formerly was very much
to the fore in the musical world.
Perhaps he should not be neglected
·in the manner that he has been. At
any ratel these are two numbers
worth knowing and they are given
fine performances by the Sym-'
phony Orchestra of Radio Berlin,
inspiringly directed by Gustav
Goerlich. (Urania, one 12-illCh
disc. )
WELCOME MENC
ETUDE, the music magazine, extends hearty greetings to the
thousands of music educators from all parts of the United
States in attendance at the biennial meeting of the Music
Educators Na~ional Conference in Philadelphia, March 21-26.
Visitors to the convention are cordially invited to call at the
ETUDE exhibit booth and become acquainted with the mem-
bers of the staff.
The cover of the April ETUDE shows a section of the All·
Philadelphia High School OrchesLra, a group typical of hun·
dreds of such organizations, and representative of the work
being done by music educators throughout the United States.
COMPLETE COURSE IN HARMONY
A "SELF INSTRUCTOR" by Joseph A. Hanen
Formerly Editor 0/ ,Jf",ical Theory for
"ThO'! 1"ler"at;o"al M.uicia,,"
'ro ~onlPb·with many ,·equests fOr a Self·l,,_
slruct'''· " KEY has been added to this cOurse to
"liminalc the need of a teacher. By chccklnj1" the
wo,.~ done On Ihc eJ<erci~cs with the completed
wo,·~ In the ke~·. the same benefits as l.hO"" ob_
tained in In<ll,·idual instru~tio" w'll be <1crlvoo.
A special Intl·oouctnry price of $7.00 's made
for" limited time only. "",.,t" for det .. 'ls and
money I>ack !--"",,,·,,,,(e,,.
JOSEPH A. HAGEN
70 Webster A~enue, Paterson. N. J.
.5 year wrillen
guarantee
• Slondard FRANZ Electric
Metronome
• With perfect Flesh.beat
D $17.25
D $18.75
fRANZ MANUfACTURING COMPANY
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
}Bremen
PIANOS
one of the world's
finest spinets
Triumph of encasement
beauty, tonal and ~tructural
quality. Di~tinguished for
beautiful proportions and
functional compactness.
Ma~terfully built by outstand·
ing artisans who for a [ifetime
have devoted their skills to the
highest perfection standards of
fine piano making, the Bremen
piano is noteworthy for its
beautiful proportions, golden
singing tone and light, respo~.
sive action.
Write for free brochures.
Brr", ... <>Hr.. 'r"rh." ... j>r<;gl d'.row .. '.
W,i« fa, nG "'<0" '"..,,1 ow<ho,;«J ,r,·"r,·<.
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ASCAP
•
PROVIDES GREATER
INCENTIVES TO
SERIOUS COMPOSERS
Like everyone else, the composer of serious music must make a
living. Somehow he must make a living from his creative work,
if he is to go on writing music. And he can make a living from
his music only if he receives just compensation for the perform-
ances of his works by concert singers, by symphony orchestras, and
from the use of his music in radio and television.
It is here that the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, with its licensing system has played such a vital role in
helping to create an ever.growing· repertory of serious American
music, drawing its inspiration from the rich and varied heritage of
this country. For without this licensing system, under which com-
posers receive compensation for the performance of their works,
many writers of serious music would have to find other means of
livelihood.
ASCAP thus encourages the development of America's musical cul-
ture, by making it possible for composers of serious music to
devote their time to creative writing.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
575 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
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The eoer-preseni problem was solved
for this teacher, at least, by the
mother of one of her pupils.
Getting Your Pupils
to Practice:
A Human Problem
by JAMES L. MURSELL
"ALL RIGHT! How can you get the kids to practice ?"
We were sitting in a drugstore booth, four music teachers and
I, having cokes and holding a very informal, very frank seminar
on the practical problems of the profession. I'd just come out with
a brash statement to the general effect that a music teacher call
cope with almost any situation if only she uses common sense. At
once the question was fired across the table like a small but quite
explosive bomb. For a moment] confess I was stumped. I gulped,
tried to summon my forces, and was just opening my mouth to
make whatever reply I could when Miss Smith, a young and very
enthusiastic piano teacher, rushed into the breach.
"I'll tell you the answer to that one, folks," said she.
I heaved a sigh of relief, and we all settled down to listen to the
words of wisdom. .
"And where d'you think I got the answer from?" asked Miss
Smith, quite dramatically. "Not from any course r ever took. Not
from any of my own teachers. I got it right from the mother of
one of my pupils. And believe me, it works!"
Interest deepened.
"Jackie Thompson started to take from me just about three
years ago. He was ten years old then. Mrs. Thompson had dis-
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cussed mutters with me in advance, and I could see she took
Jackie's piano lessons very seriously, although she didn't say much.
When amonest other things, I remarked that Jackie ought to prac-
tice h~l£ an l~our each day she only smiled and nodded. At Jackie's
first lesson I laid out some work for him, and repeated my spiel
about practicing-half an hour a day. Yes, I said that, although
as 1 sized Jackie up I had my doubts. He's a very live wire, and
piano practice doesn't seem to be a favorite indoor sport with
peppy little boys."
There were glances, smiles, and emphatic nods of agreement, but
no one interrupted.
"\Vell," continued Miss Smith: "next week when Jackie carrie
again 1 could tell in a minute that held done all I'd told him to,
and a good deal more besides. On top of that he was all interest.
Just bubbling with enthusiasm. When I laid out some more work
for him he was eager to be sure just what it was. Acted as if he was
all ready to gobble it up.
"1 wondered if all this could possibly last. But it did last. Each
week Jackie came with his work done and more than done. and
as eager for stillmore-as if I ·were going to give him a pound of
candy. I've had youngsters who like music. So have all of you. But
I'd never seen anything just like this before. Finally I made up
my mind to do a "little snooping. So one morning when 1 kncw
Jackie would be at school I called up Mrs. Thompson. When I tolel
her how pleased I was with the way Jackie was getting down to
business, and expressed my surprise at his eagerness and cnthual-
asm, she laughed.
"{Come round to the house tomorrow afternoon, and I'll tell
you how it's done' she said.
~'I was there on time, you bet! And this is what I found out.
"Every time Jackie went to the piano, Mrs. Thompson would
par attention. That was really the -heart of the secret. She didn't
nag him or try to hold him down. But she did express interest in
what he was doing. She examined his new music, said how nice it
looked) commented on the titles of some of the little pieces. Then
whenever he'd get to practicing she'd listen, and let him know she
was listening. For instance, if she was upstairs she'd ask himif he
minded her leaving the door open, because she liked so much to
hear his music. Every once in a while she'd call down to say what
a pretty piece that was, and to beg him to play it again. Likely as
not she'd tell Mr. Thompson over the supper table what nice music
Jackie had, how well he was getting to be able to play it, how
much she enjoyed hearing him.
"Now 1 call that smart. Mrs. Thompson gave Jackie an audience;
and every musician-s-even a ten-year-old one-likes an audience.
She gave him appreciation and applause; and every rnusician-c-
even a ten-year-old one-likes appreciation and applause.
"Was Mrs. Thompson being sincere with Jackie? That thought.
I must confess: did cross my mind. Mrs. Thompson must have
sensed my doubt, for with a twinkle in her eye she said:
"'Of course Jackie's playing doesn't always sound so wonderful.
I know that, and of course you know it better. But 1 really like it.
I like it because it's his playing. And I guess my liking influences
him a lot. At least I know one thing. 1 don't have to make him
practice. He always wants to.' "
Miss Smith broke off, and there was a considerable silence.
"\Vell, folks," she concluded: "There's my answer to the big
question; and I know it works. I've managed to persuade quite a
few other parents to use the same strategy. And to repeat, I know
it works. What do you think?"
Here our silence dissolved into a babble of eager discussion.
To reiterate Miss Smith's final question: What do you thinlc?
Let me tell you quite briefly what I think. Thcn you can see if you
agree.
I think Miss Smith's solution was absolutely along the right
lines. She had come to see the problem of practicing as a human
problem involving people, and their actions, choices, motives, feel-
ings, and ways of dealing with one another. And she had learned
to deal with the problem very (Continued On Page 63)
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•The noted French teacher,
ISIDOR PHILIPP
in a conference with ROSE IIEYLBUT gives important
Points on Piano Study
THE ART of piano playing is a lifework and can hardly be compressed
into a brief discussion. Nevertheless, an an-
alysis of some of its basic elements may
stimulate the student to discover and cor-
rect certain problems. '
1) Technic. There is a current tendency
to confuse technic with rapidity. An artist
need only play prestissimo for someone to
exclaim about his astonishing technic.
What he means, of course, is agility-which
is but a fractional part of technic. In its
full sense, technic means the artist's mastery
over all the materials of his art, plus an
equal mastery over his own mind and body.
Comprehension of the music, avoidance of
sentimentality, pedal use, nuance, phrasing,
the control of an andante legato-all these
are as much a part of technic as fast runs.
A sonata by Mozart requires as much tech-
nic as a display of fireworks by Liszt-
possibly more!
While finger facility is but the mechan-
ical aspect of art, it must be developed.
This is accomplished by practice. Students
invariably ask me what they should prac-
tice, and my answer is that it hardly mat-
ters! Exercises are less important than
the manner of using them. One practices
first of all with the mind; the fingers fol-
low. One must know the purpose of the
exercise, a very different matter from
simply sounding its notes. And through
every moment of practice, the mind must
be alert to this purpose, and in full con-
trol of the muscles which accomplish it.
All exercises are helpful when intelligently
practiced; no exercise is useful when the
fingers grind out an obbligato to a wan-
dering mind.
Mind arid muscles are stimulated by in-
troducing variety into one's practice. The
scale of C, for instance, may be made varied
and interesting by playing it in different
ways - with different rhythms, speeds,
touches. One hand may play legato, the
other staccato. Hands may be crossed.
Varying dynamics may be used, shading
.from PP to FF. The. scale may be played
10
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with rhythmical variations. It may be
transposed using the original fingering.
Exercises involving the same muscular
action should never be played consecutively.
One set of muscles should be allowed to
rest while another is in use. Thus, scales
should be varied with arpeggios, octaves,
chords, etc.
Use variety in the order of one's prac-
ticing. I do not believe in the fixed schedule
(devised by Koehler) of always beginning
with scales, then taking exercises, then
etudes, and finally pieces. Shift them about!
Today, begin with a difficult passage from
a piece, used as an exercise; tomorrow,
with arpeggios or chords. Make your play-
ing depend on mental control rather than
upon routine.
2) Rhytlun. We can scarcely surpass
Mozart's advice, "What is most necessary,
what is most difficult in music. is the
tempo." Rhythm, and rhythmic indications,
should be strictly watched and scrupulously
"One practices first with the
mind; the fingers follow."
maintained. Practice for rhythm. Erratic
liberties destroy musical effect. Legitimate
use of accelerando, ritardando, eto., should
not be left to "inspiration," hut must be
carefully prepared in a reasoned plan.
Again, interpretative patterns are often en.
hanced by rhythmic means-when making
crescendi, for instance, the tempo should
he very slightly slowed, rather than accel-
erated, thus improving musical effect.
3) Tone. A colorful, expressive tone is
the ~ianist's highest asset. Tone quality
supplies a means of varying color. Since
most of the masters of the keyboard were
also masters of the orchestra, a valid inter-
pretation of their works demands attention
to orchestral color-which, on the piano, is
approximated through vari ty of tone.
Good tone d p nds on Irc dom nnd relax-
ation of the wrist, the shop f the fingers
-even the l xtur [ the skin. But of qual
importance is sensiti ven s of car! Alwa)
listen to y u r If as you prn lice. A rich.
singing .t n is btain 1 by "kn eding'
the key with the fleshy part of the finger
(not the extrcm tip). Fing r.weight 011 the
key iucrea cs for FF. and d tease for
PP. In PP I laying, th hand i kept a light
as pos iblc, and held a lillie high. One
should pra Li e ton as w 11 a agility-
every day l Plain s 01 otTer ufficient mn-
terial if one plays th III with var -lng dr-
narnic gradations, with not-too- high finger
action. or with portamcnt finger acti III etc.
4) Pedal. Wh nyu "'at h the pedaling
of some great artist, ob er ing that hi foot
seems alma t t fluu r, y U reulia that
piano playing r quires fa t work as well
as finger work. N vel" U e the pedal until
the mechanical difficulties of 8 piece hare
been overcome. Whit there are no cate-
gorical decree {or its use, remember that
the purpose of the pedal i to provide
shading. The pedal hould be pressed (and
released) not simultaneously with the cor-
responding action of the fingers. but the
barest split-second after it, Failure to use
(or release) the pedal at exa tly the right
moment destroys tone and phrasing. makes
legato and staccato impossible, and reduces
all one's other effects to one great blur.
Here are some pedal hints from Godowsky:
"Pi~nists ought not to forget that each
register of the in trument call for a differ-
ent handling of the I edal. The higher the
register, the more freely the pedal can be
used .... A ere cendo allows a broader use
of the pedal than a diminuendo, just as a
desce~lding run or passage can stand more
pedaling than an ascending one .... "
5) Methods of Study. When studying a
new composition, one should read it very
slowly, very carefully, and several times
over. After becoming aware of its problems,
one should practice the left hand alone-the
bass which is the (Continued on Page 6-l)
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Much is required of the would-be
successful vocalist beside the primary
pre-requisites of natural
voice and musical talent.
Read what a well·
known authority has to
say along this line.
WOuldyou like
to become a
Successful Singer?
INALL PARTS of the country, young,ambitious and talented singers are look-ing with eager hope toward the Metro-
politan Opera Association, the Broadway
stage, the television and the radio. Is there
any way to tell whether or not their ambi-
tions will be realized? This is a difficult
question to answer, yet we know that there
are certain very definite pre-requisites for
a successful singing career, without which
one should think twice before making the
final decision to try.
It should be borne in mind that we are
now talking about the successful singing
career of the recitalist, the concert and ora-
torio singer or the operatic artist. We are
not specifically discussing the thousands of
people who study singing for the great
benefits which accrue to all who would pur-
sue this noble art, and there are many who
could qualify in this category.
The primary pre· requisites are: of course,
the natural voice and musical talent. Young
singers should seek the advice of the best
singing teachers available, to determine
whether they possess the voice and the musi-
cal talent for really "big" professional sing~
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by Bernard U. Taylor
ing. Well-meaning friends and family who
hear only the voice, may not have the neces-
sary knowledge of the many conjunctive
abilities which a singer must have, and
which must be evaluated by himself and
competent authorities, before he seeks ad-
mission into his difficult, yet fascinating
profession.
For example, a person may have a su-
perb voice, but lack musical talent. Or he
might have musical talent of a superior
type, but be endowed with only an average
vocal equipment. To become a successful
singer, one must have a voice of great
beauty, and of adequate volume: and the
musicality must be, or should be, an innate
gift.
Granted that these two ingredients are
Bernard U. Taylor, IOl' the past twenty
years has been a faculty member of the
Juilliard School of Music. He is a membeL-
of Ihe American Academy of Teachers of
Singing, past pl'esidcnt of New York Sing-
ing Teachel's Association, and a charter-
member of National Associalion of Teachers
of Singing.
sufficiently present in an individual, and
qualified authorities have certified to their
existence, it would be wise for the potential
singer to carefully examine several addi-
tional pre· requisites to make sure that he is
completely qualified to embark on the road
leading to a professional career. While ex-
amining these additional pre-requisites, the
singer should find encouragement in real-
izing that not all of them need be fully in
evidence or fully developed before serious
study begins. But eventually, however, and
usually after about two years of work, a re-
evaluation of his potentialities should be
undertaken to judge his accomplishments
thus far, and to determine if his progress
justifies a continuance of his studies toward
the coveted goal. It is quite within the
realm of possibility, that should these addi-
tional con-comitants be disregarded or
overlooked, the singer might, at a later'
date, find, because of the lack of one or
more of them, the real reason for ultimate
disappointment, and his failure to reach
the pinnacle of success.
One-Intelligence. For the singer, men-
tal alertness is imperative. The power to
understand what is going on 111 all phases
of his vocal development, including the
study of technique, musicianship, lan-
guages, acting, and many other facets of
his work requires a keen and understand-
ing intellect. He must be alert to compre-
hend the mental demands of the multiple
subjects with which he must be familiar,
and re-act quickly and efficiently without
qualification of any kind.
Two-Concentration. This involves the
ability to give exclusive attention to sustain
the effort of close mental activity in all
areas related to the singer's art. Undivided
attention and application to a particular
job, means "blotting out" of one's mind the
distractions of other matters. This requires
mental discipline of the highest kind. The
study of music is, incidentally, one of the
finest means to aid the power of concentra-
tion. It 'is now used extensively by psy-
chologists and psychiatrists as a mental
therapeutic.
Three-a Healthy Body, a Healthy Vocal
Apparatus and a Healthy Hearing Equip-
ment. The singer's body is his own vocal
instrument. Without a completely healthy
body, the singer is handicapped through-
out his career. Consider the fact, for exam-
ple, that it has been estimared that a singer
uses as much physical energy during the
singing of one two-hour recital, as is used
by a day-laborer during an eight-hour day.
To develop the human body into a well-
coordinated, free-functioning instrument,
requires years of patient and pains-taking
effort. It is easy to understand, that if there
are physical malformations of any kind,
organic diseases or chronic illnesses, they
could, inevitably, become a deterrent to a
successful singing career.
(Continued on Page 51)
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The inspiring story of the Columbus Boychoir-
.. . d t msoork:a unique example of cooperatlon an ea .
Entire student body of Cohunhus Boychoir School.
I
,I
INFRONT of the white-pillared mainbuilding of the Columbus -Boyohoir
School in Princeton, N. J., a 41.passen-
ger, specially-built bus waits for the last
boy and the last piece of baggage to be
stowed aboard. The quota is 26 boys and
79 pieces of baggage, including' five cos-
tume and three vestment trunks.
The sign on the front of the bus reads
"Concert Tour," and the boys compose the
school "Concert Choir," off for a junket to
the Midwest, the Deep South, or maybe to
California, up the 'West Coast and back
through Canada. At the home base in
Princeton some 30 other boys are working
hard and hoping to he chosen for next
year's choir.
During one year the choir boys saw the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, crossed the
Mississippi eight times and the Rocky
Mountains twice, saw the Grand Canyon
and the Gulf of Mexico, and toured Canada
from western Ontario to Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island.
The choir earns approximately three-
fourths of the funds necessary for the op-
eration of the whole Boychoir School, all
Touring Boy Choir
by R. C. Henderson
funds from concerts and record sales being
used for the school maintenance. An un-
usual combination of musician and busi-
ness man, Herbert Huffman, the school's
founder and director, conducts the entire
enterprise, with the help of his pupils and
teachers. And through their cooperation,
both boys and faculty receive practical
business training.
With the skill and teamwork of a uood. ~
CIrcus crew, the youngsters do the various
jobs by which they aid the smooth per-
formance of the concert tour. Eight of the
larger boys, for example, form the baggage
crew. ~s soon as the bus stops, they start
unloading, and place all bags in a neat
row. Boys leaving the bus pick up their
own pieces of luggage and go to the hotel
rooms already assigned to them.
When the bus arrives at a concert hall
the baggage boys unload vestment and C05~
tumc trun~s, and the "riser crew" gets the
platform rrsers out and in place. A special
group sets up the school's booklet and rec-
ord display in the hall lobby. Soon the
choir is in place and ready to start rehears-
als. Some boys are excused to go to dress-
12~_-------
ing rooms, others remain 011 ~ln"e to run
through 5010- and arias.
At least three boys are rru incd for each
role in the opera, and 311 CH'llill":~ ('.1.:-1is
determined by the voic ondh ion of the
boys and the a custicnl propenie- of the
auditorium. In the dressing rooms. cos-
tumes, including wigs and dancing shoes,
!18ve been is ued and each ~uung ..ter gets
into his proper outfit in quick-change lime.
In spare intervals, the bov- etudv their
"home work," play games. or run through
last-minute vocal exercises.
The concert program. the greeting of
guests backstage and the loading lip after
a show are carried out" ith the same 5\"5-
tematic promptness. Before a concert. b~r5
on "free time" wander around tow n and
visit places of interest.
I:I0w can 4lh.to-9Ih.gracler~ keep up ,\ ith
Ihei r normal school work and truv el 25.000
~lliles a year giving concerts ? The answer
IS that they study while the, 1T3\"el. and by
• d d - .an aT tests they average nearly two
years ahead of requirements in regular
academic subjects.
The bus, which is really 3 schoolhouse
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'on wheels, contains school desks, seats with
drawers that hold books and pencils, and a
piano for music lessons and rehearsals. A
large cabinet carries reference material and
other equipment, and an adequate teaching
force is always aboard.
At 1 P.M. on a typical bus schedule, the
boys are starting their daily sleeping pe-
riod, with seats adjusted to reclining posi-
tions. By 2 :50, afternoon classes are under
way. The 6th grade is having English, the
7th science, the 8th is deep in geography,
and the 9th is studying Latin. In the back
of the coach, an instructor may be giving
a piano lesson or Mrs. Huffman may be
rehearsing special parts.
"Making" the Concert Choir requires
much more than the possession of a beau-
tiful voice. It means a considerable mastery
of vocal technique, diction and phrasing,
and the memorizing of from 20 to 30
choral numbers. It means. that a boy must
have high standing in his school work and
must have proved a satisfactory citizen of
the school community. He must have ae-
A popular sport at the Columbus
Boychoir camp, along the lake
shore at Chautauqua, N. Y.
quired a variety of accomplishments, from
good table manners to the ability to dance
in a hoop-skirt.
The Boychoir School operates on the
theory that every boy will do the right
thing if he can be taught what it is and
why it is desirable and necessary. As few
rules as possible are set up and these are
based on valid reasons which the boys can
understand. Often older pupils help to
formulate the rules and pass them on to
the younger boys.
The Boychoir is non-denominational and
is not a church choir, though it often sings
in churches as well as schools. It welcomes
school boys of any and all faiths and usu-
ally has about twenty denominations rep-
resented by its members. Small classes and
close supervision make it possible for pu-
pils to gain an unusually fine background
for high school entrance and work.
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At the Princeton headquarters, the boys
are responsible for keeping their rooms in
order. They set and clean tables at meals
and each takes his turn acting as host.
Good table manners are always stressed,
and on tour the pupils gain all the accom-
plishments of well-disciplined travelers and
hotel guests. A full program of games, as
well as study classes, are maintained at a
high level.
For from 4 to 6 weeks each summer, tal-
ented boys from all over the U.S. Join the
regular school members of the Boychoir
Summer Camp at Lake Chautauqua. One
of the season's high lights here is the ap-
pearance of all the boys in concert with
the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra un-
der the direction of Franco Autori, asso-
ciate conductor of the New York Philhar-
monic Symphony Orchestra.
A [ong-established precedent was broken
when the Boychoir became the first group
of children permitted to attend the rehears-
als of the Chautauqua Opera Company.
Their be.havior was so exemplary that other
The touring ehoir in formal lineup ready for a
strenuous rehearsal under the guidance of their
strict Lut patient director, Herber-t Huffman.
VISItors are now cautioned to "act as the
Boychoir does."
Yet only 15 years ago, this internation-
ally famous organization was just a small
group of music-loving youngsters rehears-
ing twice a week at the Broad Street Pres-
byterian Church in Columbus, Ohio. By
1939 the group had become a fine choir,
and Herbert Huffman had begun to realize
a cherished dream in the formation of the
Boychoir School, with its three R's built
around and motivated by an unusual mu-
sical opportunity. The choir and prepara-
tion for it became a powerful incentive for
outstanding academic achievement and
character development.
In 1943 a representative of one of the
big American concert agencies was brought
to visit a rehearsal. His enthusiastic recom-
mendation of the choir led to its New York
debut concert, which was praised by the
important crrttcs. This was the final step
toward a concert career. The same year the
school opened its "Camp for Musical Boys"
at Chautauqual New York. Since then the
choir has appeared in more than 400 cities,
in nearly all of the 48 states and in many
Canadian provinces. It has rendered more
than 100 programs over all major radio
networks and has appeared frequently on
television.
In 1947 the Boychoir School in Colum-
bus established boarding facilities and ad-
mitted boys from other parts of the country.
In 1950 the school accepted an offer to
move to Princeton, where it could cooper-
ate with the Vlestminster Choir College in
organizing boy choirs all over the country
and training directors for them.
The Board of Trustees which had backed
the school in Columbus graciously permit-
ted it to move on to greater opportunities
at Princeton. And Mr. Huffman is carrying
forward his practical- business success.
coupled with his ideals for training boys
as broadly as possible in order to fit them
On tour. Choir boys studying at tlte
collapsible desks in their schoolhouse
011 wheels.
for the opportunities and obligations of a
democratic way of life.
All members of the school teaching staff
live on the premises, and one of their most
important functions is the supervision of
the boys outside the regular classroom
time, including evenings, supervised play
periods and weekend activities. This helps
toward a complete physical education as
well as musical and academic achievement.
It makes for good social adjustment and
training.
It is possible for a boy to be in the
school for 6 years, if he comes in at the
beginning of his 4th grade. Some boys
are now ill their 5th year and in the 9th
grade. Since most boy voices begin to
change either late in the 7th grade or in
the 8th grade, the 9th grade is usually
the smallest class. The averaue time ~. ~
boy spends in the (Continued on Page 56)
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lS Mary GardenHere •
A M.usical
Profile based
upon a confe,.ence
secured [or ETUDE
by !\'1YLES FELLOWES
MARY GARDEN is an object lesson i.n"what it is that sweeps across foote
lights." You watch her lithe gait, her vivid
gestures, the snap of her blue eyes; you
hear her ,~ibrant voice tossing out down-to-
eartll truths (that many people think but
few have the courage to state), and you feel
the presence of that indefinable somelh£ng
which cannot be learned out of books-you
feel the sheer power of magnetism which is
.iVlary Garden.
N~ longer s,inging herseH, Miss Garden
has been on a cross-country lecture lour
under the auspices of the National Arts
Foundation. She also spent part of a sea-
son teaching at the North Texas State Col-
lege, where she directed a student per-
£ormall\:;C of Donizetti's "Daughter of the
Regiment," which attracted wide attention.
She is looking out for fiue young voices to
coach and advise.
"You have the most beautiful voices in
the world," Miss Garden states, ;'but few
notable artists. Thaes because they- all want
to do the job in a hurry-get on the stage
in six months and be glamorons. It can't
be done that way. Another thing: young
singers here have no background, no goal.
By goal I don't mean salary and publicity,
but a firmly fixed standard of perfection.
When I began, 1 chose the French school.
Why? [ had a natural affinity for it. As a
child in school, I was sent to the black-
board with a blindfold on Jll'y eyes and
told to draw a map frolil memory. I chose
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the map of France; had a lot of trouble
getting Cherbourg at the proper 811 ....[c. r\
always loved France, and took as Illy goal
the perfection of the French school: S't3) cd
with it, worked at it, made it Itl) 0"'11. \hHI·
a success of it, too. I was eight year::- at the
Comi,quc and created sixteen Frcl1("h "or"' ..
before 1 attempted ~Vlontcmczzi aurl
Strauss."
The long sequence of Gardell triumph ...
began when~ at nineteen, t.hc :3cotli~h-horl\ .
American~bred girl was called to fini ..h a
performance of ;'Louise" in place of a
.singer who had become ill. lm ~tag('. dur-
ing the second act. Miss Cardcll knc" the
role, but had never rehcar:-:cd it and had
never sung with orchestra. ",;\ly turn came
and on I went," she remelllb~r~_ "1 "UIlI-
~noncd all Illy courage and ::-aid tu 111\~df
'Mary, my girl, this is l'our chance ·rr ' :
. !' 1 . . a "'l
It_ turned l~lY back straight on Ihe audi-
ence ~nd .walted. With the firfot nolt' of
Depul-s le Jour I turned like a fla-I, " I
< ~ - ..1!l( IHY
first tones sang out free and clear ahO'l' tl;'
o.rchestra. \{'henl walked ofT ll,' I I e_ I l ~ age t ml
1I~~lt,. I was lIO longer unkntl\\ll.·· For 100
lllbhts she sang the same role I I \ ..,tl ..'. 0 (e lnuu ...ly.
en lUSlasltc audlencc~ a I .. d .. ~, IlC lel ....nc '1 tl
favorite of Paris for thc 'Tt:' ..... Ie
"Th . nex :-c\ en \ t'a r ..
e young sll1ger needs a tru h ......., .
teacher. In speak· f . ;:-natlIlg 0 teacher!;: I _I II
doubtless get myself into trouhle '"il } 101
pect I can stand l·t A_ • ut (''\.-. rUlyway I d .
tificate; I simlJly (T' ' • on I pon-
blVe my Vie'· 'Iteachers, alas are I I ,~- .\ any
, C lar atans; and thc~
) 0" c n dckd h Iheir !bUd) IIld
promi ...c.: ur F'-uUI'" oU inlo optu.
l,\,"'nt hf.·d...... It .. in lid 1~ .. ..
gL'l lnte upt·r ill t tnt .. ...? tl!rI
tenc-h,-r fln~......IIHI • uuuFh hut a it
impnrt '\ h I Ih,-. tlu. \1 n tlf I
r lirt;) .. in ·t~f'" "ltd have do..- tidt III
hUI h \ co un i.I 4 h .." 10 au ..ahn
ple .i0lt ",·11. he I.... ' II... ean In'
tlt,-ir own liul.· h. ..( Iri( •• "h' ..
11111 lwlp ntlu' \ uin~. \\ lMon I •• ~
jll~ Rt tilt" ~""I"IIh:' J n lk Rt'"
h·odtillg lit:' h ..I ItlT"
Inul rei ir,-d" 11111 t ufitl,1 "mo
lln-h-' 1111 flu("'loI1.. " nf h" b
I ",'ul lu ... .,him. 'hin It\f hr coDi.,
me ",nUl - IlUi .. h.·,..... It I ("me I It D!l.
"\C1. tht, t "I uf 1 h; IlCr i· QCIt ~
Ilrnu. i -.., uu uf.1 I he on« • .,
hut "ul·1\ "IMt lIt" .. ;;ttl .1'1 fof \0Il. •
nih. \otl ,nu mU-' 1 \ the i
ttl -:0('0 • lhi..(tlr \Uu .....U. htn I.~..
Pnri"l: .. at '\ ·nt ~..t1. Wf\" .. fin..,.
rn",in~ 1'",1 ,,... I \ i·'I,,1 all "
Tlw fir-I f"ur I. 0\ " thin, IOf... I (IIiI
1.-11in I.... minul • Hul the 61~'"
'\ ,I" U1\ prnfc,· ....nr. t OC-, \ad I
\, illt him al1.1 111 II... m *'*1 if
..I\ulin, •
'·0" th .. hok. I tlli
i..1101 ,It· nn 1t'1 tun .. 1 1
...It'll uih-r 11 tll\' ....in.-1o' t«I .... *
nn,· \\ 110 nn~ r tf'd In r 1 ~
~n I~W fir-t .,Ia. _ l'ulldi up' - ,;
JC,',-I1\<'. i ntift'r! no"kd of tilt
"'1M n i"'m , u,11 1. n I"
.." h·1I II.. -,n r
"'a ....cr. h h. 10\ d<
\ 'lc,'al ...tud\ for til
...Iw i...in d TI~
In "or. TI, lhinl
"u!,ht to I • In I I
mu ..t :~l\(lid i' t dri • z. ~
con 'nlr llfl11 on h r,'
(ontin " P
ETllJ
"I AM NOT interested in short cuts,"
said the young piano teacher as she
turned from a casual inspection of an in-
struction book subtitled, "A Sensible Short
Cut to Piano Playing." Her alma mater, a
highly respectable school, had rightly im-
pressed upon her that no part of the climb
to Parnassus is made on an escalator.
But don't we owe our civilization pretty
much to short cuts? What else could one
call the invention of the wheel? And didn't
the printing press lead to a renaissance of
learning, and steam engineering to an in-
dustrial revolution, and the harnessing of
electricity to our modern technology? Ac·
tually we are all interested in short cuts,
but with one reservation-the short cut
must do the job just as well as the older,
more laborious method. The automatic
dish-washer must turn out dishes that are
sparklingly clean, the quick-frozen foods
must taste approximately like fresh vege-
tables, the airplane must get us to our des-
tination in comfort and safety. The short
cut must lead to the end result we have
in mind or it is rejected.
The search for short cuts in music edu-
cation has been a long one. Almost from
the beginning of instrumental instruction,
people have been trying to devise ways of
getting quicker results. The thirteenth cen-
tury saw the invention of many systems
of tablature as guides to reading music,
keyed to a particular instrument. These
systems were so varied that no rnusicolo-
gist has ever attempted to decipher all of
them. Even if learning to playa particular
instrument was accelerated, the tablatures
did not lead to overall musicianship, but
to a kind of Babel among musicians where
one could not understand the system of
reading used by another.
Of all the short cuts that have been pro-
posed in music education, only a feli\' have
withstood the test of time. The system of
placing the ukulele fingering on a specifi-
cally designed chart above the staff in our
popular sheet music is a current system of
tablature applied to a limited number of
instruments and not related to standard
music notation. The Klavierscribo system
of indicating the keys of the piano t6 be
pushed seems like a similar device. It works
as long as specially notated music is pro-
vided, but what system of harmony will it
fit into, and by what names shall we call
the keys indicated by the tablature?
The Modulator used by the Tonic Sol·fa
school founded by John Curwen may also
be considered a system of tablature. It has
been useful for over a century in enabling
untrained singers to find their way to a
satisfactory performance of choral compo-
sitions, some of them of considerable diffi-
culty. With its ';movable do," centuries
old in England, the Tonic Sol-fa system is
still widely used in our own public schools.
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Short Cuts •In
Music Education
We use all kinds of short cuts nowadays-
why shouldn't we use them in music education?
by FRANK FRTEDRTCH
In Mr. Curwen's book, "How to Read
Music and Understand It," he explains
both his own system of tablature and the
reading of music from standard staff nota-
tion. He says, "The staff is always sup-
posed to be in the Key of C; in fact,
staff notation is a representation of the
finger-board of the pianoforte, organ, etc."
This we all know, but have you ever tried
to demonstrate this to your students by
placing the lines of the staff down on the
keyboard all at once? The left-hand fingers
will play every other white key below Middle
C and the right-hand fingers every other
white key above it. Borrowing from the
old story about Haydn, we can play Middle
C with our noses, and the entire great
staff is apparent at a glance.
Now if we apply Mr. Curwen's advice
to read music by lines and spaces rather
than by spelling out the note names, we
have only to locate anyone line on the
keyboard in order to play a triad built
upon that line, or one built similarly upon
one space. By establishing certain piano
keys as guide-posts for related line-locations
upon the staff, anyone understanding this
relationship can read music immediately,
Hby loca60n." Since the piano keys are
names in alphabetical sequence, ABC D
E F G, the player can play first "by loca·
tion" and then name the tones produced,
working from the keyboard to the staff.
This gives us a short cut to music reading
that works within the regular staff nota-
tion system. If beginning material' stays
within a fairly consistent range for a while,
a little key naming soon establishes the
tone names on the staff with the added
advantage of having them tied in with par-
ticular locations upon the keyboard and
in direct relation to scale tones-something
not always too evident to the student if the
tone names are taught first from the staff,
perhaps as E G B D F or G B D F A.
At first glance this looks as if we were
going backwards in the process of teach-
ing music reading. We are, however, only
emphasizing a relationship that is inherent
in all music notation, especially as it re-
gards keyboard instruments. Students learn
to read much faster "by location" than by
the traditional letter-name matching of
staff-note to key. The student using the
short cut matches the sound produced by
the depressed key with a particular location
on the staff. For the purposes of identifi-
cation the tone can be named from either
the staff or the keyboard, but since depress-
ing the key causes the tone to sound, isn't
it more logical to start with the sound and
work back to its picture in the notation?
This was the short cut our young lady
rejected. Later she tried it out, or rather
her husband did, and he startled her by
being able to read music and perform at
the piano without any previous instruction.
Now she uses the system with all of her
pupils and reports that they grasp the
meaning of music notation much faster.
But, of course, she does not call it a ';short
cut"-;;It is just common sense," she says,
"and why didn't I think of it before?"
No, there are no elevators or escalators
on the road to Parnassus, but a good, clear
road map can save many steps and keep
one fron{ wandering around all over the
mountainside. And any good road map
shows the short cuts that provide a way
of getting to one's destination in the short·
est possible time. Who has ever ignored
a straight highway that saved several miles
of driving, in favor of an old worn-out
road, winding around every cow pasture
and undulating with every dip in the land-
scape?
We all use short cuts nowadays and why
shouldn't we use them in music education
if they take us straight to our destination?
The scenery for the beginner isn't usually
too interesting anyway-too many sign.
boards-and the best part of the journey
lies ahead: the picnic joys of the folk tune,
the oceans of harmonic color, the towering
peaks of the classics. Would you have him
tarry along the way? THE END
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First Aid
for the Amateur
The Amateur's place in music is a most
important one; he should be given due
recognition and encouragement.
by ELIZABETH SEARLE LAMB
MUSICAL AMATEURS, scattered fromOregon to Maine and from Michigan
to Texas, comprise the dough in which the
leaven of the professional musician works
to produce the musical consciousness of the
United States. These amateurs are the foun-
dation for radio and television audiences
for fine musical performances as well as for
personal appearance concerts across the
land. Active amateurs, making music and
sponsoring interest in it, are making music
a vital part of the life of the nation as no
single artist or organization could hope to
do. And because of this growing and deep-
ening awareness of music, America is de-
veloping the creative forces necessary to
the production of a vital and significant
American music, linked with but no longer
tied to European cultural development.
An amateur, according to 'Vebster, is
one who practices an art not professionally
but for the love of it. And today as never
before our systems of public school music
arc turning out potential amateurs, young
men and women who have the basic foun-
dation to practice the art of music for the
love of it. In addition capable instructors
in the various musical fields are to be
found in almost every' area of the country,
who are able to give the interested pupil,
no matter his age, sufficient technical train-
ing to enjoy making music. And this func-
tion is as vital as that of giving the poten-
tial Eleanor Stebers, William Kappels, and
Mischa Elmans their fundamental training.
Group performance is vital to the ama-
teur, providing as it does an incentive to
"keep up" and the necessity for getting at
the chosen instrument, be it piano, voice
of piccolo. It is very significant that oppor-
tunities for group amateur participation
are multiplying rapidly. There are volun-
teer church choirs, community choral
groups, civic orchestras, chamber music
groups, city bands. Where there is no
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opportunity, the wide awake and eager
amateur can form his own group by the
simple expedient of inviting ill a few muei-
cal friends for the evening, dropping hints
by the wayside regarding instruments and
music. The musical activities of the Bryn
Mawr Art Center started from just such an
informal evening; now they meet the needs
of musical amateurs within a radius of
fifty miles from the Center.
Even with the encouragement of all or-
ganization with which to perform, the
musical amateur often needs a few first aid
hints. \Vithout a teacher to push or prod
as he needs be, he often slips in technic
until he is unable to keep up with the
group. As his ability slides away it be-
comes increasingly difficult to force him-
self to practice until finally the violin is put
away in a silk shroud or the oboe reeds dry
out and are put with other mementoes of
the past. But such need 110t be the case!
First, the amateur must realize very con-
sciously that his music is a labor of love,
done for personal relaxation, pleasure and
inspiration, with no thought of becoming
professional or showing off even for fanljly
and friends. Second, the amateur must be
conscious that for him the making of music,
real music, must depenq. more on inner
feeling than outer technique. Every great
musician plays with his soul; the amateur
must do likewise, must develop a feelina
of musicianship" and taste that can giv~
artistry to his playing even when coupled
with limited technical skill. Books, records,
artist concerts, fine radio performances,_
all these can help the amateur to reach a
certain individual ~musical maturity which
will make itself felt in his playing. Finally,
the amateur must self-discipline himself to
an extent where he can actually pro ....ress
technically without a teacher's heI~the
amount ?f ~uch progress being dependent
on certam mherent characteristics as wen
~-------------
as the technical start he has already made.
An ability to work alone will guard against
the apathy which results in complete musi-
cal frustration when the amateur ceasesto
practice the art of music and locks away
cello or trombone, flute or drum.
A regular practice period, even though
as short as 20 minutes or half au hour,
observed every day will pay dividends,
whereas sporadic two or three hour prac-
tices once a week accomplish little or noth-
ing. The amateur should go through tech-
nical material until h find a group of
exercises that employ the fullest range of
technique which he le ir to "ke pup."
A former t acher or a more I.Ichallced
friend may point out adequate material.
Or the hit and mi s ystcm may b em-
ployed untiJ eventually he finds just the
scales, chor Is, x r ·is s, double-stop, or
what-not that will keep £tug r.._ \\ rists, lips,
or whatever the instrument call-, for. most
supple and ready to perform adcquntclj the
tasks laid out. Once found, this material
must be used regularly. \' rk 011 technique,
slow, relaxed, I ut painstakingly accurate,
should COliSUIll the bulk of a ...hort prac-
tice period. A very mall perc nlagc of
tim i sufficient for rapid technical work.
Another percentage f th tim. incrca ..ing
pr portionately with the 1 ngrh of time
spent singing, trunuuing, r ti klillg the
ivories, can b u d 011 pieces. ]f clone s)·s·
ternatically a con ideruble grouj I pice
can be kept in condition \\ here the}t may
be played readily \\ ith a cum y and orustic
interpretation, ev n though d nc only for
personal sati faction.
Added fun can be gained through sight-
read ing new music. aving pennies Ior the
occasional purchase of new music will pay
off in satisfaction as a musical library is
built up. Simple music only should be used
for sightreading until can iderable facility
is developed-as with everything else,
practice helps. Before beginning to play
or sing, key, time signature, general mood
and tempo should aU he checked. "Xo
stops" should be the goal e\-en if quite a
few notes slide under the bridge. An ability
to. do this is invaluable when p dOfluing
WIth a group for it makc up. to a certain
extent, for technical limitatiolls. Inciden-
tally, the hY1ll1l book ba~ never been
equalled as a beginning sight-reading tc~1:
for any instrument. Music stores arc glad
to sugg~st other material, and a glance at
the reVIews of new music in the various
music magazines will often reveal material
suitable for "j ust playing."
Yes, personal practice is a prerequisite for
the f.ul.Jest.enjoyment and benefit from group
partlcIpa~lOn, which in turn provides the
greate~t Impetus for the practicing. And
spread1llg across the country are more and
more organizations (Continued on Page 63)
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The splendid work of the MENC during the
past forty years has had much to do
with raising the standard of the
MUSIC FOR MAIN STREET
DURING the latter half of the Gay (forsome people) Nineties, the writer was
a grammar school pupil in a Pennsylvania
anthracite-coal-region town. During those
years, he learned the three songs which con-
stituted the grade school music program-
Cherries are Ripe, Little Tommie Green
Played Soldier, and There Was a Little
Girl. In his senior year in high school
there was a \\Jeekly half-hour spent in sing-
ing old favorites: Long, Long Ago, My Old
Kentucky Home, etc. For graduation, one
of the teachers rehearsed the class for sev-
eral weeks. The eleven boys sang in unison
Out on the Deep, and the ten girls joined
them in something from "Erminie." He
sang a brief solo in the latter, and, when
the local dance orchestra hired for the oc-
casion gave up trying to follow his rhythmic
vagaries, he had his first experience in "a
cappella" singing.
In 1949, he was invited to talk to the
music students in the same high school.
Although the town's population had in-
creased only from 12,000 to 15,000, he
found an assembly of about two hundred
youngsters representing six instrumental,
theory, and vocal classes. What happened
there over a fifty-year span is indicative of
the progress of school music in America.
Contrary to general belief, music is not
a new subject in the American school sys-
tem. It began in Boston about 1838 as an
elementary school subject and was accepted
as a high school activity about 1375~ a
year before history became a part of the
curriculum. However, while a number of
communities enjoyed a weU-organized
school music program, the situation de-
scribed in the writer's experience was prob-
ably characteristic of small towns through-
out the country. Certainly the phenomenal
growth of the movement has occurred in
the present century.
One has only to look around to note the
extent to which American youth has em·
braced the opportunity to make music
which the schools have provided. It is an-
other example of the American dream com-
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ing true; a way of life which believes that,
if opportunity to grow and rise be pro-
vided, individuals in countless numbers will
achieve their potential. The American pub-
lie, which in the last analysis determines
what shall be taught in its schools, has
accepted the thesis that every child has the
right to discover and develop his talent,
whether it be in machinery, literature, art,. .SCIence, or mUSIC.
Lest the reader mistake these statements
for chauvinism, let me assure him that
scores of music educators from other coun-
tries have visited our centers of school
music activity during the past ten years
to learn at first hand what is being done
and how we do it.
They have returned to their own lands
not only impressed but determined to ex-
tend the scope of their traditional music
education practices. One of the first foreign
authorities to comprehend what we are
doing was Ernest Fowles, an outstanding
English critic. Twenty years ago, speaking
Charles M. Dennis, Director of Music,
of the San Francisco public schools,
and first vicc-llI'csident of l\'IENC.
to the Music Association in London, he
said: "Looking at the problem of American
music as a whole, it seems to me to amount
to a challenge to the entire world to do
likewise. It is certain that nothing like the
present enthusiasm for various forms of
musical equipment has ever before been
known-they have taken music to them-
selves and are determined to educate the
mass of their people on musical lines."
Probably no amount of probing could turn
out a better description of our development
than this final phrase.
It is difficult to determine whether music
education at the school level is responsible
for, or the result of, the tremendous in-
terest in music which our country is now
enjoying. However, as a doctor would say,
there is a high incidence in the situation.
Twenty-five years ago the number of or-
chestras giving adequate performances of
symphonic literature was pitifully small.
Today it is estimated that there are 700
which could be so described. Tt is obvious
that these could not exist were it not for
the output of competent players from school
bands and orchestras. The percentage of
completely European-trained players in our
finest orchestras is decreasing, and in every
metropolitan symphony a growing number
of players were introduced to instrumental
music and received their basic training in
the schools of the community. In at least
one case-Los Angeles-the conductor was
once a lcellist in an elementary school or-
chestra of that city.
While it is true that leading opera com-
panies are finding it difficult to meet ex·
penses, opera itself continues to establish
itself firmly (at the grass roots) in the
American music scene. It is significant that
most of the development is noted in colleges
and universities. Only a decade ago in most
college music departments one might find
vocal students learning several arias to
give "class" to a graduation recital. Today
many such departments have flourishing
opera workshops or classes not only
training pro- (Continued on Page 53)
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When P. T. Barnum mortgaged most of
his property to bring Jenny Lind to
America he had no idea of the furore
she would create from one end of the
land to the other.
by DAVID A. WEISS
A MERICA had many exciting things to
ft talk about one hundred years ago.
Every day dozens of Negroes were being
hustled over the Canadian border in defi·
ance of the Fugitive Slave Law. Adventur-
ous Easterners were wagonning westward,
seeking opportunities in the new state of
California. The fiery Hungarian patriot,
Louis Kossuth, was planning to visit the
United States. And opening up a 4,OO-mile
link from the Atlantic coast to the Great
Lakes was the Erie Railroad-the largest
single stretch of track then in the world.
Exciting news, yes. But most Americans
were talking about a modest young lady
who was then making a triumphant concert
L 18
L. Photograph of a Daguerr-eotype of Jenny
Lind made by Southwark and Hawes, Bo~-
ton, in 1851. (Photograph by Ph.ilip B. ~'al-
laee.) Courtesy Amerfcan Swedish Historical
Society ~Phtla,
tour of the United States. A blue- eyed
blonde with heavy facial features and a
mouth someone said resembled Henry
Clay's, she possessed one of the most re-
markable soprano voices ever heard. Her
name: Jenny Lind.
The New York Herald reported she was
not only the most popular woman in Amer-
ica, but the most popular woman who ever
lived. Her concerts everywhere were sell-
outs. He~ carriage never rumbled through
an Amencan street without being foUowed
by hundreds of admirers. Little girls all
over the country were cuttinO" out JL' d 0 enny
In paper dolls, women were sewil cr
J L· db '0 onenny III uttons, and men we'-e I' Oi
J .. u InO"on enny Lmd CIgars. 0
This excite~ent had prevailed for
months-ever smce Jenny Lind h 1 - - 1. h U· ac aInvcc
III t e lilted States in Septel11ber 1850
New York had prepared a gala _ I .
f I h
\\c Come
or ler t en. The streets had b Ii. I I II . een liedwlt 1 t le uttenng flaO's of I. .o er natl\'e Swe-
den. l lcr port r i h d hun in hond"'"
"f -hop w iudcw . J 'nn)' Lind. ",-.kr- ad
mue i -al ennu I were di.plo)<d in tht
bookstalls, a ral ol:tOllnl· of Iwr
life wcr Iublished in Ill.SUi ee-. \nO
shcpkcepers f tured ver .hing f I!r
J nny Lind pian Ion 10 the J nn! I.iId
opera gin
There had 0 Ihirt· th .... • \,.
Yorkers n hand l greet her. For .-
blocks til or around the naJ ..,rtd
docks had b 0 bla k with bumon btl "
Some had climbed up on lh rif::!1 ~ 1
nearhr !;hip~_ til peered du.. " rrt.tM
rooftop. of hou fronting the ........
When J nn indo boal .tapped .'
the dock. a do 11 ~ talor! "('~ injurd
in the ru.h of th ro"<I. nrc \eO" jill!
If erald .aid Ih r hadn'l hew -u' b • fur""
about a WOman sin lit Trojan \\11.
Oddl , eoou b, ,. ry f" IKri< -. yj
"-er • en the we<fuh, 'igbtingak btf...
~,en few r had h rd h r sing-u<Jl ....
. T. Barnum, th man \\ho rtf ~
~llO'1 of his propert 10 bring her I
Ica. 'everlh I her labulOU! c&r<t'~'
as familiar to ri en Ihe"
tie. of the R volulionary or. [, ......
knew she had studied under Manuel
Garcia. That she had been praised by
Chopin, Berlioz, Meyerbeer, and Wagner.
That Mendelssohn called her the greatest
artist he had ever known and wrote his
"Elijah" for her.
The articles the New York newspapers
had printed about this 30.year-old singer
had been glittering. They described the
enormous excitement she had generated in
Europe's capitals. They told how her audi-
ences had their clothes ripped in the enthu-
siasm following her concerts. Had not the
Empress Mother of Austria laid a wreath
at her feet? Wasn't she personally more
popular in England than Queen Victoria
herself?
Never before had a reigning musical
celebrity visited the United States. Most
European artists had shuddered at the
thought of an American concert tour. They
considered-somewhat justifiably-the Pv'>
ple to be backwoodsmen, their music black.
face minstrel shows. The only European
musicians to tour America had either lost
their European reputations, or else (like
Malibran) were not yet famous. That is
why the poet N. P. Willis called Jenny
Lind's concert tour an epoch in American
musical history.
Yet, if not for the masterful hand of
• AmericaThe Swedish Ni ht On ole in
P. T. Barnum, her tour would have passed
unnoticed. The wily showman had used
every trick in his vast repertoire to publi-
cize her. He had even devised a few new
ones. He worked the press, started contests,
and eventually had America believing
Jenny Lind was divine. The trade was en-
couraged to affix her name to everything
from candle-snuffers to hats. Newspapers
received "eye-witness" accounts of her Lon-
don triumphs-all of which were written
in Barnum's New York office. So weB did
the showman excite existing rivalries he-
lween newspapers that one sent a reporter
to Europe to accompany Jenny Lind across.
Barnum's greatest accomplishment had
been contracting the singer. She had heard
of him only as a manager of freaks (like
little Tom Thumb). not as an impressario.
Someone even warned her Barnum would
want to exhibit her around America in a
box-charging 25¢ a view. But the singer
was persuaded. Barnum guaranteed her
$150,000 for 150 concerts. He agreed to
hire Julius (later Sir Julius) Benedict as
her accompanist and Signor Belletti as her
tenor. He also deposited the money in a
London bank before she sailed.
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Barnum's campaign had snowballed into
enormous proportions. As soon as Jenny
Lind got here, four New York theatres an-
nounced plays in her honor---everything
from "She's Come" to "Jenny Lind in
America." One had even changed the name
of its Original Female Minstrels to the
lenny Lind Female Opera Troupe. Her ac-
tivities were followed in the newspapers by
daily columns headed Movelnen/.s of Jenny
Lind. And the New York Tribune welcomed
her with a poem containing 52 footnotes
explaining its references to Scandinavian
mythology.
New York couldn't wait until her first
concert. A man named Tripier had started
constructing the Jenny Lind Concert Hall.
But it wasn't completed in time. Conse-
quently Barnum chose Castle Garden (later
New York's famous Aquarium) as the site
for the Swedish Nightingale's first Amer-
ican appearance. In an unusual move the
showman decided to auction off the tickets.
The hatter Genin bought the first one for
$225 and it made him famous. Total re-
ceipts were $18,000. Hotels and music pub-
lishers purchased entire sections and resold
them-becoming the first ticket speculators
in the history of New York.
The doors of Castle Garden opened at
5 o'clock that September ll, 1350. Fash-
ionably dressed New Yorkers took their
seats. Although all 7,000 seals had been
reserved, most were filled hours before the
concert was scheduled to begin. Thousands
sat outside on the grass in Battery Park,
hundreds more in the 200 boats anchored
around "the castle."
Flickering gaslights and sperm-oil can-
delabras lit the gaily decorated interior.
Stretching across the balcony was a large
floral wreath spelling out uWelcome Sweet
\f;larbler." Flags and pennants waved from
the stage's proscenium. At eight Benedict
and a 60-piece orchestra filed out. They
played the overture from Weber's "Oberon"
and the audience applauded politely. Sig-
nor Belletti then sang Rossini's Sorgete.
Again the audience applauded politely.
Then a deep silence. Then Jenny Lind.
Dressed in white satin, she stepped out
from the back of the stage and faced the
audience. Her skirt was trimmed with flow.
ers, her heavy blonde hair touched her
shoulders_ She curtsied and the audience
broke out cheering and applauding.
They rose to their feet and continued
yelling and shouting. Jenny Lind signalled
the orchestra. It started playing Bellini's
Casta Diva and she started to sing. Casta
Diva ehe inargenti. Her rich soprano notes
began to fill the hall. Queste sacre antiche
piante. Clearly and steadily she sang. The
audience became breathless.
They waited until she neared the end and
then drowned out her final notes in "a hur-
ricane of applause." Cheering, applauding
loudly, they shook the hall with one rever-
berating shout after another. Bouquets
showered the stage. Hats flew into the air.
With cheeks flushed, Jenny Lind bowed
and walked off the stage.
"A new Divinity had appeared in the
World of Song."
Reviewers groped hard to find adjectives
to praise her performance. Ina flurry of
mixed metaphors, newspapers the next day
compared her genius to that of Dante, Mi-
chelangelo, Raphael, and Shakespeare. One
paper said that in her respective field she
was as great as Napoleon and Eli Whitney.
Her voice was described as being ever-y-
thing from the "song of the seraphim" to
a "manifestation of nature." About the
only dissenting voice was Walt Whitman's.
He remarked the Swedish Swan hadn't
touched his heart in the slightest.
After giving several more concerts in
New York, Jenny Lind then embarked on
her nation-wide tour. Among the cities she
visited were Washington, Richmond, New
Orleans, Cincinnati, and Havana, Cuba.
Her program didn't vary much except for
an increased emphasis on religious songs.
Some of her favorites were selections hom
Haydn's "Creation," Handel's "Messiah"
and Rossini's "Stab at Mater." Her most
popular song was a simple Swedish melody
called The Herdsman's Song. It was popu·
larl y dubbed the "Echo Song" because it
involved a perfect imitation of an echo as a
herdsman sounds (Continued on Page 49)
Above 1. Bust of Jenny Lind by Durham,
court sculptor of Queen Victoria. Below.
Jenny Lind-e-Irom a painting •
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,The Place
of
Technique
•
In
Advanced
Study
, I
I by
BERNARD
KIRSHBAUM
IF THERE is any phase of piano studythat has been over-emphasized, it is the
acquirement of technique. Considered
broadly, technique covers everything that
goes with fine piano playing. It denotes
skill, and when a concert artist is perform-
ing, people often become enthralled with
his phenomenal technical skill. By this they
mean everything he does. This is a very
loose way of talking about ability, as all
the technique in the world with nothing
else behind it, never made anyone an art-
ist of the first rank.
Strictly speaking, technique refers to the
ease and fluency one has in the execution
of scales, running passages, chords, broken
chords, arpeggios, double thirds and sixths,
octaves, wide jumps, trills, tremolos, and
pedaling. Touch and phrasing are often
linked with technique and numerous studies
exist for the development of the various
types of touch and phrasing.
Technical training generally begins in
. . 1· orced from a"When technlque is at»
specific musical problem, it becomes
·1"of significance and is meaning ess.
the first year of study ~nd receives more
and more attention as tune goes on. It is
something like money. Without money: one
cannot buy anything; without technique,
one cannot do much in music. But because
money is so essential, one sometimes be-
comes obsessed with the desire to get more
and more of it and is never content with
what he has. In the study of music, the
emphasis on technique is so strong .in early
training, that many students heg in thci r
advanced study with the acquirenlent of
more and more technique as their one goal
to aim at if they would become accorn-
plished pianists.
This is a one-sided, unbalanced aim, that
blinds the true objectives of advanced study
and retards the chances of achieving true
artistic status. Music is the language of the
emotions, and unless technique is looked
upon as but a means of making the expres-
sion easier, it may be pursued as an end in
itself with disastrous results.
The excessive use of the studies of
Czerny, Clementi, Tausig, Brahms, and
others, tends to make technique an end in
itself. Some pianists have a notion that if
they went through everything that Czerny
wrote, they would have a technique second
to none. There is no foundation for such
a belief because when technique is di\-orced
from a specific musical problem, it becomes
devoid of significance and is meaningless.
All the musical problems that concern the
student are to be found in compositions
intended to be performed; a study or exer~
cise that does not bear on a particular musi-
cal work that is being studied, is devoid of
significance to advanced study. An exercise
should never be studied solely because it is
theoretically good and may prepare the
student for something he may meet up with
in the distant future.
A certain amount of pure technical work
is essential in the lower grades of piano
st~dy, because. without some familiarity
WIth the executlon of scales, chords, broken
chords, arpeggios, octaves, and trills. they
will be a stumbling block whereve; the" B YaJ~pear m pl.eces. ut even here, more good
WIll be denved from such work whe 't
can be linked up to compositions ben. ]0-
d' d Inostu Ie or soon to be studied.
, The study of technique year after year
with no. ~orrelation to the problems of th~
COJ1]p~sItlOns at hand, has done more than
anythmg else to kill the love of mu ' d
SIC an
t 20h _
devoid
encourage the eli c ntinuance of les...tol15.
Hours upon hours have been pent in the
development f a high d gree of 'peed and
endurancc in the playing of scales and
arpeggios, Yet pupil. who go through lhe
most intri at t ·hni 'al III neuvers with the
create t of ea arc "ft n unable 10 P~j
sirnilu r rUJ ning 1 u . ag' in Ih ir pieee
\\ ith qual ·1 nme- nnd ·s '. TIIi ;,ignifies
a ser-i LIS Ia k or orr lotion bel" n IRU!ic
and t ·hniqu " There i..nH poinr III ;,pend·
ing hours f gtu I Oil jiq:ol(;"llwhen th Ie
passages in a Beethov en onnta soundme-.~
r out of crurol. "mailer h". highlhe
stu I nt may rat 011 a tcchnical ex mine.
lion at a ionserv ntur or mu..ic. if he (:iID-
not do lually h- II ..n Ih problem. in hi!
sonata Qr . n erto, he hn not acquired I
meaningful t hniquc,
The lr nd in nfh Rnted Ili no ..Iud)' is
lunlillg III rand Ul'lfr" Itl Ih" i..olalioo or
diffi 'lIlI po age" in 'ompo,ili n ondwork,
illg 011 th'm far th" d \ "topment of erer
udvnncing t, hniqu", ''''r i may be in-
vented that ar I 0 ·d un "lith 1)84 g or
they may I lratlO;I'H)·<I 10 uti r ke)
pla)cd in \loriau ... rh d\m ..., and in ,.nOll!
speed" 0111 tilll • publi,hed ,Iud may
be [oun I that ha, d'finil bearing on the
pr"blem at hond, u I, ludi. ,hould by
all menno be u (I, But il i, a .-0,1 f lime
and en rgy in ad\ nn 1 pianu "ark 10 go
through c\ ry ill • gil n Czernr
book. simply mj i, raled the
great 'st ex r i \\Tit r thol \ r IiH~d.
The pr of that thi i 0 """Ie of time
is the Iuct that \\ h 11 lh· :-tud 111 underta e5
the study of a diffi ult nmpo,itioD. be hi!
10 plod through th· hard 1"'''--'0 IJll!
slowly work th m out. if b bod not '-
doing passng of a like onture in bi dUdes
for he", n know how lou ! Ideally, the
sludy of pur t'dmiqu -Imuld make 1iI;,
passage very ... to xecut \\b 0 they
appear in a pi ~ of m\l:iic. But in reality
it is exceedin 1· rUI to find ...u h corrt!a·
~iol1. Techniqu and ()mpo~ition" are :-Iud-
Icd as two parnle items. the fOrrtl(.r10
prepare lo meet Iutur~ diffi("ulli~ the !al·
ler so as to have ~omelhing lo pl. al the
prescnt 1l10ll1enL The ideal technical1UJrk
:bould be geared to meeting the dillieulries
10 the prescut compoSilion!. and lite bet
teacher are couslantl doin this.
The concentration ou technique in Dlu~ic
study above all eJ... has led I" • n<gIed
(Continued on Page 59)
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ABOUT THE SOFT PEDAL
• I have a piano student who won a high
rating. in several contests last year while
working under another teacher. I am of
course anxious to have her continue to do
well this year also, b~t because site is con-
tinuing to work on music thai was begun
under the other teacher I sometimes have a
bit of trouble. Just now she is working on
MacDowell's Witches' Dance, and she tells
me that the other teacher had her use the
soft pedal at certain points. But I can find
no markings in the score that indicate the
use of the soft pedal. I should like to have
your advice.
-Mrs. P.F., Missouri
The soft pedal is often used for the
purpose of helping the pianist to produce
better-or more varied-tone, even when
there is no direction in the score for such
use. I cannot tell you positively whether
'Such a use of the pedal is desirable in the
particular composition you mention, but
if your ear tells you that the use of the
pedal produces a better musical effect, then
I advise you to have your pupil continue
as she has been doing; and I don't believe
any reputable adjudicator would give your
student a lower rat~ng for such use.
-KG,
SHOULD TRILLS BEGIN ON PRINCIPAL
1I0TE OR UPPER AUXILIARY?
'. Will yOlL please write out the way to
play the following trills in· Haydn's Varia-
tions in F Minor? T!J,ey occur in the Trio
of Variation I, and are measures fi·ve, six,
eight, and nine of the first part, and meas-
ures five, six, and eight of the second part.
Do you think it proper an.d possible to use
the upper note to begin the trill? I u,nder-
stan.d the upper note is used if one wishes
to slay with the classical idea of treating
trills.
-W,N,. Washington
The performance of all ornaments of
various periods is a much disputed matter.
But I believe the following is the ·tradi-
tional way to play these trills. This method
is widely employed because beginning the
trill on the principal note helps to bring
out the melodic line. Measure five of the
second part would be played exactly the
same as measure five of the first part, only
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lfl]uestions and Answers
"
Conducted by KARL W, GEHR.
KENS, :Mus. Doc., Music Editor,
Webster's New International tn«:
tionary, assisted by Prof. Rob-
ert A, Melcher. Oberlin College
an octave lower'; in each case the trill ap~
plies only to the right hand, not to the left.
Ex.2
-~
~
' ., ~
~
@, '
'P. -r-- .,
You are quite right, however, in saying
that one should begin the trill on the upper
note if he wishes to stay within the Classi.
cal way of treating trills. There is today a
pronounced trend to the use of the Baroque
(or Classical) interpretation of ornaments
in all music extending through early Bee- .
thoven. In following this style, the trills
would be performed in the following man-
ner. You will observe that in measure five
of the first part, I have indicated that A,
the principal note, be sustained slightly
before beginning the trill in order to bring
out the melodic line, but that the trill, when
it does begin, starts on the upper tone. You
could, of course, begin the trill immediately
on the beat if you prefer. And in measure
sh of the second part, you could sustain
the first note F a bit before beginning the
trill, although I feel that here the melodic
line is not quite so important since it is
really a continuation of what was begun
in the preceding measure.
@ ,
IE!
In this particular piece J believe that
you will be quite safe in beginning these
trills on either the principal note or the
upper auxiliary. In the end each performer
must decide for himself, after careful sludy
and research, which interpretation of vari·
ous ornaments he considers to be the most
authentic and the most musical. -R.M.
WHAT IS ABSOLUTE PITCH
• 1 would like to know what absolute pitch
really is, anel whether it can be developed.
I Qln also wondering whether I myself have
it. I have taken piano lessons for five years
and have also played on other instrll1nenls.
I play quite a bit by ear, and usually I
can tell in what key someone else is play.
ing. Someti'nes I can tell what som.e oj the
notes are that are being plared, but when
they play in the very high or the very low
registers I can't tell the _notes very 'well.
Woulel yon call that "absolute ]Jl:tch"? Anel
I would like to know in what way absolute
pitch would itelp you, if YOl£ had it. I am
fifteen years old, -Miss MI. Iowa
Absolute pitch is merely a very high-
grade ability to connect actual pitches with
their names or their notation. It is a sort
of pitch memory that a few people acquire
almost unconsciously, but that many others
could acquire if they began working at it
in early childhood. In itself absolute pitch
(or "perfect pitch" as it is often called) is
no guarantee that the person who can thus
name pitches as sounded or tell in what
key a composition is being played or sung
is a lllusical genius, or even that he will be
highly successful as a music student. But
1t is "one of the signs," and if he combines
(Continned on Page 57)
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The
Apprentice
Idea
Here's one teacher
who believes that pupils
should be directed toward a
teaching career as well as
trained to be concert artists-
and she does something abOla it!
by Lois von Haupt
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E .d means offer·
THE APPRENTl~ : ~~e opportunitying to young stu en s. under theof training f?f teachmgher It also. . f tl err own teae .
supervISIOn 0 1 f ion of teach-. the I)fO esSl
means presentmg d t a goal1 f piano stu en 5,
ing as a goa or . \lOfthy to stand
both happy and rewardl~g, ' of concert-
beside the thne-honore ?ne. t of view
playing. From th~ stud~:~~dp~~~ fun; it
apprentice teachll~g 5 d t ally (for
h Id b benefic13l an even u
S ou .e I . d d) at least as rell1unera-
the pracHea nun e
tive as baby-sitting. . h
How does it happen that we ll1
d
USIC teladc"t'
fessi wou Iers who love our pro essron al~, h f I d to sua-trade it for any other, ave at e .0
est it as a musical education equally ~11l.
gortant as the more glamorous appear rug
:ne of cnncertizing? It must be that the
schools of Liszt and Leschetiszky and the
hravura pianists they pradu cd ha~'~
thrown star-dust in our eyes, and ~\'e 1I
see only child-prodigies in the making.
In my estimation, times have 'han~ed,
and with them I seek to fin.d {or. en·h :,1U~
dent the fullest development of hl pa~t1.cu.
lar talent and with it a sense of al1dlng
and deep joy in his music. Since my 0." n.
philosophy embraces t.he b~lief that a JOY
shared with another ]s a JOY doubl dt 1
have prollloted among an my stud nls ,)p.
portunities of sharing with others. \\ hal·
ever they themselves enjoy with thelT own
music.
This process has developed lhroll~h
three channels. The first is a vocal onc. All
the students are helped lo discover h w
hest to enjoy and play song acco1111 ani·
ments. This is done both through keyboard
harmony and sight· reading cours . The
fun of sharing their songs is opened up
through the sociability of group singing.
Not only Christmas Carols but communit)'
songs, school songs, camp song, college
songs, and popular songs come in for u~e
in various particular song fests. SomcLi11ll;''''
the gatherings are of students only. _\t
other times parents and friends are in\ ited
to participate.
The second channel through which mu-
sic is shared is instrumental. Duets. two-
piano music, accompaniments for "010
songs, violin and other instruments he\ e
drawn to many students a new pleasure in
sharing with a member of the family or a
friend.
And so, in its turn, comes the third ('han-
nel for sharing a musical accompli~hment.
This i~ the sharing of musical knowledgt>.
As chlldren so often have played School.
•
Lois von Haup, , h d. , eae er an eOI1\pO..cr
received hel' training at Col b' .-. - ~. J '11' d S unl In ""nn t'rSit,,:, Ul. lar ehool of Music and N Y k'
UnIVerSity (a Master's de re' c~ or
from the last named) st lin mu!ueolof[)
lectured at various s~hools l~S tnu~hl and
Harcum School B '\ ,Including the, ryn n awl' N I
own studio in Scarsdale, N. y~ ow COllf ucls
they now' rna y play at being a mmic.
teacher and really leach Fomething to a
young siste~ or a playmate '.The project is
gi "en d igm t y b >'. the. semor teacher to
whom the apprentice brings her pupil when
the particular teaching'l'ro!ecl iscompleIed.
And two students glow In the praise of
teaching well done and well learned. 01
course, all teachers will realize that these
teaching project. must be ..hart and well
defined. and lie within the kno\\ledge 01
the apprentice leacher. I believe theywill
see at on e their double value. In order tl}
make ~omcthing clear to another, One must
know it \ r I \\ ell him 1£. nd in its shar.
inrr this kno\dedgc becom {alilened in his
mind lind clorifi don \ r he{ore.In tb~
"ill' th npprenric I a her henefit-.
And how about Ih liule 'ludent? 0...
thi. <ound n thou h I Ihou ht in"p<ri.
cnc eI plu ·tea hing I\' on, I el.ilb '"
xperien ed pr.,.·.dur.? I hope nl~.I'r1
Fl thi h h tf ppremice idea I • happy
r"lal ion_hil" lInl'I'1 lor Ihe parm' .1 II>
lillIe pupil, Inr _he eli Oler lilt d'1''',1
int r _\ in mu_ic ,h , her child h•. btu.
oppurtunit In judge ""hethtr ftf nflt her
ha bl i rend I"r I"rm,l I n .ilb"
nil ending pr" liee, or hell.. r th.--rpl.,.
Ie ...on re quit ",uflieienl (br 1MIi. br-
ing. It i n reI lion hip full .f fun f",1It
I" <l _IuMnl; lid fin II lilt rtUI; ..
I Ib -un I,d.h ,n n. Thr ,oon, •
prf"ntic,-' h·tU h r. 1,\'.. th ",noft .• iU.
Ih . light nf II... _un. cr.; on" .• In
thc al'l'renli . I .dltr " ..h ... r ,.idom
-hnuld nnt r n. t nUrl hinS, .. d .....
the lighl i- I' I • i. i !'Iill lear aacllollh;
'ilh it "",nn"E eh ,Teodl 0..
Ihi- appreal; ide h .....n i. opmIi<I
ill 111\ ..tudin fur ''''0 t r-.. ofdr
-Ie d'i1, grf>" in inl r hI mI. .,....
th ir par ·n'. _" II - lhe III
h ing laullln, I I Ii, I bt" .. ,
In ~n()\\ nuu' in d t ~IhQ. iI W .....
• go grnul" Ih ... "I;\OlIon d lhe 1".
dur . I in lurn m PI' 10-hw'."
Ihat I I>.·li.·, ." I I primo im •
,h,' ..uh;, tinn nl hi I. Ie hi.
and .{l tti rrimitwllon brt tf'SI
poor t~UlhinJt~
..\ , ar and I~I.,.. tbt
,hang;'d Ir",,, .1" 'I.....t 10 lull
ahp_1d. Thi.. urr.d ben m pi
-tudi" a -i lanl ol'l~ 1< h, ~lo1<t<O'
a mo.h r. 'I .old ud<-n.t
into h'r h' nd t f. \ :I::
har..!, i. n nd n nl<r..J bf ""::
-tud"nl 01 lhem. • II
To ha, hrr ;\C.n I"" II.IP
ant ri. II Iht- h<r
nin . l."Ur.o.(lld~ U'"l. l ....
flU l i..n·· nIl r
tE'Drh r 11"'1 1 m hI
Ih " bri"hl ,.d." r
repli d."\ ind ....... il
and arc iIIinlt In do
hr-t unlil
•
A PUZZLING BASS
10/11,studying the "feu x d'eau" by Ravel
(The Fountain) and 1 aln puzzled by one
note in the bass: after the glissando on the
black keys played by the right hand, the
left hand comes in with two G sharps and
a low A natural. Is this "A" a misprint,
jar it doesn't seem right to me. Thank you
very much for the infonnation.
Miss G. S. B., Ohio
This question was put to Ravel him-
self several times, so I will quote him:
"The reason why I wrote an "A" is
simply ... because there is no low G·sharp
on the keyboard!"
Note.-For some time and possibly be-
cause of that famous piece, the house of
Erard in Paris manufactured several con-
cert grands with a low G·sharp. They soon
gave it up, however, for the good reason
that at a low range it is practically impos-
sible for the ear to notice a difference.
When playing that measure, the damper
pedal will emphasize the impression of "G
sharp" created by melting the A inlo the
harmonic pedal point that follows.
GRADING PIECES
I would very much like some guidance
as to how to grade piano pieces for teach-
ing purposes. There does not always appear
to be unanimity on the part of musical
Conservatories in this respect and to com-
plicate I,he question jurther Ihey have dif-
ferent nwnbers of Grades. For example:
Royal Conservatory oj Toronto, Canada;
10 grades pillS diploma. Trinity College of
London, 9 grades plus diploma. The latter
has to name its grades, which is even more
confnsing; its number 7 is called "Senior"
while grade 9 is "Higher Local." Then
American grading seems to be something
again to judge"jrom the grading of music
published in ETUDE. I am acquainted
IlJith a book which is helpful in this con-
nection. "Compendium oj Pia.no Material"
by Adelaide Trowbridge Perry, and I am
wondering ij you know oj any other simi-
lar books. Anyway, some information on
this subject would be welcome.
I.F., British Columbia, Canada
This problem is indeed one of long
standing. Again and again have I heard
teachers discuss it, and complain about it.
However, unless a way should be found to
come to an agreement· whereby an inter-
national unification of Grades could be
adopted, I see no solution to- a situation
which you rightly call confusing.
Also, the problem is complicated by the
fact that the grading is but the reflection
of one person's judgment. A nUl1)ber which
seems difficult to one may appear easy to
another. One teacher may possess a good
technic in scales and octaves, but a weak
one where arpeggios and double notes are
concerned. Hence the evaluation will be
influenced by personal reactions, regard-
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less of how much one may strive to be
broad minded and to approach the matter
in an aU-around, general way.
I doubt if books can help much, again
in view of the considerations mentioned
above. In the final analysis, it remains for
the teacher to do his own grading accord-
ing to his knowledge of each pupil's quali.
ties or shortcomings.
You mention London, Toronto, and the
United States. 1 believe a grading on "10,"
such as you find in the Presser catalogue
and the music section of ETUDE, is as
clrar and logical as can possibly be. And
you will be interested to know that in
France the grading is done not by num~
bel'S, but as follows: "Tres facile," very
easy~"Facile," easy-"Moyenne forde,"
medium difficulty-"Assez difficile," rather
difficult~"Difficile," difficult-"Tres diffi-
cile," very difficult.
This, too: seems logical because it is
"elastic" and allows fluctuations in the
appraisal of difficulties. But there is still
another angle to the question: I believe
that any figures, or any adjectives ought to
be understood as applying only to technical
difficulties and not to those of Tnuscianship,
for there is often contradiction between the
two. A Mozart ~'Adagio," for instance,
may be classified as Grade III, or Facile.
But when it comes to poise, phrasing, tone
quality, and expression, it is much harder
to play properly than some '~Rhapsody" or
"Fire Dance," because there is no place
for pounding or pyrotechnics in a music
. which, as Counod once said, "came from
"Heaven."
"ENDING" PIECES
Please give me the names of some pieces
which are suitable jor ending a recital pro-
gram. I want to get away from Liszt Rhap-
sodies or Chopin Polonaises, or the Fire
Dance. There must be many numbers which
are effective though unfamiliar. Tha.nk yOll,
very much in advance.
R.A.W., New York
There certainly are many such num-
bers, and they ought to be more widely
used for they are brilliant, colorful, and
•
~ eacher's cl oundtable
MAURICE DUMESNIL. Mus. Doc., gives
valuable advice on how to grade pieces
and what type of piano composition is
best to play at the end of a recital.
will surely be enjoyed by your audience.
You will not be disappointed in any from
the following list:
Balakirew-Islamey (sometimes adjudged
as the most difficult piece ever written)
Valse di Bravura
Dohnanyi-RlwpsodJr No.1, in C major.
Capriccio Gp. 2, No.4.
Chabrier-Bou,ree Fanlasqu.e.
Scherzo-Valse ((rom "Pieces
Pittoresques) .
Espaiia (Concert arrangement
by Camille Chevillard).
Borodin-Scherzo (from the "Petite
Suite") .
Infante-El Vl:to
Albeniz-Triana (from suite "lberiaH).
Granados-Allegro de Concert (a brilliant,
romantic number, not particularly Spanish
in character).
Debussy-Danse
elsIe J oyellse
Toccata, (fro111 sUlte ':Pour Ie
Piano") .
Saint-Saens-Etude en forme de Valse
Souvenir d' Islnailia.
Toccata after the 5th Con·
certo.
Scherzo from "The Pearl
Fishers" by Bizet
De Falla-Andaluza (from "Quatre Pieces
Espagnoles")
Liapounow-Carillons,
Lesghinka, (both from "Etudes
d'Execution transcendante")
Faure-Valse Caprice, No. :1
Lehman-Southland Frolic
Roussel-Ronde
Ravel~Alborada del Gracioso (from "Mir-
oirs")
Toccata (from "Le Tombeau de
Couperin")
Poulenc-Toccata
Liszt-Mazeppa (fro111 the "Etudes Trans·
cendantes") .
Philipp-Caprice de Concert after Strauss'
"Ai mer, boire et chanter"
There are many others, of course, but
the above list is international in character
and a final group can be built so that one
of the above will be a fitting climax.
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•ORGANIST'S PAGE
The organist's responsibility in
Selecting Appropriate
Church Music
is greater than many realize.
It should. not be treated lightly.
by ALEXANDER McCURDY
A DEAR FRIEND of mine who is anEpiscopal minister has, without real-
izing it, made life difficult for his
choirmaster.
This rector's favorite musical composi-
tion is Kreisler's Caprice Viennois. He
concedes that the Anglican chants are beau-
tiful in their way, and services like those
of Titcomb and Wilan serve a useful pur.
pose; but he would Jove to have Caprice
Viennois as a prelude to Morning Prayer-
or possibly as an offertory, instead of an
anthem.
Can you imagine a prelude of this sort
followed by a majestic hymn like "Dun-
dee" or "St. Anne"? Or by the solemn
measures of the Introit:
"The Lord is in His holy temple;
Let all the earth keep silence before
Him."
I hope this will not he taken as proof
that I am one of those uncompromising
musicians who look down their noses at
any music not ·written by a German com·
poser who has been dead at least 150 ye'ars.
As a matter of fact I love the Caprice
Viennois. It is a charming work that mir-
rors the gaiety and high spirits of pre-war
Vienna. I enjoyed hearing Kreisler play
it and I like the transcription of it for
organ and other instruments. Like Strauss
waltzes, Caprice Viennois has its place.
But I am certain its place is not in the
church service, and I don't believe Kreisler
would think so, either.
When man goes to church to worship his
Creator, it is a solemn occasion and any-
thing that is mundane or frivolous strikes a
jarring note. Music, more than any other
single element of the service, establishes
the mood for worship. It is our job as
organists and choirmasters to see that the
music we select is not only beautiful as
music, but also appropriate to the church
service.
I have mentioned several times my admi-
I
ration for the playing of Dr. T. Tertius
Noble and Dr. David McK. Williams. Both
are great organists. But their playing is not
great because of technical mastery alone.
Their music is always appropriate to the
mood of worship, and to the part of the
service in which it occurs.
Both Dr. Noble and Dr. Williams have
said that at times they could not find any.
thing already written down. which was suit-
able for every service. As a result they
often have improvised music to fit the par-
ticular mood they were trying to create.
Dr. Williams added that as he impro-
vises a prelude at the organ·bench of 51.
Bartholomew's he is often reminded of a
religious gathering which he attended on a
trip to Africa. The natives were called to-
gether by a large group of drums beaten
in various rhythms and at all dynamic
levels from very soft to very loud. The beat-
ing of the drums had an air of being im-
provised, but the total effect was upHftina
and put the natives in a properly exalted
mood for their service. And certainly no
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one who has heard Dr. Williams begin the
S1. Bartholomew's service with a masterly
improvisation can deny that he achieved
the same result.
This sort of thing comes spontaneously
to gifted men like Dr. WiUiams, Dr. Noble
and a few others. For many it is difficult
or impossible to spin out a masterly im-
provisation at a moment's notice.
For that reason it is all the more im-
portant. to have the right music at hand at
the right time to take care ~f every pcssi.
ble situation that may occur III our services.•
Here we can borrow a leaf from those
harassed performers who play background
or-gan music for ., oap operas" on the radio.
Soap opera couldn't exist without a stu-
d io organ. It hang the rna d and tempo
of a scene in a fla h. J n half a d zen bars
the organist an intirnat that everything
is serene, or warn th uudi nc that Young
Widd r Brown is heading for more trouble.
To supply appropr-iate must at such
moments, all studio organist« have copicu
cross.referenc files. listing music not under
composer and t itle but under FU h beadings
as "'Vi~tful." H~oS'talgic," HAnti ipetory,"
"Menacing." an 'loth rs overing the whole
range of human em ti ns. ~ itb thi handy
gu ide an experi need organi tin ver at
a loss for appr print musi to fill six:sec-
onds of broadcast ing lim .
Another ingeni u lassif ation i that
used I y Fred \Voring, \\ h he cross-
indexed his musi library by till I com-
poser. key- ign ature. I erformance lime and
so forth. 0 thoroughly has the job been
done that if Mr. Waring wants to fill out a
program with a martial pi e in six-eight
time. in the key of A 1ajor. 1ft ting a min·
ute and a half. he ha only to go to bis
card·index and select it.
Such a systematic inventory of hi music
library would be an invaluable aid to any
choirmaster planning a church service. Cn·
fortunately, 11105tof us have the bad habit
of keeping such infonnation. if at ali, in
our heads.
It is admittedly a tedious but not super-
human chore to· index one's library. both
solo organ pieces and anthems sung by the
choir. indicating the general nature of each
work (brilliant, dramatic. devotional, lyr·
ical. and so on), and whether it is spe'
cially appropriate for Christmas:. Easter or
some other feslival of the Christian -ear.
~ime spent in assembling lhi data will be
tIme saved in planning future services.
There are also books on the market
which have such information assembled in
handy form. Paul Swann' book on church
l~usic is one of the biggest helps in this
lme that has Come to our attention in
many years.
. The iIllportance of having the right mu'
SIC for the right spot in the service cannot
be too forcibly (Continued on Page 51)
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T EARNING is an individual problem, no
L matter whether it be learning his-
tory or physics or tennis or the vic-
lin. Each of us learns different] y from
everybod y else. But there is one essential
that holds good for all subjects and all
people, and that is repetition .. Few students
are able to memorize a series of historical
dates by reading them once or twice: they
must be read ten or a dozen, maybe twenty
times before they are really learned. The
tennis player does not possess a strong,
accurate drive until after he has made
many drives, some bad but most of them
good.
The violinist has a harder problem to
solve than either of these, for he must
attain a double goal: the difficult passage
must not only be played in tune but it
must also be played with a good quality of
tone. This calls for a great deal of con-
centration during the practice hours, a.
habit that in itself generally has to be
developed and trained.
But let us return for a moment to the
icfa of repetition. In itself, repetition is
valueless; it is how it is used that counts.
Most young students think that if they
playa study through three or four times
they have practiced it. Precious little will
be learned from this sort of "practicing":
progress will be slow, and soon a period of
discouragement wiJl set in which is likely
to be a real handicap.
Then there is the more intelligent stu-
dent who thoughtfully finds the difficult
passages in his study or piece-s-aud quite
thoughtless Iy goes over them again and
again and agai n. Practice of this kind pro-
duces 0111y slightly better results than
the "playing through" method mentioned
above. The really intelligent student pauses
for a moment after each repetition of a
passage, concentrates. endeavors to ap·
praise his mistakes, thinks what he can do
to avoid them, and is resolved that each
repetition shall be played better than the
last one. And he practices slowly.
It is often said that slow practice is good
practice, but this is by no means always
the case. Slow practice can be almost value·
less, toO, if it is not directed by thought
and self-criticism. It is absolutely essential,
however, if correct habits of performance
are to be formed. There are several rea·
sons for this, chief among them being.
first, that it gives time for accurate mental
and physical coordination; second, that
it allows the player to hear his mistakes
more readily; and third, that it allows him
to prepare for what is immediately to fol·
low. Perhaps the chief value of slow prac·
tice is that it gives the student time for at·
tention to muscular relaxation, the use,
that is, of only those muscles required for
actual playing. In other words, slow prac·
tice can teach each muscle its appropriate
job, while fast practice is liable to drag
ETUDE-APRIl. 1952
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into use quite unnecessary muscles, thereby
creating tension and stiffness.
The matter of coordination is all-im-
portant for a good performance on any
musical instrument. The eye must perceive.
the brain correlate and issue orders, and
the hands carry out the orders-all in the
smallest split-second of time. H there is a
slow-down anywhere along the line, the
hands receive their orders too late and
mistakes occur. Learning is the process of
CUlling new habit grooves in the brain,
grooves along which thought can flash
instantaneously when the appropriate stim-
ulus is applied. Slow, careful practice al-
lows the process of coordination to be
made deliberately and consciously at the
very start, thus forming grooves that are
correct, and that have no side-paths in
which the orders can become entangled
when the passage is played more rapidly.
There are several faculties neces::;ary ·for
good violin playing, but the first a student
must acquire is the ability to hear his mis-
takes~ particularly those of intonation. He
cannot exercise this awareness if he is play.
ing fas~. He may catch the big fish-the
notes that are glaringly false-but the little
ones: will escape him. When practicing for
true intonation: he must fish with a fine-
meshed net, so that he catches the little fish
as well as the big. This net is made of slow
practice combined with a most critical ear.
Here mention should be made of a very
common student fault, a fault by no means
confined to young students. Many players
think that if they hear a note to be out of
tune and wiggle the finger until it is true,
they have learned something. This is not
so. The note has been wrongly stopped
and a bad habit has been started that no
amount of adjusting will correct. One can
o\'ercome this habit only by going o\'er
the passage several times and seeing to it
that the finger is correctly placed at the
moment of contact with the string.
Quite young pupils often possess instinc·
tively the ability to hear with their '~inner"
ear the sound of the note immediately fol·
Means
THINI(ING
The really intelligent pupil
thinks as he practices,
lowing the one being played, but with most
violinists this faculty is a matter of concen-
tration and training. Trained: however, it
must be, for itis essential to good practic-
ing. The idea should be introduced early in
a pupil's advancement, for at this stage he
will naturally be playing slowly and there-
fore has time to hear the note being
sounded and to imagine thc pitch 0'£ the
next note. It might seem that the pupil must
play at an impossibly slow tempo jf the ear
is to make this double calculation. At first,
yes, the tempo must be very slow, but after
a week or two the ear begins to work more
quickly, until, after a few months have
passed, it can perform its double duty in
about half a second.
The question is frequently asked: how
slow is slow practice? It may be said, as a
rough and ready rule, that no matter
whether the notes of a difficult passage are
written as eighths, as sixteenths, or as
thirty-seconds: they should at first~pos-
sibly for several days-be played as mod-
erate tempo quart,er notes. This gives the
player time to hear the note he is sounding
and to prepare ment'ally for the next one.
In this connection it is well to bear in mind
a cogent remark made by Vioui some hun-
dred and fift), years ago. He said, "The
faster a piece of music must be played, the
slower it must be practiced." Nothing has
happened ill the past century and a half to
disprove the truth of. this axiom.
When a passage has been well learned at
a slow tempo~ when, that is, the fingers faU
automatically and inedtably in the right
places, the speed can be jncreased still fur·
ther. If all is not well, the tempo should be
reduced. But not to the original very slow
tempo. A species of leap.frogging of thc
tempo is a good plan to follow. For exam-
ple, if the notes were originally practiced
as eighths at a tempo of a quarter note
equals 72, the first lncrease of tempo
should take them to 92; then i:f are·
duction of speed is found necessary, they
should be taken at 80. The next increase
of tempo could go to 112, returning to
100 if necessary. (Continued an Page 57)
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PIANIST'S I"AGE
Adventures
of a piano teacher
Questions on
relaxation, where
to study, and
speed hazards
DURING RECENT Workshops in Flor-ida, Mississippi and Louisiana, teach-
ers asked mallY interesting questions. Here
are some of them:
"How do you obtain relaxation and flu-
ency in teaching adult beginners?"
Contrary to general belief, those unyield-
ing muscles in an adult are not caused by
age or atrophy hut by self-consciousness
and fear. If you will teach your adults in
small groups, self-consciousness will soon
,.drop away, and concentrated listening and
eagerness to participate in the music will
take its place.
Start the beginner on the black keys and
keep him there for a month or two. Black
key fingering becomes automatic at once.
When the white keys lj:-sharp and Bare
added to complete the scale they are played
by thumbs or fifth fihgers. Give him thor-
ough orientation all over the keyboard
without permitting him ever to look at his
hands. Give chords, chords and more
chords. Keep his elbows feather, light. Give
many simple thumb under-passing exer-
cises. If he is taught to play his thumbs
(uncurved) on the 19wer side of the tips
like the point of a pencil: he will soon
master one of the most important items of
pianistic freedom. Give short concentrated
finger exercises like the easier ones in
"Thinking Fingers." ... Assign lots of
one-handed practice and much easy read·
ing, all done without even a surreptitious
glance at the keyboard .... Insist on this
"blind flying" from the first lesson.
If you follO"\...~ along these lines your be-
ginner's playing is almost sure to become
fluent and relaxed.
WHERE TO STUDY
"Where shall I send a talented young
girl who is ready for college, where she can
By GUY MAIER
have the best possible piano instruction
and get a degree? She is very young (17),
and her parents are reluctant to send her
far away. 'Vhat shall I advise?"
First-Where NOT to send her:
Don't recommend a professional Tnusic
school. She is too young for such speciali.
zation and would probably emerge from it·
half·baked and poorly adjusted. I would
never advise such a school, no matter how
gifted the girl might be.
Also, because of her age and her parents'
apprehension do not send her too far away.
Do not consider any college or university
which does not have at least one excellent
piano teacher. We all know dozens of cases
in which girls who have had first-rate pri-
vate piano training have gone to a college
with third-rate teachers, and have been
so disheartened that not only have they
changed their music majors for other
fields, but have frequently quit piano study
altogether. ... This applies also to boys.
Now, wher-:: to go: CI~oose a small col-
lege not too far away-girls school or co-
educational institution-in which she will
have careful, personal advisory attention as
well as good piano training. If your State
University is not too far away and has Qut-
standing piano teachers, advise her to go
there; its tuition is usually less than private
schools.
If she can get home for an occasional
week·end, so much the better. Tell her not
to be discouraged at first if her new teacher
upsets her by his different approach ....
And don't you butt in or criticize her play.
ing for at least half a year! ... If she wants
to come back to you occasionally for help
or criticism, be sure not to undermine can.
fidence in the college instructor's methods.
It will be time enough at the end of the
year to make a change if necessary.
t 26h. _
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This, I believe, is the best line for you to
take with your gifted girl. ... It is hard
to lose such a student after so many years
of careful, friendly teaching, isn't it?
SPEED HAZARDS
"One of my students, a boy 16 yearsold,
has a good solid technic, but has always
had difficulty in playing extended rapid
passages or fast pieces. 'Vhat can I do to
help him?"
Don't we all have that difficuh)!
There are several remedies but alas. they
are only effective if we think. and think
hard. Thinking at the piano is such a diffi·
cult pr oces b cause th r ar so darn
many thing to think ab ut! ... So, e\(~T)"
one resists it. But, if y u r boy i'l \'illin!;to
persist, I can guarantee 'lUCCC~ '\itl! the
following "thinks."
(I) Teach him to dcveloj th hahit of
thinking in pall rns {nst ad of single notes.
... For exam) I , short pntterns at fir~tof
{our not , then 8, th n 16 like these from
Ih(' beginning [ cber's Perl tunl ~folion:
I .10.; 1 I •
_if ..:w ...~ -==== •.
Note that ea h pattern g s t Ih thumbi
then, during the I aus th hand ("jlh high.
ish wrist) and fing r or Jlnced in'"llIntly
over the next patt rn. ft r th(' "TOUPS
of four ar thor ughl)' thought Oul and
played rapidly, combin int cighlh'l. thus:
Similar pattcrn in most pieces can he
made, going to thc thumb \\hk-h is the
pivotal point where the hand u.;;ually
changes its shape and location. Bere's an·
other example,. the fir t cadenza from ~lo-
zart's Fantasia in D ~1inor:
.Think first of a ne·flat scale goin" to
the D (second thumb): th 11 pan,e: then
of a broken A major triad: pau.:-e: another
scale; etc.
Can you 'fonll good thought.pauernl: of
the other two cadenzas of thh Fanta5ia?
(2) As you play the patterns. abo think
your relaxations in the same "a'. When·
ever you reach the last note (thU1;lbI 5"IOp.
let your wrist collapse, and r~l. "hell ~-ou
play the passage consecuti,-ely you will
relax. your wrist (without collap.:-ingor
stoP~lIlg) at these points. Thi~ ghe5 your
playmg the ideal (Continued on Po",,61)
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130~41062 Im pression of the Argentine
This piece in a South American idiom should be played in a fr ee-El owing but rhythmic style.
iug tone,_should be the goal in studying this characteristic piece. Grade 4.
Tempo di Tango (J,72~SO)
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110-26441 The Stars
To quote from Dr. Maier's own analysis of this little musical gem: "Play the melody calmly and coolly, with a soft singing
-t cne , and the accompaniment with gently rocking rhythm. At first the hand crossing accompaniment may seem tricky, but it
will soon become easy. The very high and low F's and Ev f l a t s (1'1.11-14) should sound like tiny, remote points of s t a r l ig-htFo l-
low and bring out the inside melody here." Grade 31/2. FRANZ SCHUBERT
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Third Movement
from Symphony No.3 JOHANNES BRAHMS
Poco Allegretto (./l:60)
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Innocence
This is the opening page in a set of stylized compositions.
by a singing tone. Grade 5.
Grazioso (.h:132)
. ~l.
It should be played delicately with the phrases well delineated
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In this piece Mr. Federer, who has a facility for writing piano pieces with considerable popular appeal, presents a melodious
waltz. The melody should aing , especially in the second theme. Follow the dynamic marks carefully. Grade 31/2.
In moderate waltz time RALPH FEDERER
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The Stars and Stripes Forever
March
One of the most s t ir r-ing marches ever written is here presented in a splendid piano arrangemen~.
Grade 31/2.
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
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110·03606 Serenade
from "Don Giovanni"
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Serenade110·03606
from "Don Giovanni"
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114-40001 A Lovely Day
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For My Sake Thou Hast Died
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110-40169 Playing Hopscotch
Grade 11/2. ANNE ROBINSON
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Fast, with strong rhythm (J :160)
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Come unto Him
from the Messiah G.F. HANDEL
Arr. by Ada Richter
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Here at Thy Table,Lord
A Communion Hymn
2
WILLIAM F. SHERWIN
Arr. by Ada Richter
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Here at Thy ta- ble,Lord, This sa· cred hour, 0 let us feel Thee near In lov - ing pow'c.
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Call· ing our thoughts a-way From self and Sin, As to Thy ban-quet hall We en - ter in.
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FromliThe First Easter" by Ada Richter, 410-41013.
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THE SWEDISH NIGHTINGALE IN AMERICA
Blue April STA NFORD KING
Tempo di Valse moderato
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From "High School Harmonies" by Stanford King. 410-41011
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the calls for his flock.
Jenny Lind fever had now infected
ihe entire country. A Boston coach-
man-for five dollars-let people
kiss the hand that had helped Jenny
Lind out of her carriage. A New
Yorker collected two shillings from
erervone who wanted to kiss a glove
repu·tedlydropped by the singer. A
provisiondealer in Lynn, Massachu-
setts. manufactured J enny Lind
sausages. In New York the singer
got several votes for Mayor. And in
the mid-west the Jenny Lind tea pot
was offered for sale. When filled
with water and heated on a stove,
it was guaranteed to sing just like
the Swedish Nightingale.
One man attending her concert in
NewOrleans became so affected by
her rendition of the Last Rose of
Summer he stumbled out of the
theatre into the street offering flow-
ergirls 25 for "the last rose of
summer." One New England gentle-
man attended a Jenny Lind concert
despite his wife's threat never to
speak to him again if he did so. He
neverheard another word from her
lips until t.he day she died-thirty
years lat.er.
To disperse the tremendous crowd
awaiting Jenny Lind at the New
Orleans docks, Barnum dressed his
(Continued from Page 19)
daughter in a heavy veil and escorted
her through the mob-s-giving the im-
pression it was Jenny Lind. In Cin-
cinnati which had heard about this
ruse Barnum reversed the procedure.
He escorted Jenny Lind through the
crowd and people waited around fer
hours believing they had seen Bar-
num's daughter.
Hardly an important person in the
United States failed to bear Jenny
Lind sing. Washington Irving and
Henry Clay attended her concerts
despite their infirmities of old age.
President Fillmore and his cabinet
called upon the singer in Washing-
ton, and so did Daniel Webster.
Jenny Lind received a copy of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" from its au-
thor Harriet Beecher Stowe. Colonel
'Vashington, a descendant of George
Wash! ngton, took the singer through
Mount Vernon and even gave her
a book from the first president's
library.
One of the devices Barnum had
used to sell Jenny Lind to the Amer-
ican public was to emphasize her
char-itable nature. In every press re-
lease he mentioned her large gifts
to char-ity. He 'was, oddly enough.
not exaggerating. Jenny Lind had
almost an obsession for donating
money to charity. She gave her entire
share .($10,000) of the first concert's
proceeds to New York charity in-
stitutions. And .she later admitted
the chief reason she had accepted
Barnum's offer was to enable her t.o
endow a hospital in Sweden.
Consequently she was besieged
constantly with requests for money.
Swedes asked for gifts just because
they were Swedish. While on tour
the singer received about two dozen
begging letters a day. A woman in
Pittsburgh wrote she had just given
birth to twins which she named P. T.
Barnum and Jenny Lind. She asked
for $5,000 in cash as well as funds
to cover their support and education.
Jenny Lind gave a total of 93 con-
certs under Barnum's management
and earned about 180,000 dollars.
Then she asked the showman to re-
lease her from her contract. Barnum
readily agreed. Not only had he
reaped a far greater profit than he
had anticipated (about $200,000 net)
but he was anxious to return to his
other numerous business enterprises.
Soon afterward Jenny Lind married
Otto Goldschmidt, who had taken
Benedict's place in the company.
They had a brief honeymoon in the
United States (even paying a visit
to Niagara Falls) and then Jenny
Lind started touring again-this time
under her own managership. In May
1852, after touring-almost two years
in America, she departed for Europe
with her husband. She was rarely
heard in public again.
Jenny Lind's American tour was
historically significant because it
gave such a tremendous impetus
- to America's musical development.
More than anything else, it made
America musically conscious and' en-
couraged other European artists to
consider crossing the Atlantic. In
1852 both Henriette Sontag and
Mme. Alboni visited the United
States, and three years later the
pianist Thalberg started his Amer-
ican tour.
America never forgot Jenny Lind's
American tour. Years later young
men were sending Jenny Lind valen-
tines to their sweethearts, women
were buying perfume in Jenny Lind
bottles, and restaurants were serving
the Jenny Lind pancake. In Boston
a clipper ship was christened "The
Nightingale." In New York there was
a Jenny Lind saloon. And as late
as 1880, Mrs. John Drew and Fanny
Davenport were touring in "Jenny
Lind in America."
The English magazine Punch re-
marked in a moment of pique that
Jenny Lind's concert tour was so
successful that it dissolved the Amer-
ican republic and had Jenny Lind
crowned Queen Jenny I of America.
Perhaps they weren't too wrong at
that. THE END
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HERE IS MARY GARDEN
have, but no marriage, no love affairs
-nothing shattering. After she has
arrived, she may do as she pleases;
hut {or three years she must Jive as
a novice to her art.' And for three
years only! If by then she hasn't
learned how to sing, the chances are
she never will. She'll remain one of
those wretched beings who are al-
ways going to do big things and
never do them. When a girl comes to
me, the first thing I ask is how long
she has studied. If she says, 'Six-
seven years,' I say, 'Goodbye, my
dear; there's the door.'
"The thing to remember about '\'0-
cal emission is that the voice must
go out and over. This is achieved-
never too quickly! -by means of
proper breathing and proper reson-
ance. The correct breath is the ath-
lete's breath; from the diaphragm
and supported hy the strong abdom-
inal muscles. Most Americans breathe
on top-somewhere in the region of
the chest, the throat. Chest and throat
have nothing to do with the singing!
You breathe from the diaphragm and
you resonate in the ,masque.
"I never get hoarse; never have
and, I am sure, never will. Because
I breathe properly. When I sang
Richard Strauss' ;Salome,' with an
orchestra of 120, my voice cut straight
through, the high tones coming low
and the low tones coming high, and
all of them fusing to soar out and
over. And I never got tired. After
the Dance of the Seven Veils in :Sa-
lome,' I was actually re-vitalized.
The athletic breathing necessary for
the extra exertion of dancing put
new vigor into me, I sing as I speak,
and I speak as I sing-all on the
strong diaphragmatic breath.
"So much for actual vocal study,
which is important, of course, but
by no means the whole story. Your
audience wants more than good tones,
It wants to be lifted, carried away,
by the strength, the truth, the whole-
ness of what you send out to them
from tbe stage. Some of tbis can-
indeed, must-be learned; some of
it has to be born in you. What must
be learned includes languages, musi-
cal background, tbe routine of opera,
the detailed workings of a great op-
era house. And it is this, precisely,
which the American singer cannot
find in her own country. You have
but one permanent company-think
of it! in all this vast, rich land, only
one!-and if she gets in there at all,
she is lucky!
"For years people have been cry·
ing and pleading that America needs
more opera houses-with what result,
you know as well as I. That is why
I am so delighted with the work of
Carleton Smith and the National
Arts Foundation, which alone has
had the sense and the vision to at·
tack the problem the other way
about. Instead of moaning about the
lack of opera houses here, they are
seeking out superb young voices to
send. on a scholarship basis, to est~b-
lished opera houses abroad for tr-am-
ine and experience. Already the Ber-
lin Opera is cooperating, and those
who choose the German field as their
coal can look forward to working
DlCre, Similar arrangements have
been made with French and Italian
houses. And when the young singers
plunge into work there, they will be
able "'to master one style completely
before attempting anything else.
"About the purely dramatic side
of opera, I have nothing to say.
Either you are gifted with the power
to create living human beings on a
stage, or you are not. In either case,
nothing can be done about it. I have
never been through any course of
studv such as they give in the dra-
matj"c academies. They may possibly
do for other people; for me- NO!
Technique in acting is more Iikely
to suppress than to inspire, and if
act.ing is not inspired it is nothing.
This I say from my own personal
standpoint. How did I win audio
ences? I dominated them. I walked
out on the stage with the conscious·
ness of a conqueror, and instantly
they knew that I was one. How did
I obtain that consciousness? Well.
to begin with, I never went on until
I was ready to give a perfect per·
formance. Then, when I stepped on·
to the stage, my own confidence vi·
brated through me in a thrill which
I, in turn, was able to send out
through the audience,
':Another important thing to think
about is finished, polished perfection
of performance. An illustralion will
explain what I mean. When I created
'Pelleas et Melisande' (the most dif·
ficult opera in the world), Oscar
Hammerstein came to Paris to en-
gage me. I sent my sister into the
house with him, to watch his reac-
tions to Melisande, After the first act.
his reactions were conune-ci, com me·
<;a (this or that, undetermined).
After the second, he began to look
alive. After the third act, he said.
'Let's go backstage and tell :Mary
I'm buying the opera.' But when he
told me, I said, 'Not quite so fast!
You don't buy me or the opera unO I
I know whom I am to sing with, I'll
sing llUlisande with no one in your
present company.' So he asked me
whom I wanted, and I said it would
h,ave to be the other four principal
Sl?gers who had created the opera
wltl~ me at the Opera Comique in
Pans. And Hammerstein engaged
them for me. The five of us came over
and sang t.he. work ~xactly as we had
pr~pared II m Pans. And Hammer.
stel~ had the scenery painted in
Pans, after the original. The work
we brought to New York w.
I . per·ect. NaturallY-ll was right.
(Continued on Page 56)
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SELECTING APPROPRIATE CHURCH MUSIC
(Continned from Page 24,)
emphasized.In my travels around the
countll' I am called upon to meet
withmusic committees and with or-
(runistsand choirmasters to discuss
;articular prob]e~DS. One conferenc.e
recentlywas to diSCUSS the approprt-
atenessof music played by a certain
organist.
Beforemeeting with the committee
Ihad a long talk with the organist,
at which time he recounted all his
woes.and troubles. He stated that
someof the musical people in the
church. and the chairman of the
music committee in particular. had
complainedthat the music he played
was good but not appropriate for
the service.
He mentioned that he had played
-Divinum Mystcrium." by Purvis. as
all offertory. and the people hadn't
liked it at all.
Now.I think the Pur-vis "Divlnum
)[)steriulll" is u beuuri lul work. and
when well played as a prelude at
Christmas·time.willI other Christmas
tlumber5.it is all excellent and ap·
propriate piece of mus-ic.
But. as an ofTcrtory. I say. "No."
To begin with. it is too long. In the
second Illnce. somc might think' it
not ~olelllll enoll~h for an ofTcrtory,
Its ending is o\'cr·hrillianl. Altogeth-
er it does not fit that particular spot
in the servicc.
I mentioned Ihis 10 the organist.
the music committee, the minister
and a trustee of the church. We went
overrecent programs and Iconcluded
that Ihe organist. an excellent musi·
cianotherwise. had a pos-itive ~ellius
for selecting numbers unsuitable for
the sen'ice.
THE
As tactfully as possible I set forth
my views on what makes' a good of-
fertory and why. Since then I have
been gratified to receive letters from
the organist and the minister inform-
ing me that the organist is once more
high in favor with his congregation.
Programs and titles interest me'
and this was another point on which
the organist had been cr.iticized. I
made the point that there are many
works which are musically accept-
able but .which have cheap or inap-
propriate titles. In such a case I sug-
gest making up a simple. dignified
title and substituting that for the ac-
tual title of the work.
Not an my cclleazues azree with
me on this. An orgul~st hie":ld main-
tained it was a waste of time to con-
cern ouesel f with titles, since no one
read CIHII-ch programs anyway. To
prove it he showed me a program
from his church headed by this item:
PRELUDE Dununc Tcuel Sussig-
lotz
He vows that no Olle made allY
reference to the lille. and the prelude
went off j u5-l like any prelude on any
Sunday morning,
Perhaps so: .but I cannot believe
that I could get by with this in my
churclI: and I doubt i[ many others
could either.
In next month's; organ. department
I am going to publish and comment
on an excellent repertoire submitted
by one of our readers. Mr. Foster
Hotchkiss. I think that readers who
have written that they found helpful
the lists of repertoire printed in re-
cent months wm be interested also in
J\'1r. Hotchkiss' selections.
END
WOULD _YOU LIKE TO BECOME
A SUCCESSFUL SINGER?
(Continued froln Page 11)
Alllbilio~, :\[any young singers
are ambitious to begin their study of
singing. but comparatively few seem
to retain the necessary "drive" to
attain success, This is especially
true when they encounler difficulties
and disappointments. Many are un-
willing to do the required work,
whichalone can assure success. Also,
many lack the patience. which at
every turn. confronts the singer. An·
other problem is that of the compe·
tition,which today is keel~. and which
must be met with a resolute determi-
nation to promote self-advancement
and self·improvement to such a de-
gree that all resistance encountered
alon.gthe way. may be conquered.
F~l;e-a Correct Mental Attitude,
One of the most-to.J)e-envied and
priceless gifts, which any singer can
enjoy is the ability to relax mentally
and physically. An audience will be
quick to observe that tlle singer is
ETUDE-APRIL 1952
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literally tied up in "knots." or is in-
timidated by fear and inhibitions.
On the other hand. audjences seem
quick to recognize a complete free-
dom of self-consciollsness and em·
barrassment, and will be "literally
drawn" to the singer who js self-
assured.
Six-Emotional Stability. One
thing is certain concerning the pro·
fessional singer. It is simply impos·
sible to sing well, if one is a con-
firmed pessimist, or manifests a nega-
tive attitude of mind. The singer, of
all people, must dispJay a positive
attitude toward life. His spirits must
be buoyant and he "must have a great
love for his wmk. He must radiate
optimism. Also, he must like people.
:Many singers become "sour" on the
world, and then wonder why they
fail. It is because their negative at·
titude communicates itself to their
audiences (Continued on Page 58)
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Not sent to persons under 17
Addre~s; _
----------------------------
BROADWELL STUDIOS, 1015 Baldwin Avenue, Arcadia, California
Send Free Booklet "Technique" and Free Sample Lessan of studies checked.
Modern PopelaI' Course Caunferpaint _
Classical Interpretation Stodies Composition _
Grade {1-21 __ {3-5)__ {6-8l__ Arrangingl--;;;;;-;:=~ __
Sightreoding MU5icat Exprusion
Moterio!~ Seminor Chorol Conducting' _
Harmony Diplama' _
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RECITAL
Here is Fine, Playable Material
that is New Since Your 1951 Program
Grade I
CONTRARY ME (Easy arpeggio and scale figures).
I WISH I WERE A DUCK! (Words, Very easy).
LITTLE COWBOY RIDES AGAIN.
(Alternate hands)
LITTLE GREEN GNOMES (Staccato and legato) Stairs
RIDDLE (Melodic study for L.H., Words). . , . . Richter
SUMMER EVENING (Phrasing, Pedal, legato) ... "... Keysor
.. Erb
.... Erb
. Hofstad
Grade jl12
DANCING ON THE TIGHTROPE . Book
(Lively staccato study J
FORWARD, MARCH! (Staccato intervals, Brisk) Joyner
MELODY OF LONG AGO {Bright, Gay, Adultl Verrall
OLD CHIEF POWHATAN (Rhythm, Staccato, Melody) .. Beck
PLAYING HOPSCOTCH ... Robinson
(Stdccato and legato, Rhythm)
RAINDROP TAG (Staccato for both hands) Knowlton
TOSS THE BALL (Staccato and legato phrasing} Massa
Grade 2
BIG BASS TUBA (Humorous, Chromatic chords) De Vito
CLOWNING (Staccato study in syncopation) .. . Beck
CORPORAL LOLLIPOP {March, Staccato, Accent} Griffis
IN A HANSOM CAB (Staccato pattern in l.H.} Milligan
PIXIE AND THE FAIRY (Triplet arpeggio, Dynamics) .. Binkley
ROCKING CRADLE (Legato, Melodic, Pedal) Ketterer
SCAMPERING WHOLE STEPS (Whole tone scale) .. Wigham
THERE'S A LARK IN THE MEADOW. . ... Garrow
(Saucy, Phrasing)
Grade 211z
BY THE LITTLE MILL {Staccato against legato) .... Wigham
GLIMPSE OF' CUBA (Tango, Phrasing) .Dungan
GOOD SIIIP ROVER (Phrasing, l.H. technic) Petrich
PLAYTIME (Arpeggio, Pedal, legato style) Stevens
POLKA (Staccato study. Accidentals) .Wilsan
SOARING GULLS (Broken chords, 4 octave span) ... Dungan
Grade 3
CANDLE LIGHT (Chords, Three staves).. . ..... Huerter
MAYTIME IN VIENNA (Waltz, Rubato, Small chords) .. Martin
ON SWAN LAKE (Pedal, Smooth, Smoll chords} .... Wigham
PIANO AND FORTE (Woltz) (Staccoto and legato) .. Stoye
VALSE MELODI9UE (Either L.H. or R.H. alone) .... Ketterer
Grade 3112
IN ROSELAND (Octove waltz) Federer
MIRROR LAKE (Tone poem, Chords) ~ Dungan
WATERFALL lSinging R.H. against broken chords) .. Dungan
Grade 4
DANCE CAPRICE (Octaves, Staccato study).
DREAMS TO REMEMBER (Four solos) ..
FESTIVAL CONCERT WALTZ (Octaves).
VIRGINIA S9UARE DANCE {American folk
,Wolf
. . Hendricks
. . Donaldson
dance} .. Miller
Address orders for above to Dept. EPR-4-52
110-40179 $.30
110-40176 .30
110-40175 .30
110-40177 .30
110-40167 .30
130-41079 .30
130-41101 .30
110-40170 .30
130-41051 .30
130-41093 .30
110-40169 .30
130-41 102 .30
110-40162 .30
110-40180 .30
130-4109B .30
130-41067 .30
110-40156 .30
110-40174 .30
110-40155 .30
130·41099' .30
130-41078 .30
130-41100 .30
130-41088 .30
130-4\086 .30
130-41095 .30
110-40159 .30
130·41077 .30
130-41038 .30
110-40157 .35
130-41074 .30
130·41083 .30
I 10-40150 .30
110-40160 .35
130-41075 .40
130-41065 .40
110-40161
130·41097
130-41082
110-40154
.30
.60
.40
.40
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Po.
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THE WORLD
Afusic Week will have its 29th
annual observance May 4 to 11. The
keynote for this year is "Make Your
Life More Musical." A "Letter of
Suggestions" for local chair.men and
workers has been prepared for free
distribution and may be secured by
addressing National and Inter-Amer-
ican Music Week Committee, 315
Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
Karl W. Gehrkens is to be hon-
ored by Oberlin College on his 70th
birthday, April 19, with the dedica-
tion to him of the Karl W. Gehrkens
Music Education Library. Dr. Cehr-
kens now Professor Emeritus of
Oberlin College, was head of the
Music Education Department of the
College from 1907 to 1942. He was
the founder of the Music Education
Library. Dr. Gehrkens is nationally
known in the music educational field
and has held various posts of im-
portance. He was Music Editor of
the Second Edition of "Webster's In-
ternational Dictionary." Since 1930,
Dr. Cehrkerrs has been head of the
"Questions and Answers" department
of ETUDE.
Robert Russell Bennett has re-
ceived the fourth annual Richard
Franko Goldman commission for a
work to be played this summer on
the :Mall .in Central Park.
Alexmuler Hilsberg has re-
signed as associate conductor of the
Philadelphia Orchestra to devote full
time to guest conducting assignments.
Musical history was made at the
Metropolitan Opera House on Feb-
ruary 2, when a new Briinnhilde in
the person of Margaret Rnrslullo
was created with results nothing
short of sensational. Miss Harshaw,
a Philadelphia singer who joined the
Met as a contralto in 1942, took over
the dramatic soprano role of Brunn.
hilde in Gotterdiimmerung-one of
the most demanding of all Wagnerian
roles-and acted and sang "with the
commanding assurance of a veteran."
The American ocipty of An-
cient lnstru.mcll.t.s will hold its an-
nual festival on April 23 and 24. with
concerts at Valley Forge Memorial
Chapel and the Academy of Fine
Arts in Pltila. There will he after-
noon and evening concerts on both
days. The five members of the So-
cieey are: J 0 Brode and Florence
Rosensweig. Pardessus de Viole;
Maurice Ben Stud. Viola da Gamba;
Benjamin Gu~ikorr. Basse de Viole;
and Jules tad Chapline, Herpsi-
chord.
Carl j11. Roeder, widely-known
piano teacher who had had a studio
at Carnegie Hall for fihy years. died
suddenly in New York ity on Jan-
uary 24. at the age of 81. He was
formerly a noted concert pianist.
George H. Gardan, for forty.
eight years director of music in the
pttblic schools of the City of ~ew
York. will retire at the end of the
(Continued on Page 61)
AlI·City Junior Strin ... Qu t f
troit Mich L '0 R~ G a"lcd' Rl'oJU the Pu blic Selmois or De-, " .- cI'n -Ann Niemiec a"'e 13 2nd . r °Rn, nge 12, 1st violin; Mary
Rita Ritz, a ...~ 14 viola TI VIO 111; • obert ewkirk, age 14, ullo;
the l\1ENC '"'conv~ntion •be·le gliol»1 IS scheduled for appearance!! at
lUg Ie { in Ph.iladelph.ia, MardI 2)-26.
~.-..-._--------
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6rgan tfEpuestfons
~ ~
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
• Whatdo rou think oj these speci-
ficationsfor a reed orga,n-fro.m
left to right: Bass .Co~ple~, Dt~-
pason8', Cor Anglms 8, vta« 4,
ViolaDolce4', Vox Humana, Celeste
8' Clarone 8', Vox Angelica 8',
Ale/odia8' and the treble coupler?
Doyon think a reed organ should
contain16', 4' and 2' stops in both
bassGildtreble? Could you send me
rheaddressesof dealers in two man-
lIal reedorgans? In our church uie
hafean old good toned tracker ac-
lion pipe organ which has the
followingstops: Swell-Stopped Dia-
pason8', Melodia 8', Dulciana 8'.
Pedal--Bourdon16', nsnol: couplers
rwd tr. -noto. The Great Diapason are
front pipes and eery loud. Pedal
Bourdonalso has great uolume when
coupledto manuals, alld the organ
as a trhole has a heavy tone. Our
organluner says we have space on
the console for two stops on the
Sicellalia three on the Great. What
stopsdo )'Olt suggest adding? (fie do
!lotneedvolume stops.
J. V. z; Washington
The silecificalions given for the
reedorgan impress LIS as very salis-
factory,both as to tonal quality,
ensembleeffect, and pitch, though
a 4 foot stop in the upper register
mightimprove it-unless of course
theViola runs through botb treble
andbass sections of the instrument.
Somelimesa 16' stop is used in the
bass.but more often than not this
issimplythe equivalent of the bass
coupler-so you already have proper
provisionfor this. There should be
sufficient4' stops in both treble and
bassto give proper brilljance where
it is needed. Stops of 2' pitch are
hardlynecessary, though some reed
organshave such a stop in the bass
bymeans of which a Jjrrht ethereal
left hand accompanime~lt may be
usedagain"t a ri<Tbt hand solo stop
inlhetreble. We ~re sendinrr you the
a~dressesof a couple of 6~ms who
mightbe ahle to supply two manual
reed organs. As regards the pipe
o.rgan,we might suggest the addi-
tIOnof all 8' Aeoline (or its equiva-
lent) to the Swell for soft effects
and for moderate volume add eithe;
~ not too loud Violin Diapason or
.boe.On Ihe Great you could add
eaher a Gamba 8' or an Oboe in
case' . 'Tl It IS not used on the Swell.
.Ie Octave 4' would also be a de.
~lrable dd··
I". a ilIOn to the Creat, but weJellel'etil dill . fe a tlOn 0 two stops
B
1I'0uldhe enough. If the Pedal
ourdon . I d! IS too ou for a soft or
mO( erate organ try using it without
ETUDE-APRlf. 1952
couplers, and only in rare cases is
it advisable to couple it to the Great.
• I have been playing the school
organ (electronic) for different oc-
casions, and would like some advice
on music that can be played for
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, and
other everyday assemblies. I have
used Largo, Dvorak; Berceuse, God-
ard; and Arioso, Bach: Most oj the
students prefer something with a
nice melody.
J. 0., Pennsylvania
We m-e sending a couple of printed
lists, in which we have marked an
X opposite interesting numbers for
general use, a T for Thanksgiving,
C for Christmas, and E for Easter.
In addition we might mention the
following excellent Christmas num-
bers: Christmas March, Merkel;
Christmas Pastorale, Matthews;'
Christmas Pastorale, Harker; ill/arch
of the Magi, Dubois; Nazareth,
Gaunod; 0 Holy Night, Adam; Holy
Night, Buck; Geslt Bambino, Yon.
For Easter we could add Easter
Morning, :Malling; Ressurrection
Morn, Johnson; Hosanna, Wachs;
ond such festive numbers as Grand
Choeur ht Bb. Dubois; and Coro-
nation March, Meyerbeer. For
Thanksgiving we believe there m'e
organ transcriptions of Come l'e
Thankful People and the old Nethel'-
lands Song of Thanksgiving.
• As I am now serving a sl1wll
church, I should like to have the
addresses of organ con;pallies mak·
ing organs suitable for small audi-
toriums, looking to the possible
purchase of such an instrument for
our church. I should also like to
lin.o'w the dates of any articles which
m.ay have appeared in ETUDE dis-
cussing the general subject of small
organs.
frI. D. 111.,Illinois
We are sending you a Jist of re-
sponsjble organ manufacturers, who
are equipped to furnish such organs,
and suggest that you make contact
with any of these firms. The follow-
iug issues of ETUDE have contained
articles on small organs:
January 1950, page 26-"lmprovc-
ments in Small Pipe Organs."
April 1948, page 223-"Representa-
tive Two Manual Organs."
March 1946, page 137-"Can t.he
Small Organ Be Expressive?"
June 1942, page 379-"How to Get
Better Results from Old or Small
Organs."
}Oars to create-
a ¥time ifmatcltless mltSlc
ABOVE:Home Model HammondOrgan. enioyed in more homes than any olher organ.
Hammond Organ prices slorl 01$1285* for Ihe Spinel Model (nol illustrated cbove}.
E::w TllI:\""S WILL (:IVE YOU more
plcasure th;lll lhe lllllSic you make
on thc Hammond Org·an.
For cHeh tinlC yOll play you ex-
plore thc range, the color, the magic
of music as only the Hammond
Org;1Il makes it possible. And as you
play, the worries of your private
world 1;1I.lc inLO insignificance.
career for your children. So versatile,
so expressive is this Instrument th:tt
yOLit'entire family will want 1.0 play.
Fits in any home
The Hammond Organ takes lip no
more space Ihan a spinet piano. It
can he played at whisper volume for
late hour enjoyment. Installation is
easy. You plug the org::1Ilin and play.
Ancl since it nevcr necds tuning-t, up-
keep is little or nothing.
Lasts a lifetime
A lifetime of beautiful music on the
Hammond Organ can easily he YOllrs.
Convcnient budget terms divide the
purchase price of ~1285* into modest
payments.
See youI' Hammond Organ dealer
for a cOl'nplete demollstration. Mean-
while, mail the coupon below for
further information.
You play the first month
Here's Lhe,,-onder of the Hammond
Orp,-;ltl: it responds lll:lgnificently to
tlte touch of the master musician,
yet you, \I'ithout any previous mu-
sical Ir;lining, can play simple but
satisfying music the very first month.
Tholls::\Il0s 11:1\'ealready done it.
A rewardi.ng hobby, or career
A H;l1ll11l01HI Organ in your home
cm give music a new meaning for
you. It can be the beginning of a
PRtCES START AT JUST $1285* FOR THE SPINET MODEl
HAMMOND OElGAN
MUSIC'S MOST GLORIOUS VOICE
Complete line of 2·manual-and.pedal Hammond Organs $1285~: up.
including tone equipment and bench. *f. o. b. Chicago .r--------------------------------)
: Hammond Inslrlllllent Company :
I 4210 W. Di\'crsey Avc., Chicago 39, l1linois I
I Without obligation, please scnd me information on the I
I [allowing Hammond Organ models: I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I________________________________ J
o Spinet Model
o Home Model
o Church Model
o Concert j\fodelCHURCH MOD£L-Hammond Organs arc llscd
in sollle '27,000 churches.
Name.
Concert Model has 32-note
AGO pedal kcyboardand all
additional tl'edal Solo Unit,
tunable to lHeference by
Ihe organisl.
Street ...
City ..... . P. O. Zone Sl.ale .
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What Do You Think?
~IAT do you think
about when you are playing
your "piece," either when you
are alone, or when playing for
your teacher, for your friends,
or when playing in recitals?
Brains seem to be always
thinking-that's their job; hut
it often happens that if you do
not keep the thinking business
under control, all sorts of queer
things which have nothing what-
ever to do with music, will play
tag in your brain and clutter up
the space which should be left
open for thoughts about the
piece you are playing, and about
the way you are trying to play
it; about the things your teacher
told you to do when _you play
it; and, .also about the com-
poser who wrote 1t.
Are you trying to play the
piece the way the composer
would like to hear it played?
Or are you merely banging out
some loud sounds without ex-
pression and making the piece
something he would scarcely
recognize?
After all, the composition is
his, not yours and the audience
is listening to his composition,
not. to yours. They are really
listening to him, not to you! So,
all you have to do is to present
his music to the audience. H
nobody thought that, the audi-
ence could not have a chance to
hear the music of Bach, or Mo-
zart, or whoever the composer
might be, and the performer
must make a good job of pre-
senting the composition. Other-
wise he is not being fair to the
composer, and no ~ne wants to
be considered unfair, even to a
composer!
Who Knows the Answers?
(Keep score. 100 is perfect.)
Mozart
1. Was Mozart born in 1737,
1756, 1791 or 1809? (5
points)
2. Was he born in Hamburg,
Salzburg, Munich, Man-
heim or Swickau? (5
points)
3. Was this in Austria, Ger-
many or Bohemia? (5
points)
4. Was he a child prodigy or
did he take up music at the
age of 17? (5 points)
5. Did he travel as a concert
pianist? (10- points)
6. What countries did he
visit? (20 points)
7. Howald was he when his
first sonatas were pub-
lished? (15 points)
8. Which of the. following
operas did he compose:
~~Don Giovanni," ~:La Gio-
concIa," ':La Sonambula,"
"The Magic Flute," HRo_
mea and Juliet?" (10
points)
9. Did he comp06e eleven,
seventeen, twenty, or over
forty symphonies? (15
points)
10. Did he die in 1771, 1791,
1832, or 1847? (10
points)
Answers on next page
A Musi~ Master and His Choir Boys
By Leal/ora Silt AS/Ito"
ONE DAY, nearly a thousand
years ago, a group of choir
boys were practicing hymns and
chants for the service of the
church" That day, as they did
every day, they sang carefully
and thoughtfully, fitting each
separate word to the melody.
When the practice came to an
end the boys walked slowly
away to their homes. They were
too tired to run.
Guido, the choir master,
watched them go and shook his
head. He told himself, "There
must be some easier way for
these boys to learn their hymns
and chants than to practice as
they do now. At the rate they
are progressing and doing it
h ,,) I Ii iJ,1QITI:~ , .:, "
~e~~'U:t m~ui e:(a-u. f:teo,"
Music Notation
"I'enth and Eleventh eermn-ics
from memory, every tone and
every word, it takes just about
ten years for a boy to learn the
hymns and cha,~ts correctly.
And," he shook his head again,
"by that time he is no longer a
boy!"
As the choir master sat think-
ing of his boys he heard singing
in the distance. He listened to
the hymn. He knew the Latin
words and the melody well. It
,vas a hymn composed about
the year 770, hut he noticed
something strange in that hymn
he had never noticed before, al-
though he had often sung it in
choir himself. He had never
noticed until that moment that
the first syllable in each of the
six lines was set to a tone of
music one degree higher than
the preceding. Softly he sang
the six syllables, as they sound-
ed in the hymn, Ut, re, mi, fa,
sol, la. The tones set to those
syllables were the six tones of
the scale as it was used in
church music at that time, the
eleventh century.
"Why not use those syllables
as names for the tones of every
scale? Why, that's a fine idea!
It would save the boys the tedi-
ous task of learning all the
modes and fitting all the words
to the modes."
Guido d'Arezzo's heart beat
fast~r and faster. "Such a
method could become a regu-
lar formula which might he
used for learning any music. In
any casco the boys w uld, at
least, be able to learn t sing
the tunc far 1. then fit the words
in afterwards."
The next time the boys came,
Guido put his plan into action,
and \\ hat a wonderful way it
pro\ cd to be for learning the
hYlllllf-. nnd chants! Instead of
(Continu.ecl OTt flext page)
Kodak Contest
Melissa Halc~- (Age 12)
Priz.e ,\Vinll£I' Class B
Piano Park
By Frauces GoruulU Risser
In Music Land lies Keyboard
Town, where j list one street runs
up and down; and in small homes
of .bla~k and white, tunes spend
thel~ tlI~e, both day and night.
TheIr pIctures on the staff are
clear, but notes thelllselves do not
I
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appear; their voices chatter, laugh
or cry when nimble fingers
scamper by. The note"folk walk
a~d romp and play, but out of
slght ther always slay; behind
plano-walls, so dark, they ramble
in Piano Park.
ETUDE-APRIL /9.;j
Music Master and Choir Boys, Continued
taking ten years to learn the
music of the church, a choir
boy could learn it in about six
months. Of course music was
not written down on paper in
those days as it is today. Some
choir masters of that time said
it would not be possible for the
boys to learn so much in such a
short time, but others saw the
value of the new method and
adopted it for their own choirs.
Today that method has
spread all over the world. The
first syllable, "ut," which Guido
used, has been changed to "do,"
and the additional syllable "si"
or "ti" has been added to make
the s~ale complete; but the sys.
tem 1S as Guido used it in the
eleventh century. "Do-re-mi-]a-
so-lo-ti-do." These are the sylla-
bles used in many parts of the
world, the one language which
the people can read speak sine, ,. 0
and understand!
No Junior Etude Contest This Month
Ilaurecn Naughton (Age 11)
Barbara Pappas (Age 12)
Shirley S:IIUUf"lil(Age 8)
Pnu-lciu FI'oSI (Age 10)
Dear Jllnior Ettute,
I playin our Piano Quartette Croup
andlike it very much. rn the picture I
amplaying bass on the grand piano.
Weshouldlike to receive letters (rom
otherJunior Elude readers.
Patricia Frost (Age 10), California
I hope to be a concert pianist and
teacher.I also play violin in 0111' high
schoolorcllcstra. T would like to hear
fromsomeone interested in music.
ShirleyAnn Mclntyre (Age 13), Ohio
In yourJunior Etude I saw the Letter
Boxsection and hope some of your
readerswill write to me. I have music
lessonstwice a week and belong to the
GleeClub in school, Ibe Philippine
W~ll1en'sUnivcrsity.
Vio{eta Ramos (Age 17). Philippines
Answers 10 Qniz
1. .1756; 2., Salsburg , 3. Ausu-in ; 4.
chil d prodigy; 5. yes, in childhood
:1I.1dDl_nde many appearances with
his Iiule sister; 6. Germany,
France, Austria, England. Switzer-
land, Italy; 7. in his eeventh-yenr;
8. "Don Giovanni," also called "Do,;
Juan" (pronounced Don wan) and
"The Magic Flute;" 9. over forty
(forty-nine); 10, 1791.
Letter Box
Scnd r-ep llcs to letter-s ill care of
.Iuntor Etude, Br-yn Mawl', Pn.,
and they will be Forwarded to the
wr-iters, Remember foreign m:til
requb-es five-cent postage; fOI'~
clg n air mail, 15 cents, Do not nsk
fOI' addreilscil.
Dear Jutlior Etu(le:
Without any donbt the piano is the most
popular instrument here in :Malta.
Every year a professor of music comes
here from London to examine about
nine hundred music students in piano
and violin. Some students win scholar-
ships. We have weekly recitals here and
very often we have concert arlists whli
come here from Italy. We have a sym-
phony orchestra, and every town has a
Brass Band Club. We also have opera
and we hear a great deal of good music
on our radios. The Etude helps me a
great deal in my music education. I
would like to hear from some Etude
readers in America.
Valerie Flamini Philcox (Age IS). Malta
Helen and Boyd Ringo
again announce their
Piano Symposium
forTeachers and Students
• June 16 to 21, 1952
• New Music ... New Ideas
W rife for Brochure
University Qf Tulsa (Okla.)
Air Conditioned Hall .... Dormitory Facilities
Master Classes •
Piano Clinics •
Student Auditions
by LEO PODOLSI(Y
th.e distinguished pianist, educator, and editor,
• are being offered
JUNE 2·7: SANDUSKY, MICHIGAN
(Jeanne Foster, Box 309)
JUNE 9·12: MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA
(MacPhail College of Music)
JUNE 14·27: AMARILLO, TEXAS
(Musical Arts Conservatory)
JULY 2: Sailing with a group of music teachers, students, and patrons, to
visit a number of countries in Europe; to atlene! music festivals; and to
altcnd the Pedagogical Session at lhe ~'fozartelllll, Salzburg, where Dr. Podol·
sky will represent U.S.A. for the {ow'lh consecutive summer as piano guest
(acuity member at the International Summer Academy.
BALDWIN PIANO
STAFF MEMBER OF SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL-CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC
John Philip Blake, Jr., President
Bachelor of Music Degree ill 24 Fields
Master of Music Degree in 23 Fields
Graduotes Music Education Major program weI! qualified to teach
Music in public schools. A catalog will be sent on request.
fnstitvtional Member Nafional Associafion of Schools of Music
7801 Bonhomme Avenue
all phases of
St. Louis S. Missouri
Ricllter Junio,' Music Club ChadbOUl'n, N. C.
~dwa:dColeman. Bobby Williamson, Richard Williamson, Carolyn Hill, Louise
Duffhn,Nellie RUlh Edmond, Laura Eozar, Martha Strickland, Saidie Edm~nd,
NetthaEdwa:ds,WiJIa Fay Worley, Dorothy Hinson, Linda Mears, Elizabeth K~ng,
la~~CYJlc~eJl, E"a Grey Elvington, Linda Small, Pansy CoIlins~ Ann Neal Stnck·
C ,Addle Jo Enzar, Barbara Strickland, Billy Parrish, Judy Worley, Carolyn
ole,Judy Small, John Kampe, Willie Strickland, Mrs. Melton.
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CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Dr. Luther A. Richman, Dean of Faculty
Established 1867, Operated under auspices Cincinnati In-'",t''t f F" At
ffil" t d "th U" " f . . • u e 0 Ine r sa I 10 e WI nlverslty 0 CinCinnati Compl.te .. h If" D
D
" I C"fi . . ~... 00 0 muslC- egrees
Ip omes, edllcates-dormltories 10 acre camp"" Fo C t I dd', ,,~. roo og a ress.
C. M, Benjamin, Registrar, Dept. E. T., Highland Ave. and Oak St., CINCINNATI 19, OHIO
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Preparatory, College, Special, and Graduate Departm tel d"
B h I f M " B h I f en s. aurses eo In9 faac e or 0 USIC, ac e or 0 Music Education Mo<t. f M" d T 'h'
C
"fi' ,. r 0 USIC,on eoc er S
edl Icotes In Music and Theatre Arts.
Clarence Eidam ••
President Member NASM Wllha~e:"hillips
Edwin l. Stephen-Mgr., 306 South Wabash, Chicago 4, Illinois
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JuilAarJ Schoof 0/ m.:
William Schuman, President
JUILLIARD
SUMMER SCHOOL
Robert Hufstader, Director
June 30 - August 8,1952.
Catalog on Request
Room A·
120 Claremont Avenue New York 27, N. Y.
TOURING BOY CHOIR BOSTON UNIVERSITY
College of Music(Continued from Page 13)
All Branches of Music
and Music Educationschool is [rom 5 to 51/2 years, rel?re-
senting a very important age period.
The boys now enrolled come from 15
different states and from Canada.
Most graduates go into high 5ch?ol
music groups, later into some- kind
of college music and some take up
music professionally either as teach·
ers or performers.
Like all normal children, the~e
boys like popular tunes, but thel.f
traiuine; soon leads them to apprecr-
ate thefact that compositions of the
creat masters have more lasting and
~lspirational interest. A ty~ical con-
cert program includes classJ~ choruls
and etude". a one-act comic opera,
and familiar American melodies. The
last encore is traditionally The
Lord's Prayer. which forms an ap-
proptiute ending and makes it pos-
sible for the director to request no
applause. and consequently no more
encores. so as to get the boys to bed
earl" and ready to sing the next day.
Anvone who talks to a group back-
st<lge'is delighted to discover how
well the director has succeeded in
his desire to keep the choir members
unspoiled and to make them "just
fine and natural American boys."
THE END
Dean Warren S. Freeman
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in Mus.; B. Mus.; M.M.; M.M. Ed. In
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HERE IS MARY GARDEN
(Continued from Page 50)
"Remini~cence;;:? "fell. Debussy
wa~ perhap,: my clo::est arti~tic
friend. Everything: he wrote. he went
over '\'ith me. He wa~ a marvelous
geniu". with H heart both tender as
a child'~ and bard as a stone. As a
man. I did not find Massenel inter-
esting. He always used superlatives
o{ pl'ai,:,:e-and said exactly the same
thing to everybody. No matter who
sang his mll!'Oic.all were assured that
their performances were the most
gloriou.". the most superb. etc .. etc.
Puccini made no· impression on me
at all. But why bother about the men
·who wrote the music? It's the music
itself that count."!"
THE END
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PRACTICING MEANS THINKING
(Continued from Page 25)
Thenon to 132. And so on, It must
he understood that these figures are
urelr arbitrary and need not be at
PlI closelyfollowed. But the principle
~"important: for it results in rapid
and accurate playing more quic,kly
than an)' other method of practice.
Furthermore- it allows the player-to
remain relaxed as tempo increases.
So far we have considered prac-
ticingonly as it applies to good in-
lonation,While granting that this is
of the first importance. we must re-
memberthat there are other points
almostequally important that must
beborne in mind. There is accuracy
of rhythm, quality of tone, evenness
offingergrill, correctness of bowing,
and, certainly not least, t.he ex pres-
sion signs given on the music.
Many students tend to disregard
rhythmwhen they are playing slowly.
This fault must be corrected as soon
as it appears; for if the rhythm is
wrongat a slow tempo. it is quite
sure to be wrong at a faster tempo.
Whatevert.he speed of the perform-
ance. the relationship of the note
values must he exact. As for tone
quality, that must always be in the
player'smind, To be a success. each
notemust consist of two ingredients:
accuracyof pitch and a good quality
of tone. Equality of left-hand finger
pressure is closely related to tone
quality, for without a strong and
even finger grip a good lone cannot
be maintained. And a flaccid grip
will jeopardize intonation as well.
The thought of a solid finger pres-
sureshould always .he in a student's
mind,especially during the first few
minutesof his daily practice.
As regards Ihe right arlll, it is
mostadvisable to lise the same bow-
ingfor each repetition of a passage.
The slUdent who changes the bow
stroke allywhere and everywhere,
wjthout thought. will certainly be·
comeconfused when he plays rapidly
orbymemory. Whereas. the habit of
adheringconsistenLJy to the bowing
givenon the music. or as modified
bythe teacher, is productive of con·
fidenceand security. When. because
of the slow tempo of practice, a long
0011' stroke must be broken. not two
but three strokes should be taken,
so that the following stroke may
movein lhe rigbt direction.
How much attention a student
.-.__ ._--------_._-_._---------------_.----------~~ I
should give to expression while learn-
ing a piece is a moot question among
teachers. One school holds that at
first the student's whole attention
should be focussed on accuracy, all
else taking a second place; the
other school feels that the twa-tech-
niques should progress simultaneous-
ly. The second opinion seems the
more logical, for it leads to a more
integrated musical performance when
the piece is finally learned. A phrase
played with expression calls for a
somewhat different technique than if
it were played without expression,
_and it is better to acquire this tech-
nique as early as possible rather
than to have to relearn the phrase in
order to apply it.
From the foregoing paragraphs it
would seem that the advanced stu-
dent has many things to think about
when he begins to practice. But so
has the pilot of a B-36 when he be-
gins a flight-in fact, he has many
more! The one factor that makes
flying and violin practice not so dif-
Iicult as they might be is that t.he
important points were learned grad-
ually, and not all at the same time.
The beginner on the violin, for in-
stance, need think only of two things
-drawing a straight bow and hold-
ing his violin up. If good habits of
practice have been induced from the
very start, the older points of tech-
nique have become almost automatic
.hy the time newer ones are intro-
duced. If the student has practiced
intelligently from the beginning, he
will find, by the time he is working
on Kreutzer, that most of hjs self-
critical reactions are automatic and
not the result of conscious thought-
thereby gjving his mind opportunity
to concentrate on new problems.
Practice is often drudgery to the
5tudent, and time seems to crawl;
but that is only because the practice
is bad. Good practice is fun, and
when the player is thoroughly abo
sorbed time seems to fly. Results are
apparent from the. start, and the
sense of achievement creates solid
confidence.
A second article on Practicing
wj]I appear in the June issue of
ETUDE, in which will be discussed
t.he specific problems arising in the
study of scales, exercises, etudes and
pieces. THE END
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continned from Page 21)
it with other abiLties and qualities
~hatare also necessary for success
mmusicstudy-and if he works long
and hard-he has at least a good
chanceof being able to overcome the
obstaclesthat stand in the way of a
pr?fessional career in music. But
being a " . I, mUSICian InVO "es a long
JOurneyon a very long rough road
and I ' ,never advise anyone to set his
ETUDE_APRIL 1952
heart o.n a professional career unless
this is the thing that means more
than anything else in life.
As for your own ability, I can only
say that yOll evidently have "the mak
ings" of absolute pitch, and that it
miuht be good fun to work at devel-
oping it even though it may be of no
specific use to you. -K.G
THE END
HAROLD BERKLEY
VIOLIN MASTER CLASSES
Individual ond closs lessons, daily chamber music, lectures
at
BERKLEY SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL
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North Bridgton. Maine
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Room lOll, 113 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
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TANGLEWOOD-1952
BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER
Charles Munch, Director
Aaron Copland, Assistant Director
l~A summer school of music mointained by the Boston Symphonyconnection with the Berkshire Festival concerts.TENTH SESSION-June 30 to August 10Courses in Orchestra & Conducting (Leonard Bernstein), Chamber Music
(Williom Kroll). Chorus (Hugh Ross). Composition (Aoron Copland & Luigi
Dollapiccolo), ond Opero (Boris Goldovsky). Faculty includes twenty members
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Tanglewood Study Group-Ingolf Dahl
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A special course for music educafors, general music sfudents and amafeurs. Enroll-
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8 little piano books
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Third annual
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY STUDYTOUR TO THE EUROPEAN
MUSI[ fESTIV ilLS
(6 graduate or undergraduate credits)
Faculty: WILBERT HITCHNER, Dlr. DEPT. of MUSIC, Temple University, and
LOUIS G. WERSEN, Dtr, Music Education, City of Philadelphia, assisted by
FRANCES ROBINSON, San Jose State College, Cal.
Three groups leave .July 10 July 10
return ... Aug. 18 Sept. 4
TOTAL COST New York back to New York FROM $987
including travel, accommodation, meals, sightseeing, excursions, lectures, seminars
and tickets to 25-30 superlative performances at the Holland, Ccscls. Provence,
Salzburg, Lucerne, Bayreuth and Edinburgh festivals, in Spain, Italy, Scandinavia,
London, Paris. (This trip is also available to Ihose nol desiring credil.)
For comprehensive brochure MT wrile to
DEPARTMENT DF MUSIC, Teachers College, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Philadelphia 22, Po. or STUDY ABROAD INC., 250 West 57 St., NYC.
July 26
Sept. 4
ASPEN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
June 30 - August 3 I, 1952
Address: Genevieve Lyngby, Rm. 505, 38 S. Dearborn, Chicago 3. Illinois
THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Bachelor of Music-Master of Music-Bachelor of Science in Education
(B.S. in Ed. by arrangement with Kent State University I
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus.D •• Director
3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio
Member of the Notional Association of Schools of Music
BOSTON CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
ALBERT ALPHIN, Dir. 26 fENWAY, BOSTON, MASS.
A Complete School of MUSIC, DRAMA and DANCE.
Degree, Diploma, Certificate Courses. Faculty of 60.
Dormitories for Women. Catalog on request.
Associate Member of National Association of Schools of Music
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF'MUSIC-CHICAGO,
I
Offers courses in all branches of music and dramatic art
66th year. Faculty of 135artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send for a free catalog-Address: Johu R. Hattstaedt, Pres .• 573Kimball Bldg., Chicago
EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
of
The University of Rochester
HOWARD HANSON, Director
RAYMOND WILSON, Assistant Director
Undergraduate and Graduate Departments
SUMMER SESSION
June 23-August I, 1952
FALL SESSION
September 22, 1952-June I, 1953
For further information address
ARTHUR H. LARSON, Secretary-Registrar
EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Rochester, New York
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO BECOME
A SUCCESSFUL SINGER?
(Continued from Page 51)
the minute they step onto the stage.
A happy and confident singer wi~l
win friends and captivate an audi-
ence.
Scorn-s-a Good Memory. A singer
who is naturally endowed with a
good memory is fortunate indeed. To
be able to memorize rapidly, and to
retain, identify and reproduce what
has been learned for public perform-
ance is an achievement for which any
singer, so endowed, should be grate-
ful.
Eight-'Musicianship. Having a
voice and natural singing talent IS
not sufficient to achieve success as a
singer. Singers today are expected
to be good musicians. Our music
schools and private studios through-
out the country are today providing
the opportunities for a thorough
musical education. No longer will
choir-masters and others engage
singers who are unable to read music
at sight, or whose rhythmical sense
is poor. Singers today must "b31ster"
their native talents by obtaining a
formal musical education.
Nine-Personality. A pleasing per-
sonal appearance, charm .and good
stage presence are valuable assets
to any singer. A great amount of
magnetism must at all times be "giv-
en out" by the singer, if he is to re-
ceive in return, the unseen, but keen-
ly-felt "goodwill" from his audience,
Many singers overlook, to their dis-
may, the part an audience plays in
their own success. Singing before
people is a "two- way" affair.
Ten-the Capacity for Learning
Languages, Plus the Skill in Commu.
nicating Thoughts and Emotions,
through the Medium 0/ CoodDiction.
The American singer more so than
those of other countries, is expected
to sing, in addition to his own Eng.
lish language, French. Italian and
German. and perhaps others. if 11e
is parti~lIlarly gifted as a linguist.
It is a well-known fact that American
singers are far more proficient in
their ability to sing in a foreign Ian·
guage, than the average foreign sing-
er is, when he tries to sing in English.
The ultimate goal of the singer,
then. i not only 10 give pleasure to
an audience. He rou t tir the emo-
tions and stimulate the mind. Only
in this way. can the nohle traditions
of vocal art be preserved and carried
forward. THE END
MUSIC FOR MAIN STREET
(Contimbed from Page 17)
mising singers in all phases of opera
hut performing significant works. in-
cluding a good percentage of con-
temporary operas for a responsive
public. The raw material out of
which these productions are made
comes from the secondary schools.
.One must assume that experiences
undergone and talent developed t.here
make it possible fOl· the college op-
era director to produce adequate
performances. The same assumption
holds in the case of college orchestra
and choral performances, many of
which are amaziI1g in excellence.
Perhaps it is wortb ·while to ob-
serve the people who share with par·
ents the responsibility for this devel-
opment, the teach.ers, supervisors.
and adminjstrators of school music.
In Philadelphia. hom March 21 to
26, they can be seen in an important
phase of their work. Every two years
in some large city in America. thou-
sands of them from public and pri.
vate schools in all parts of the country
c~ngre~ate for a week of pedagogical
dISCUSSIOn, organizational activity.
and participation in and listening to
music performances. The latter alone
make up a music festival week un-
matched anywhere in range and di-
mension.
The organization which calls forth
such a pilgrimage is the Music Edu-
c.ators National Conference. Its BC.
tIVe and partial membership numbers
almost 20,000, with about 6000 un-
~""'""-------
dergruduute:- in ten her.training in-
slilUtion~ hollinrr- stud nl member-
ship. It con.!l'litllt ~ the music seclion
of lhe National Education As..'"OCia·
tion. The six geographical division"
which make up the alional organi.
zal.ion meet during the odd years.
Each State organization holds an an·
nual meeting. and in many states
smaller districts meet se\'eral time5
a year. Probably no more gregariou~
group exists in the educational field.
Perhaps the reason for thi~ can be
credited to the resuh of the fir~1
meeting in Keokuk. Iowa. in 190i.
when severa I score!' of school musi·
cians met· to obsene and e\'aluale a
novel method of teaching rhythm. We
are told that they disapproved of the
method but so enjo ·ed the experi.
ence of meeting and discu~ing tbeir
probJems that they decided to con·
tinue the experien~e. and in arrang·
ing to do so sel up a ~lusic uper·
visors Conference. no\\' known a5
the Musi Educ:al.or~ ~ational Con·
ference. The paltt-rn of obsen·ing.
discussing. and ))erforming !ien-ed
their purpose so well that it !itiIl
forms the core of aU meel.ing~.
The writer has no wish to paint a
halo around tltis mo\"emenl. It ha"
its weaknesse~. Perhaps tbe m05t
serious is the tendenc\· of a few
teachers to forget the 'pupil in an
effort to improve the music. The ul·
eoted -youngster recei\·cs most. if not
(Continued on Page 62)
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of attention on expression and in-
terpretation. It is taken for granted
that where the technique is ade-
uate expression follows as natural-
~. as ;he night the day. This does not
J;old.More students have failed to
pass auditions through a deficiency
in their interpretatlve power than
for a lack of technical ability. On
the whole. the technical ability of
seriouslyinclined advanced students
is very good. It is on interpretative
groundsthat they are weakest. .
ilanv students are content with
ah~oluteaccuracy in striking the cor-
rectkeys. They consider this ability
the most important of all in piano
plavinrrand will work far harder in
cle~ril~gup a messy passage than on
anythingelse. Such accurac)'. though
lal;dahle,falls far short of making a
finishedpianisl. A Bach fugue. for
allthe right notes. will never take on
meaninguntil the contrapuntal fig-
uration is subordinated to the !'ub-
jec!.and the subject receives a dis-
tinctive ~hading Ihut is apparent
where\er it enter. tudenl ailer
studenthave played allihe notes cor-
reetly in their Beethoven sonatas and
hare failed to convince un nudition
juryof their ability, because of fail-
uretograsp the emphasis needed for
the first theme. Ihe lyric quality of
the second theme. the subordinate
tone of olher themes. the gradual
build 1Ip of crescendos to climalic
points.the diminuendo thai follows
for relief from the intensely dra-
matic moments. and the general
moodof the composition as a whole.
In the romantic composers. sludents
havedisplayed brilliant techniques
thathave left Ihe jury unmoved be·
causeof a lack of warmlh in the tone
color,of a too metronomic tempo. of
a failure to lYuu....e climaxes wisely
and a generar lacl:>kof understandin~
of the expressive demands of the
respectirecomposer.
Too few students rea lize that a
fortein 6ach is different from that
in~lolarl. Chopin, or Debussy. They
playequalJy loud where\ter forte is
marked.irrespectire of the composer
of the moment. If Ihey play rubato
UNINTERRUPrED SEQUENCE •••
NATURAL PROGRESSION
PIANO PRIMER .
GRADES 1-2-3-4 each
ADULTCOURSE .
TECHNICBOOKS 1-2 each
• Best loved sacred ond secular sangs on five finger
patterns for piano (with words). Includes I Would
• Be True, Onward, Christian Saldiers. Skip To My
tou, When You And I Were Young, All Through
• The Night, and many others. • PRICE .60
• book'by ~ ~
• YOUR CHOPIN BOOK I ;00
• YOUR BACH BOOK 1.50
THINKING FINGERS
• by MAIER and BRADSHAW
Hund~eds of finger exercises for intermediate and
• ~~vanced pianists, for the development of pian-
Ishc canlror and facility in five-finger patterns,
• thirds, sixths and octaves. PRICE 1.00
THE PLACE OF TECHNIQUE IN ADVANCED STUDY
(Continued from Page 20)
in Chopin they are' t Iik IN' .1 .'. JUS .as J e y to ters. ote reading IS too often taught
H
appdY It with equal strength to as a vertical, isolated, point by point
ay n, Mozart and Beetl I fl'
I ' ioven. n movement 0 t ie eye and consider-s tort they play all th . he comnlexi .' .lik ' . ... e composers mg t e comp exrty Involved III read-
a I e Wlt~1no distinction as to treat- ing a piano score, this is most nat-
ment which each dem d I A . I' .. an s. ura. VlO mist. as a rule has a
ThIS often stems from n . . 1 I di J" ,. 0 acquaint- smg e me 0 rc me to follow. where-
ance with the backg d f I 1 . . .. roun 0 tne com- as tne 12lanlst has chords and fieura-
poser being studied' ti f JI 0 •, no concep JOn trons to a ow as well as the mam
of th.e style of composing and per- melodic line. He therefore tends to
Iorrning duro 0" thei . d .. mg rerr perro 111 the read from bottom up with the eye
hls.t~ry of music; and no study of the stopping at each point in the score
wrrtmgs ~f .musjcologists and others to grasp the tonal structure con-
on the distinguishing qualities that fronting it The ear tends to follow
~lark off one composer from another. the eye and so also acquires the
Foo often students are just content habit of listening: in this detached.
with being piano players, and rattle isolated fashion.-
off one. pi:ce after another with as If one were to read a hook by this
much SignIficance as they would give method he ·would at once realize
to reciting the multiplication tahle. how difficult it would be to make
They simply "tickle the ivories" as any sense ant of what was bein<J"
the popular saying goes, and though read. It would demand that each Ie;
II~ey play ey:ry note correctly and ler be observed separately before the
chspJay dazzlmg technical brilliance, word was grasped, and each word
they lack the grasp of music as a alone, before attempting 10 under-
language. This is a fatal defect stand the sentence. The best readers
for it denotes a lack o( musician- are those who look for meaninO" in a
ship and counts far more in coming whole paragraph and allow"" their
out a loser in a competitive examina- eyes to skim swiftly over the rest.
tinn than some weakness in the tech- They read horizontaJh' ·which is the
nical equipment. way to read anything· meaningfully.
rn many cases the Jack of musi- In music lhat implies the shifting
cianship is due to faulty teaching. of emphasis from note reading to
Emphasizing technique above all phrase reading. Reading in phrases
else, is indeed a serious fault. The increases the ease with which one
only way l~lUsic can be studied prop- grasps rhythmic structure and har-
edy is as a language and that means monic sequences. It enables one to
fhe :::Iudentlllust know far more than grasp the flow and ebb of the mood
huw to push down the keys with un- and feeling the composer has im-
erring accuracy. If teachers do not planted in the score.
emphasize the study of the distin- Study away from the keyboard is
guishing characteristics between com- a great help 10ward thinkjng music
posers and the various schools of horizontally: the ability to hear the
composition that have developed music in the mind as the eye scans
;;:ince instrumental music freed itself the printed page. or to hum or sing
from subservience to the vocal art, the melodic line with feeling adds to
there can be no surprise at the lack the ahility to perceive the emotional
of musical understanding displayed values imprinted in the score. When
by their students. This is 1I0t a gift one goes to the keyJ)oard, one plays
lhat ·the talented are born with, but with greater insight and understand-
sornething that must be studied if ing than one who goes to lhe piano
talent js to mature to the fullest. with no preparatory work and coldly
The wa)' note reading is generally plods from point to point. without any
taught is another reason why so conception of what it is all about.
Illany piano students fail to impress Many teachers hold the view that
with their interpr~tations of the mas- it is harmful to playa new composi-
•
•
• ~ 'J::ak"~
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
POPULAR PIANO PLAYING
~ ~apd~'~
~ LOOK AND LEARN FOLIO
MICHAEl AARON PIANO COURSE • 'ea,he" wHi find that th;, book ~II, a n~ed.a, a "p.
plementory reader piece book for any beginning course;
• as a first approach for note reading; as 0 corrective for
• foulty reading hobits. PRICE 1.25
.60
1.00
1.25
.75
•
• Necessary popular piono playing fundamental!> for the
beginner. Progressively graded from early rudiments to
swing ond Boogie Woogie. Explains chord formations
ond their uses. Includes many popular standords such as,
Stars fell On Alabama, For Me And My Gol, Who's
Sorry Now, etc. PRICE 1.25
•
fOR nlE CATALOG
WRIlI DIPT. E
•
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tion to a student, because he will
tend to imitate the teacher's playing
and find it difficult to go through
the slow process of study that is
necessary to its mastery. Where care-
lul instruction is given as to how to
practice, and shoddy study constantly
discouraged, nothing but good will
come from playing a new work for a
student. It gives him a grasp of its
musical content and a goal to work
toward, that is otherwise often jack-
ing. Listening to it on a record is also
very beneficial.
This hearing of a new work helps
to implant it in the mind and encour-
ages the eye to follow the horizontal
meJodic lines of the score as well as
the vertical chordal and harmonic
structures which tend to break the
music up into detached segments.
Where the musical content is fully jn
the mind a new meaningfulness will
come into the playing. That is the
value of hearing a work before at-
tempting to master it.
The lack of musicianship and the
detached way of reading notes, are
the basic causes lor the lack in jn-
tel"jnetative power of so lllany ad-
vanced students. Deficiencies in tech-
nical ability do not rate the same
importance in an audition for a
scholarship unless they are very
glaring. There are students who are
weak in octave work_ in arpeggios,
in scale-like passages, in use of
pedal, or in trills, but it is rare to
come across a student who is weak in
every aspect of technique. His one or
two deficiencies will he worked at
and done away with, but if he shows
a lack of insight inlo the expressive
demands of the works he is perform-
ing, that lack will count fa,· more in
being rejected for a scholarship.
Music should be sludied as a lan-
guage and technique placed in its
rightful place as J)Llt a means of
bringing forth the emotional signifi-
cance of each composition. Viewed
in this light, technique is the basic
tool for musical expression and
should be pursued only as it furthers
some objective ill line with the mas-
tery of some composition. THE END
MERRILY WE PLAY AND SING
g'9 &~ it!?~
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IDEAL BAND SELECTIONS FOR HIGH SCHOOL USE
Sornethinfj brand new lor the band. . . . .
A DREAM by J. C. Bartlett II!FORGOTTEN by Eugene Cowles . . d . d liahtfullv parap u-asec or
This perennial vocal favorite on concert, recital and radio pro- Another universally-use song IS e '" ' h . 1 d
band by Mr. Leidzen. This number, with its auntlng. me 0 y,
grams is offered in a completely new band arrangement by the . I d hcol bands will enjoy
I· I didl . will have terrific audience appea an scwidely known band authority Erik Leidzen. t IS sp en I y In-
srrumentated and easy enough for Class C bands. playing it.
Conductor (Condensed Full BOl1d
Score 1 • $.65
Parts .30
{CondensedConductor
Score 1
Parts
.$3.50
5.50
.$.65
.30
Full Band ........ $3.50
5.50 Symphonic BandSymphonic Bond
Other choice :Jeleclion:Jwith both player and audience appeal. "
SHOWER OF GOLD by P Bouillon NOCTURNE from "A Midsummer l'\F'lglht's'1Dre/,ul" I. . II byelxn'enccssolrr
A superb easier solo for clarinet and band. The solo part lies we k'llf 11 and
. ... d A harm i election by a great composer S I \1 Ygiving your solo clarinetist a chance to display Ius virtuosity an most c arming s . . . Cl C
. b if 11 d f band This IS 11Igh class musrc. ass .his phrasing ability. This is a "must" for your spring concerts. eauu 11 y arrange or. d d
CI C e F II B d Conductor (Con enseass . u on .$2.00 Score)
Full Band ..... $3.00 Cosnc~~~ior {Condensed .$.50 Symphonic Bond 3.50 Ports
Symphonic Band 4.50 Ports .20
VALSE BALLET by James M. Fulton
A new edition of a delightful waltz that is bri11iant and not at all
difficult. Your band program is never complete without a melodi·
ous waltz. Here is a fine one! Class C.
Condudor (Condensed
Score) $.50
Ports .20
$.50
.20
Full Band
Symphonic Bond
... $2.00
3.50
MYSTIC KNIGHT'S (OVERTURE) by R. E .. Hildreth
A fine easier overture! Really "sounds". Splendidly written by
a man who knows band literature. Class C.
Conductor (Condensed
Score)
Ports
Full Bond .. $2.00
'3.50
... $.50
............... 20Symphonic Bond
On the Farm)
by Frederic/< P. Harlow
This is an excellent concert number featuring a solo part for
baritone, trombone or Bb cornet. The contrast offered by the
introduction, two variations and finale provide plenty of interest.
Moderately difficult, grade B.
Full Bond . $2.00
Symphonic Bond 3.50
AIR VARIE (Old Home Down
ANNIE LAURIE A LA MODERNE
by Cuyler Hershey Leonard
A cornet solo or cornet trio with band accompaniment. Every band
has at least three good cornet players! Give them a chance to
"strut" their stuff! C~ass B.
Conductor
Score)
Parts
(Condensed
............... $.50
................ 20
(CondensedFull Bond $3.00
Symphonic Bond 3.75
Conductor
Score) $.50
Ports .20
Outjtandinfj rlewAI'I'anfjernent:J 0/ all the greatdt
with special drum parts as arranged by "Gus" Helmecke, Full Band
world famous bass dI'uIn authority in the Sousa Band. Symphonic Band
SOUSA MARCHES
, $1.25 Conductor
(Condensed Score)
1.75 Ports
.30
.15
EL CAPITAN
BRIDE ELECT
FAIREST OF THE FAIR
INVINCIBLE EAGLE
DIRECTORATE
125·40000
125·40002
125·40004
125·40006
125·40008
MANHATTAN BEACH
LIBERTY BELL
STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER
HANOS ACROSS THE SEA
KING COTTON
125·40010
125·40016
125·40018
125·40020
125·40022
Some Snappy Marches!
TOLEDO BAND by Edwin Franko Goldman
Here is a 6/8 march by one of America's leading bandmasters.
Full of spirit and vitality. This can be used for grade B and is
moderately difficult.
Full Bond ... $1.25 Parts
Conductor (Condensed Score)
EVER·READY MARCH by Edwin Franho GoldlllM'
An original composition for band by Or. Goldman. In this. bis
latest, there is the same spontaneity and compelling rhythm that
makes everyone want to "get in the march"! A splendid addition
to the march repertoire for bands.
Full Bond ., ... ,$1.25 Conductor (Condensed
Symphonic Bond 1.75 po;~sore} .. ::::::::::::::::$:~~
KENTUCKY MARCH by Edwin Fran~'o Goldman
Another outstanding march by Dr. Goldman. this time ,\rillen in
honor of his home state. Dr. Goldman was born in Louis"ille.
Kentllcky; so this features a spirit and tone with which he is
very familiar.
.$.15
... $.30
WITH THE COLORS by Louis Panella
This is a rousing, spirited march featuring a trombone duo and
baritone solo. Written in the best tradition of the American march,
it is ideal for grade B bands, moderately difficult.
Full Band , $1.25 . Ports., f. .. .$.15
Conductor {Condensed Score} . $.30
Send for our Band Catolog. Please order by
catalog number and address to DEPT. EB-4-52
Full Bond , , .. $1.25
Symphonic Band 1.75
Conductor ICondensed
Score} _ ... __ . .. .., $.30
Ports _ . . .. .15
TH EO0.0 REP RESS ERe 0 _, pBE~~~Y~~:N~A
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THE WORLD OF MUSIC
LU.1UIS Foss has been awarded
the Mark :M_Horblit Award for 1951
for his Second Piano Concert.o, which
he played last November with the
Boston Symphony.
(Continued from Page 52)
rent school term. Dr. Gartlan, in
cur k in the schoola!additionto his wor III t e sc 00 S, IS
known as a composer and conductor.
Heservedas assistant conductor to
VictorHerbert and Walter Damrosch.
Hehas composed over 100 songs, of
whichthe best known is The Lilac
Tree. •
The San Antonio Opera F es-
tival, of which the late Max Reit~r
wasthe founder, was conducted this
yearby Victor Alessandro, who sue-
ceededMr. Reiter as conductor of
theSanAntonio Symphony. The fes-
tivalwasheld in February with most
oftheprincipals being selected from
the Metropolitan Opera or the New
YorkCityOpera.
Rudolf G(ftl~ "Symphonic Over-
ture to an Unwritten Comedy:
Laughter. , , Yet Love,' which had
its premiere in Cincinnati in 1950
underthe direction of Thor Johnson,
whocommissioned rho work. was
performedin February by the Den-
rer SymphonyOrchestra under Saul
Gastonand the Chicago Symphony
underRafael Kubelik. and in March
hr the San Francisco Symphony di·
rectedby Pierre Monteux ..
A.rlhllr COItIl, head of the music
departmentof the Free Library of
Philadelphiaand head of the Edwin
A, Fleisher Music Collection_ has
resignedto accept the post as dir c·
torof the Settlement Music School,
Philadelphia. Mr. Cohn is widely
knownas composer, author, teacher
andconductor.
Dmwltl Dame, MetropoliUtn Op·
eratenor, died suddenly in Lincoln,
Nebraskawhere the touring "Fled-
ermalls"company was scheduled for
aperformance.He was widely knowll
forhis many appearances on radio
with~The American AJbum of Fa-
miliarMusic."
The London Philharmonic Or-
chesra will play two concerts this
summer at the Vienna Music Fes-
tival, under the direction of Herbert
von Karajan. The Vienna Philhar-
monic will pl ay under the direction
of Bruno Walter; and Paul Hinde.
rnith will conduct the Vienna Sym-
phony.
The Boston Symphony Orcb.es-
tra, conducted by Charles Munch
will make its European debut whe~
it appears at the Paris Opera House
on May 6 for the Exposition of the
Arts. Sharing conductorial honors
with Dr. Munch will be the venerable
Pierre Monteux. There will also be
concerts at The Hague, Amsterdam,
Strusbourg, several cities in Western
Cermuny and in London.
George Antheil's new opera,
"Volnone," based on the play by Ben
Jonson, was given its premiere on
February 29 in Los Angeles by the
opera department of the University
of Southern California under the di-
rection of Carl Ebert, head of the
opera department.
Vouglum ..Williams' "Hugh the
Drover," the folk opera written be·
fore "'odd War T, had its premiere
in the United States on March 11 by
the Cincinnali Music Drama Guild,
directed by \\liJliam C. Byrd.
Mischa Elman, world· famous vio-
linist, gave an anniversary recital in
New York on .T anua'1' 20 to cele-
hrale his 61st birthday and also the
forty-fourth year since his first re-
cital in the United States in 1908
at the age of seventeen.
CO~JPETITIONS (For details, write to sponsor listed)
I Capital University Chapel Choir Conductors' CuHd annual anthem
competition,Open to all composen;. Conlest c1ose5 August 31, 1952.
Completerules from Everett ~\Iehrley. Contest Secretary, Mees Con-
servatory,Capital Uni,ersil)'. Columbus 9, Ohio.
I Marian Anderson Scholarships for vocal study. Closing date not
announced. Marian Anderson Scholarship Fund. c/o Miss Alyse
Anderson,762 S. )fanin St.. Philadelphia 46. Pa.
I Purple Heart Songwriting Awards. Popular. standard or sacred
song~.Firsl prize. 1000; second prize_ 5500: four prizes of $250 each.
ClOSingdale not announced. Order of the Purple Heart, 230 W.
51th 51., N. Y. C.
',International Competition for :\[usical Performers, for voj?e,
Pla~o,harpsichord, violin. oboe. ::-axophone. Prizes in all c1:asslfi-
C~tlons,Closing date for applications. July 15. 1952. Secretariat of
the International Competition for )IusicaJ Performers, Geneva Cons.
ofMllSic.Cenen, Switzerland.
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ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFER
These books are now in preparation. The law Cash
Prices apply only to single copy orders. Delivery (post-
paid) when ready. Watch succeeding issues for addi-
tionol offers.
MUSIC ORIENTATION by CI.I savoy
'Vith an excellent Forward by Dr. Claude Rosenberry, Pennsylvania State
Supervisor of Music, this book is for the person interested in gaining
an aupreclutlon of music. It is mainly directed to an appreciation and
interest through melodic appeal. Divided into three main part.", the first
section is devoted to popular songs, the second to folk songs and their
regional origins, end the third to the classics.
Mr. Silvey believes that true appreciation comes through listening to
melodies and discussing their quality and form. For those taking courses
in music appreciation and lor those studying on their own. this is a very
worthwhile guide to a true enjoyment of melodic music! 437·41003
Li~t Price, $3.50 . Advance of Publication Price, 52.80
EASY GERMAN CLASSIC SONGS
Edited and Compiled by Wolter Golde ond Constance Wardle
English Translations by Constance Wardle.
Songs from the pens of the greatest German song writers-c-Schubert,
Schumann, Beethoven, ~1ende1ssohn and others-many unknown to most,
have gone into this volume. Each is suitable for study material, for recital
end concert performance. This collection will have great value for the
younger singer and serve as fine preparation in the field of German Lieder.
The title, "Easy Songs," is not meant to suggest these are simplified
arrangements, but rather the original music as written by thc composers.
\'<"ilh easy accompaniments which are also the original wril'in.r!;of lhese
German masters. 4·.31-4,1002
list Price, $1.50 Advance of Publication Price. $1.00
CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO Accooged by Mo,;. W"t.".lt
English lyrics and illustrations by Jane Flory
Something: a little different to add to your music colleclions. Twelve
easy-ro-play arrangements of traditional songs used in the Christmas
celebration in }Iexico. Attractive illustrations and directions for use in
a pageant or in a recital program help to make this an interesting and
worthwhile collection. 430-4.1012
list Price, $.85 Advance of Publication Price, $.70
NEW PIANO SOLO RELEASES
CONTRARY ME GRADE 1 Mae.Aileen Erb
(Easy atpeggio and scale figures, Words) 110-40179 $.30
DANCING ON THE TIGHTROPE ..• Grade 11/2 ••• Martha Beck
(Lively staccato study) 130-41101 $.30
RAINDROP TAG Grade 1lf2 Dorothy G. Knowlton
(Staccato study for both hands) 130-41102 $.30
BIG BASS TUBA Grade 2 Albert De Vito
(Humorous study using chromatic chords) 110-40180 $.30
CLOWNING Grade 2 ...........•. Martha Beck
(Study in s)'ncopation) UO-4-1098 $.30
BY THE LITTLE MILL Grade 21/2 •..... Margaret Wigham
(Articulation of staccato intervals against
legato phrases) 130·41100 8.30
Pa.THEODORE PRESSER CO. Bryn Mowr,
Use This Handy Coupon
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
I enclose $
for which please send the
following:
Songs S 1.00
2.80
.70
__ 130·41098_$.30
__ 130-41100-- .30
___ 431-41002 Easy German Classic
___ 437-41003 Music Orientation
___ 430-41012 Christmas in Mexico
' __ 110-40179-$.30 __ 130-41102-$.30
__ 130-41101- ,30 __ 110-40180- .30
NAME _
ADDRESS _
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MUSiC FOR MAIN STREET
(Continued from Page 58)CONVERSE COllEGE '='8:,:L KNOX Department of MusicGalesburg, IllinoisCOLLEGE Member N. A. S. M.
Edwin Gerschefokl, ncm. Sll~rtnnhllrg. S. C. ThomQS W. Williams
Cota/on sent UIJon reQllest Clmirman
THE SCHOOL OF PIANOFORTE TECHNOLOGY
Dr. William Braid White,
(Fourteenth yeorJ
Endorsed and approved by Steinwoy & Sons, W. W. Kimball Company, and other .famous
piano manufoc::turers.
Offers 0 e-months course-in piano tuning and technology, training men and women for this
undermanned field, where demand exceeds supply.
Write for free information to
THE SCHOOL OF PIANOFORTE TECHNOLOGY
5149 West Agatite Avenue. Chie~CJo 30, Illinois '"
I ,WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
PRIVATE TEACHERS [New Ycrk City) MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL)
Dromotk Soprano
HELEN ANDERSON
Teacher of Singing-"Bel Canto"
Experienced Europeon trained Ar ist
Coaching Opere Concert ond Rrdio
Concert Pianist Correct voice production, defective singing
Interesting course-piano, harmony
corrected.
Beginners accepfed
Many Successful Pupils Phone: Trafolqar 7-8230 Mon., Tues., Wed.; Thurs.
166 W. 72nd St .. N. Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385 608 West End Ave. New York City
MME. BOXALL BOYD LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
(Lesc~etizky)
Composer, Pianist ood TeacherPion ist- Teocher-Cooch-Progra m Building
Address-Steinway Hall-Nolo Studios- Teacher af Aran Copland, Elie Siegmeister
113 W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y. and many artisTs and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia, B'way 01 73rd St., New York City
EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC ALFRED JACOBSPERFORMANCE AND FOR COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY Teacher Violin & Viola Coach
TEACHING POSITIONS Highly Recommended byWm. Primrose, Otto Klemperer & Mishel Piastro
338 West 89th Street. New York 24, N. Y. Cornegie Hall Call CLoverdole 6·3701
Write to 7510-181h Ave .• Brooklyn 14, N. Y.
(FRANK) (ERNESTO)
LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
PRIVATE TEACHERS (Western)Voice-Piano
Among those who have studied with Mr. La
Forge are: Marion Anderson, Lawrence Tib·
, bett, Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenouer. EVANGELINE LEHMAN1040 Pork Ave., New York
Tel. Atwater 9·7470 Mus. Doc.
Teacher of Voice
EDWARD E. TREUMANN Singers prepared for public recitals
Concert Pionist-Arfist-Teacher
Special trainin9 lor charr and choral directors
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Mortiz Mosz· Studio address: 167 Elmhurst Ave,
kawski and Joseph Hofmann. Detroit 3, Michigan
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837, 57th St. at Telephone: Townsend 5-8413
7th Aye., New York City Tel. Columbus 5-4357
WILLIAM FICHANDLER HAROLD
HURLBUT
Singers who have studied with him include
Pianist, Composer, Teacher NADINE CONNER- HOWARD KEEL
314 West 751h St., New York Su·7·3775 and others of Metropolitan Opera-San Fran-
Recent Compositions published by cisco, St. Louis Gnd Hovana Operas, Holly-
G. Schirmer, Inc. wood Bowl-Radio, Stage, Screen, Television
Address: 2150 N. Beachwood Dc.
Hollywood, Calif. Tel. GL 1056
CHARLES LAGOURGUE O. I. Q
VOICE PRODUCTION-SINGING
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSONfor information:
35 W. 57th St., New York Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
17447 Castell am more Pacific Palisades, Calif.
DU. )·2597
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
M?tthay exponent, formerly his representative.
Pflvate Lessons, Teachers Courses, Forums- ISABEL HUTCHESONSummer closs-Southwest Harbor, Me.
BOI St!!inwoy Bldg., N.Y.C. Refresher Course for Piano Teochers:
(Tues.·Fri.) CL 6-B950. other days, KI. 9-11034 Modern Piano Tech nic :Caach ing Conce rt Pianists:
Gr{,up Work: For further information address:
CRYSTAL WATERS
Studio 202, IOOSl/zElm St., Dallas, Texas
August in. New York
Teacher of singing.
Papular songs and Clossics.
SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-T.V.-Radio-Stage-Concert.
405 East 54fh St. New York 22, N. Y, TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacramento Street Walnut 1·3496
CAROL ROBINSON Bachelor of Music Degree Opero Deportment
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher Artists Diploma Pedagogy Certificate
405 East 54th St. New York 22. N, Y. Approved for veterans
Plaza 5-5123 Children's Saturday morning Classes.
all of his attention and the average
YO:lI1gster little or none. Performing
proficiency becomes more important
than musical understanding- To pro-
duce high-grade performan~e, a.n
authoritarian type of teaching IS
adopted. Doci.lity is rewarded, and
individual init.iative deplored. The
ultimate aim of intelligent democrat-
ic citizenship is forgotten.
Another shortcoming is the failure
(0 establish standards of good taste.
This is more excusable. as schools
dare not get too far ahead of commu-
nity standards. and to ask an en-
semble to studv music bevond the
grasp of most ~f its members is to
court disaster. Nevertheless. too many
music educators seek the quick re-
ward of the snappy and the super-
ficial which characterizes the com-
mercial field. The obligation to widen
the students' acquaintance with fine
music is frequently forgotten. Music
selected is frequently well below the
group's capacity.
Music education has reached the
point when it must cease to be II
tributary to, or an eddy in the Amer.
ican education stream. While it dis.
claims professional objectives. it
functions in that manner and has a].
ways been highly censcious of its
subject value.
The writer believes that the vast
majority of music educators are ill'
tell igent. com petent, and honest.
Their vitality and idealism have been
proved by the growth of their pro-
fession. and no group in American
educat ion contains more dedicated
individuals. Their task has been to
raise the music level of Main Street.
U.S.A .. and their record of achiec.
ment. is there Ior all to see-and ad-
mire. THE END
THE APPRENTICE IDEA
(Continued from Page 22)
cat.e." All this, of course. proved to
he the strongest motivation. that of
seeing one of their grollp actually
teaching with me.
The teacher-tmining C(lurse was.
therefore, offered to all students
from nine years old up. provided
they, themselves, were at least. at the
second grade level of advancement.
They were told that they would need
to teach thirt.een projects successfully
before I would grade them as stu-
dent-teachers. Furthermore they did
not have to teach the thirteen proj-
ects without jntermission. They
could teach just one and then stop.
particularly if it were no fun. Or
the apprentice could leach four or
five projects and then wait to con-
tinue until the next year. It also
seemed to me important that the
course be long enough so that it
would not be finjshed jn too short
a time. Last year t.he apprentices
averaged five to eight projects during
the season. and they did not start
until the second term (February).
This indicat.es t.hat. two years will be
t.he average length of time to ac-
complish this training. which seems
about right. They Illust still wait
until they are sixteen before I can
use them in t.he studio. but in that
interim t.hey may t.each (under my
guidance) and charge a small fee.
As for the actual projects. t.eachers
will realize that. two elements lllUSt be
consistently maint.ained. First that
the project .be fajrly shon and very
clear cut so that the apprentice will
know when she has finished it. Sec-
ond, either the teacher and appren.
t.ice must talk over the best way to
teach the partjcular proj ect or else
have written teaching jnstruction ac.
company each project. I have done
the latter so that the jnstructions
'be sure to ask questions and fo~
62
demons! rat ion 10 show you thai your
pupil undel'<:lllnd;:: what you ha\c
explained" will be read wilh llearl~'
every prnjecl. The leuching projef"\~
are divided inlo deparlmentg. Allllle
T projects have 10 do with finger.
drills and technic. The N project~
t.each notatioll. and all the projecl'i
jn each department are arranged in
a progressive order. For example
project N. 1 leaches the names of the
piano keys. Project N. 2 teaches ac·
tual notation of six notes with mate·
rial for demonstrat.ion. Project N. 3
uses bol1l flash cards and music to
extend the nole range. etc. Depart.
ment R includes projecls both in
rhythm (flash cardll) and writinl!
while deparlment P 5land" for piecf".
Last of all (for those who choose it)
is the department H for keyboard
harmony. Project H. 1 leaches the
I and V7 in the major keys of C. F.
and G with a melody in each key tn
play with the proper chords. TIle
continuation mav either introduce
the IV chord in tilOse keys with dem-
onstration melodies. or it may leach
next the same I and V7 in ot.her key-.
There should be some leeway for the
apprentice to have a small choice.
There is no lime limjt for the
teaching of a project. I ask only that
when the project is finished that the
apprentice bring her pupil to me to
show how nicely she has been laught.
In my twenty-one years of Icach·
illg. the apprentice idea of "each onc
teach one" has proved the hapJlie~t.
It has brought me closer to my stu·
dents wilh a llew bond of friendship.
And I like to hope that jt will create
a group of teachers who leach. as we
do. because they prefer it to an
other professions and who recognize
the fact that piano teaching . .lo Jle
worth anything. requires both train·
ing and expedence. THE END
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FIRST AID FOR THE AMATEUR
(Continued from Page 16)
designedto provide tl~e r~lief fr~m
fatilfueand stress, the JOy JIl creative
achievement which music does so
well-organizations like the groups
at the Dow Chemical Plant in Mid-
land,1l'1ichiganwhere executives and
workingmen and women. plus addi-
tional community amateurs form
musicalgroups which give concerts
throughout the whole surrounding
territory, often importing top Tank
artiststo guest star their programs;
organizationslike. the Topeka Civic
Orchestrawhere high school students
andtheir teachers, business men and
stenographers. housewives and ditch
dilllfersare welded into an iucreas-
in~h'professil?nal·sounding unit; or-
<ranizationslike those of the city of
LosAngeles where t.he desire is 10
prol'idemusical participation oppor-
tunities for every cil izen of the
regionwho wants it.
Peoplemake Illusic for fun. Even
professionallllugicians nrc not above
a busman's evening of amateur fUll,
like the group of Kansus City sym-
phon}'players who uf:ed 10 meet once
a weekat the home of a pr mincnt
artjs.t who was a whiz on the har
monioa ! At the same time music has
?efinite therapeutic values as are be
mg defined more and more accurate
ly ~s research in the field progresses
It IS a good preventive medicine too
,~hh its unsurpassed abilit; t~
Siphon off emotions which could if
suppressed, lead to serious me~tal
disorders with an imposing variety
of related physical ills. In our pres
ent world, with confusion and stress
reaching toward a new high in ten
sion, music is a most valuable asset
one to be cherished and promoted
by every amateur.
As amateurs continue to make mu
sic, to get together in small and then
larger groups of harmonious musical
activities, there will undoubtedly he
an increasing musical interest in
communities an over the country
Dormant talent will seek expression
Muhiplied across the length and
breadth of t.hese United States there
will come an enlightened musical
consciousness in which there may be
horn an even :;p-eater American music
Ihan we have yet known. THE Ei'iO
GETTING YOUR PUPILS TO PRACTICE
(Colllilllled froll/ Poge 9)
intelligently on that basis.
Consider what mighl have hap-
pened.Miss Smith might have seen
nothingbut half an hour's practicing
ereryday. devoted to an assignment
of scales. c~crci"e~. siudie . and a
piece.Mrs. Thompson migbt have
~eenher job as nothing but making
Jackieput in Ihat half hQllr, whether
he wanted to or nol. If Jackie had
grumbledor rebelled. as he might
ll"ellhave done heing tlie !:'ort of boy
hewas.she might ha'·e called in his
fatherfor a bit of extra suasion. No
doubtJackie would have been com-
~elledto put in t.he haH hour i but
Jtwouldhave been an unhappy busi.
ne~sall round. Jackie's practicing
1I"0.uldhave been a focus of family
slnfe. Moreover it wou Idn 't have
beengood for his mUllic. for all these
thiugs go together. Jackie would
havespent his half hour each day at
II .. Ie pmno. but he wouJd have spent
It badly; be would have quit t.he mo-
mentthe time was lIJl: and when the
pr~ssurewas released. he wou ld have
said goodbyet.o t.he piano from tben
'on.That is just the kind of t.hing
thatdoes happen when teachers and
~arentsfail to deal with practicinu
1Il1elli17enll I 0" y as a lUman problem.
TIBut Jfiss Smith, thanks to ~frs.
.lompsonwho must have been a very
WJ~emother, did learn to deal with
practicinl1 Io as a lUman problem-a
prohlem tl t • •
I . 1a IS to say. rooted mluman rei t' I'a Ions 11ps and human pl'ef.
erencellM TL
v. I IS. 1J01lIpson and Jackie
were dra· Iwn c osel' together, the
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Thompson home became a happier
place, and Miss Smith's own rela
tionship lo the family .became t.hat of
a friend rather than a taskmaster,
all because of the way Jackie's prac-
ticing was managed. Naturally~ too,
all this was very good [or Jackie's
music. because human beings, young
and old_ always do best. what they
really want t.o do and feel happy in
doing.
:Mrs_ Thompson's method of deal
jng with Jackie's practicing might
not always be the best method fot
all parents and all children. al-
Ihough jt is a very good method, and
well worth your consideration. But
the principle underlying that method
is certainly right. A wise music
teacher wHI not see the problem of
practidng simply and solely as a
matter of assjgning a routine st.int of
work and letting jt go at that. She
will see it as a problem cent.ering in
human relationshjps and human pref.
erences. She will feel herself respon-
sjble for trying to help to solve the
problem along those lines. How can
I help to make practicjng a ~appy
and constructive experience in t.he
Hfe of a child and of his family?
That will seem to her the great ques-
tion. The answers that she achieves
will often be djfferent in detan, but
the underJyjng principle wiJ] always
be the same. And any teacher who
sets to woxk sincerely and intellj-
gently to apply that principle wi~l
find. as .Miss Smit.h found, that It
really works. THE END
Piano Pupils Everywhere Share
$30,000.00
in Certificates, Diplomas, Medals, Fraternity Pins and
CASH PRIZES
for further study
by entering 1952 Guild Events
Provided Your Teacher is a Member of
National Guild of .Piano Teachers
Irl Allison, M.A. Mus.D., Pres. Box 111J, Austin, Texas
OUTSTANDING BOOKS
"A TREASURY OF THE BLUES"
A.new on~ enlorged.e~ition of "8LUES". An Anfhology, e dlted by W. C. Handy'and E. Abbe
Niles tracing. the ongln, development and infJOJence of the 81ues which· ushered in American
Jazz: containing outstanding compositions of many American cOmposers of both roces.
Price $5.00 ~
Unsung Americans Sung
Ne9ro his/ory and mtJs;c.
Edited by W. C. Handy
Price-$3.50
FATHER OF THE BLUES
a.n autobiography by W. C, Handy, edited by Arna Bontemps, in which Mr. Handy tells of
hiS early struggles, and conditions under which he wrote many of his famous songs.
Price $4.00
W. C. HANDY'S
Secand Callectian af 1371 Spirituals
For Mixed Voices, Mole Voices (Ensemble) ond Vocal Solos with Piano Accompaniment
Price $1.25
Finger Fun (With Songs To Be Sung)
by Merrier. Johns & McCamey
Songs and Dances for Young Pia['lisfs, Singers and Dancers
Price $1.50
Order direcf or from your local dealer
~:I,S'I:Ul,ii:13it-1~1It-1[~
"9£~ o,.wUcant./llludlc"
1650 BROADWAY. NEW YORK, H. Y.
III
For the FIRST TIME! III
The Perfect Supplementary
Piana Material Mast Requested
by Teachers Taday!
"MUSIC OF TODAY"
BOOK ONE
GRADE 1'12 TO 2
Your Hit Parade in
Simplified Piano Arrangements
by WILMA MOORE
Contents:
HCRyn
THE LITTLE WHITE CLOUD THAT CRIED
DANCE ME ,LOOSE
SLOW POKE
SHRIMP BOATS
PLEASE', MR. SUN
WISHIN'
Price
75
cents
At your favorite music dealer or direct
CHAS. H. HANSEN MUSIC CO.
119 W. 57th St. New Yark 19. N. Y.
�t·
HAIlIUONY, Composition, Orchestra-
tion, Musical Theory. Pri va ue or
Corr-e spo ndence Lne truc t ion. Man u-
scripts revised and corrected .. Music
ar-ra ng-ed. F'r-e.n k S. Butler, 32-46 107
sr., Corona. N. Y.
LEARN PIANO 'l'VNIl\TG-Simplified,
a uth ent ic instruction $4.00-Liter-
a t ur-e free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
St., Elmira. N. Y.
I\IEW PIANO IUV'I'E LB'I'S YOU
J'UAC'I'ICE DAY OR NIGH'I' 'VI'I'H-
OU'I' DIS'I'UnllIN(: 0'I'H£1I.5, Mutes
piano about 85%. Easily attached or
detached without harming mechan-
ism. State upright, grand, or spinet!
So ld only on money back guarantee.
Send $5,00 for mute and full t natruo-
lions. Rtchar-d Ma.vo, Dept. 004, 1120
Latona Street, r-uue. 47, Pa.
wna-ee SOl\"GS: Read "Songwl'it>er's
Review" Magazine, 16iiO-ET Broad-
way, New Yorl{ 19, 25¢ copy; $2.00
veat-.
SWING PIAKO-llY lUAIL. 30 self-
teaching lessons, $3.00. 10 advanced
sw tng- lessons, $1.50. 13 modern piano
solos, $2.50. $30.00 worth of music for
$10.00. Special introductory orrer to
teachers, artists and dealers (sam-
ples)". Over 50 publications-classical
and popular. Phil Breton Publica-
tions, P.O. Box 1402, Omaha S, Nebr.,
U.S.A. •
PIANO ACCOIUPANl.lUEl\"l'S ItI~-
con U~D. Send music and check for
$4.20. Musto re turned with UK-
BREAKABLE RECOHD. Vincent He-
cording Service, P.O. Box 206, Uilion,
N. J.
nacre POPULAR SHEE'l' MUSIC -eo
]8:"'0. Ballads, Ragtime, everything.
Catalog 10¢. Classics exchanged for
popular. Fore's, E3151 High, Denver
5. Co l ot-ad o.
ARH.,\..N'GIN'G for Ba.nd c Or-ch es tra •
Piano Vocals. :Manuscripts corrected
and prepared for publication. ",Vords
~el to music-school songs. Send
manuscript for estimate. Prompt
seryice. Val's Arranging Studio, 310
"'Vest 10th St., Sarasota, Fla.
GIl.ADED PIANO MUSIC for teehni·
cal studies and recital playing. Con-
tinental Publishing Company, H41
Junction Ave., Detroit 10, Mich.
I?OIl SALE: Genuine "Amati" Violin.
Lewis Certificate. $1,000. Cost $4,000.
Ted Marchetti. 31 E. 11th Ave., Co-
lumbus. Ohio.
I,EARN PIANO TUNI1\'G .1.'1' HOllIE.
Course by Dr. 'Vm. Braid White,
world's leading piano technician and
teacher. 'Vrite Karl Bartenbach,
1001A ",Yells St., Lafayette, Ind.
OLD IUUSIC ",VAN'I'ED. Have you a
collection of old musk gathering
dust in your attic or barn'? Turn it
into cash. "VVrite to George Goodwin,
Box 49, New York 19, N. Y.
RO'V TO COIUPOSE mltl ,,\.RUA"XGE
a March for full militury band a la
Hollywood style in 12 easy lessons.
,V rite for Free sample lesson to DI'.
E. H. Kleffman, 1l00-B South Gar-
field Ave., Alhambl'a, Calif.
PIANISTS: iUUSICIA.NS: Transpos-
ing Chart (changing l1luOiic to all
keys) $1.00. Chart of Modern Chords
(204 9th, 11th, 13th chords) $1.00.
Harmonization Chart (372 ways to
harmonize melody notes) $1.00. Chord
Chart (sheet music chords) ~0.50.
Modern Piano Introductions (all pop-
ulal' keys) $1.00. Modern Piano HUllS
(3 volumes) $3.75. Piano Breaks and
Endings (3 volumes) $3.75. Piano Im-
provisation (2 volumes) $2.50. 1GB
Modulations '(piano and orchestra
score) $1.75. Modern Harmon~' Course
(up-to-date text, hundreds of illus-
trations, exercises) $6.00. Hammond
Organ Course (15 lessons including
dictionary of organ stops) $5.0tl. Ad-
vanced Orchestration (thOI'oug-h text
covering everything up to symphonic
ananging) $8.25. l\Jusical Dictionary
$0.50. Money back guarantee on
everything! ",Valter Stuart Music
Studio, Box 442-C, Union, N. J,
TEACHER 'I'RAINING COUItSES_
POPULA.R PIANO PLAYING. New,
original presentation, procedures and
techniques for creative expression.
Descriptive booltlet, inl'orJnation on
request. KARL MACEK, 1242 Main
St., Springfield, Mass.
64
ADS
SYNCHUON'IZED, YOUI' .violin will
have Ilel'fect toue. Amaz tn g results.
Costs negligible. ~T. L.l!jc!l\\,enl.;:, Red-
wood Valley, Ca l If'or-nla..
lUUSIC 'rEACHER S: Assortme.n t for
piano or voice on UPPl'oY,,1 until July
t st. 1952. Pay rn on th ly for '\\'h~t you
use. IVe select assorted p ub lisher-s.
10% discount. Specify qu a n t i t y of
each grade. Carleton Jl,f.USICCo., Box
1269, Rome, Georgia.
HAR~IONY Ai\'D OO;}IrOSITIO~
taught by correspondence. Ma nu-
scripts ed i t ed and corrected to meet
publisher's sp ectnca ttons. Send ma n-
uscripts fOI' ee trma teo Dr. G. San
Giorgio, 2251 Bassford Avenue, New
Yorl.;: 57, N. Y.
FOR SALE. Rare records. .t.ts rs. Col-
lections bought. E. Htr-sch mann. 100
Duncan Ave" Jersey City, New Jersey.
THE SCIENTIFIC ~IUSIC 'I'EA.CHI~R
-Monthly-$2.00 year. Request sam-
ple. Mo ro n g-, Box 21, Bt-oo k Ly n 25,
Kew Yor-k.
ACCOjUPAI\'liUEX'I'S n eccrrumu ON
fiL:COH.n$ on 'l'APE uv FI!<.~EAH.'I'-
]S'I' for any and all vocal music. For
circu Ia r-. write Esquire RI?cordings,
6DO 'tv a.sht n g to n St., Bt-ook It ne, Mass-
acuu se t ts.
AT'I'ENTIO1\' 1\TE'V YORK lUUSI-
CIANSl Be sure, insure your mustcat
instruments and sheet music against
"all risl.;:s" of physical loss 01' dam-
age. Call RA 8-:\982 for information.
FOR. SAI~E: Large privately owned
record, collection. Dozens famous
(;ymphonies, concerti, sonatas, op-
eras (New II Vol. LaBoheme com-
plete). Stravinsky, Mendelssohn,
Beethoven Concertos, Sonatas, etc.
Chopin Etudes comillete, Fantasie,
Sonata, etc. Ravel, Debussy; Primrose
viola. recordings. All standard_speed.
Some imported, Le., Beethoven. Hun-
dreds dollars actual value. Must sac-
rifice $55. 'Vonderflll oPPol'tllnity
clubs. teachers, James Burton, Jr.,
Appalachia, Va.
IUUSTC POll. SALE: Hundreds of
works. All great classics and modern.
Some imported French, Russian,
mallY cloth bound. Mostly piano, all
the famous concertos. some ol'gan,
cello, voice, viola and hal'l~. Ra vel,
Bach, Mendelssohn, Prol;;ofiev, De-
bussy, Shostakovitch, .etc. $25. James
Burton, Jr., AppalachIa, Va.
SHEE'I' lUUSIC 10¢; 12 for $1.00; as
they come only. Assorted. Il'ving
Siegel, Marshfield, 'Yisconsin.
PL1\"Y MODERi\' PIANO BY :LUAIL.30
lessons-$2. Sensational, new chord
detector indicates over 150 chords at
a glance ... Included absolutely free!
Karl Berry, P.O. Box 23G3, Salt Lul~e
City. Utah.
FOR. SALE: Music Stol'e on South
East Florida Coast. 'Veil established,
good location, best franchises, excel-
lent year around trade, reasonable
rent. owner's health failed. Fresh
clean merchandise $15,000 cash. 'Vrite
ETUDE, Box 28, Bryn Mawr, Penna.
ARE YOU or your students perform-
ing on radio, television, or coneen?
Let people l{now when and where.
Send for samples and prices PER-
FORl\:rANCE ANNOUNCEMENT
CARDS. Alice FOlllis, 8515 Rayburn
Rd., Bethesda 14, Md.
",VA~'1'I~U TO ]IUY: Hal·p. Please
write Nels Remlin. Red lYing, Minne·
sota.
On.CHEs'rnA STATIONERY~BllSi-
ness cards, Adcards, Placards. Exclu-
sive two-color line. Samples. Jerry's,
P.O. Box 664. Pottstown, Pa.
POINTS ON PIANO STUDY
(Continued from Page 10)
foundation of the harmonic struc-
ture. Next in order, practice those
runs or passages which present diffi-
culties. Only then (when structure
is clear and difficulties have been
solved) can one begin the real study
from which the unity of the piece
will emerge.
Never be satisfied with mechanical
efforts from which the mind is ex-
cluded. Practice with thought and
learn to communicate your knowl-
edge. First one must draw a clear
picture of the aim to be reached in
any given work. And, in striving to
reach it, one must study tempo,
rhythm, and expression as carefully
as notes,
Work methodically, with intelli-
gence, without haste. Tliink your
music as you play it. Analyze each
work before attempting to practice
it; be sure of key signatures.
rhythms, themes, modulations. con-
struction. Be scrupulous in your at-
tention to all printed indications.
Practice the piece slowly. After
greater speed has been developed.
go back and play slowly again. And
be sure that the two hands function
simultaneously, not one slightly after
the other!
6) Interpretation. Without style,
the greatest virtuosity cannot make
an authentic pianist. The performer
who is incapable of conveying his
own emotion to others will never
attain genuine artistic success. Ex·
pression, however. does not mean
taking liberties with the text!
Interpretation is the performer's
individual way of stating exactly
what the composer had to sar. This
requires a great deal more than
fleetness of fingers. It presupposes
certain knowledge~or periods. of
styles, of world thought, of the com·
poser's characterist.ics as revealed in
his other works, etc. Nor is this
enough! There is also required the
ability to think out an intelligent
application of such knowledge. The
artist's "personality" shows itself in
the way he expresses his thoughts
and feelings about what the com-
poser has to say-never in distort.
ing it.
7) Repertoire. Regardless of trends
or fads. the pianist's repertoire
should be solidly based on the clas-
sics. This rich and varied body of
material does more than offer us
great music; it provides us with our
only clear view of pianistic contin.
uity. Therefore. it must be learned.
no matter how "modern" one's tastes
mav be.
The natural desire for novelty
heed not send one into freakish by,
paths. There are countless works of
great musical value 'so seldom heard
as to make them "new," regardless
of the age in which they were writ-
ten. For instance! Do you ever hear
Bach's Suites or Toccatas-the
Etudes and Preludes of Mendels-
sohn. or his pieces Opus 5 and 7-
Schumann's Sonata (Ip. 11. Davids-
bundler; or Novellenes-c-Weber's
Sonatas - Schubert's Sonatas ~ the
Annees de Pelerinage b)f Liszt? 1<:
there not novelty for the ear in Saint-
Saens' Etudes, or his Third and
Fifth Concertos-the two concertos
by Clazounow-the Variations or the
Sonata by Dukns-Widor's Fantai-
sie. and Suite in B minor~Codoll'-
sky's Sonata and pieces-the Pieces
de Concert by Gabriel Pierne-AI·
kan's Etudes and Variation5~Scria,
bine's Sonatas-Faure's Nocturnes-
La l\Jaison dans les Dunes b~'
Gabriel Dupont? AlI.are well worth
investigating. for interest values as
weB as for musical values.
By way of final bit of advice-
never compare yourself l\'ith others.
Judge yourself by yourself. and tell
yourself there is always room for
further improvement. That is the
great secret of progress. Success is
measured. not in the actual number
of individ~al obstacles overcome. but
in the ability and the will to go Oil
overcomlllg them.
THE END
ADVENTURES OF A PIANO TEACHER
(Continued front Page 26)
ba:ijInce of actlvlty (dynamism) al-
ternating with passivity (relaxation)
. . . which means, of course, that
yOIl will not tire when you play
rapidly.
(3) Whenever you are playing
fast, form the habit of thinking that
you are playing slowly. Breathe
deeply ... Think constantly of the
relaxation spots. Feel that VOIl are
playing slowly even jf you ~re lick.
ety-splitting along ... You will be
surprised how much this helps .•
(4) Also_ acquire the habit of
thinking as far ahead of your play·
ing spot as possible. I try to think at
least a measure--often two--ahead
of where I am. In order to do lhis
you will have to train your memory
to be super sure. It is hard, of
course; hut will pay wonderful
dividends if you cultivate it.
But, whatever you do at the piano.
always THINK!
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LET'S SING
FOLKSONGS!
Choral :J)irecforJ, you will find these Highlights from the Presser-Ditson-Church Catalogs Delightful Material for your Spring Programs
Easy·Medi.m
JBELL(French) Fisher
GENTlYFLOWSTHE RIVER (Czech) .. Marryo"
jSOLDIER,SOLDIER(English) •.......... Page
Med/,m
IBY'MBY
(SSAATTBB,Spiritual, Dialect) Lockwood
iCOMMONBILL(SAATBB) Lynn
jDARKCLOUD,COVER THE SEA
(Egyptian,Sop.) Shure 332- 15022 .25
IDON'TBEWEARY,TRAVELER
(NegroFolk, SSATBB) De"
ilDRINKTOMEONLY WITH THINE EYES.. Faith
GALLOWSTREE(Sop., Alt., Ten., Bass) ... Sea"
IGODOWNDEATH
(SSAATTBB,Drum ad lib) Sea"
jGREATCAMPMEETIN' (Sop. or Ten.) .. Alderfer
iGREATDAY
ISSAATBB,Sop., Ten., Spiritual) .... Martin 312-400BO .18
jHUMPBACKEDFIDDLER
(Rhenish,E.G.) Brahms-Lynn
liNSILENTNIGHT (Suabian, E.G.) ..... Brahms
§JACOB'SLADDER
(SSAATTBB,ar., Spiritual) Lynn 312-40066 .16
JOHNNYSCHMOKER
Il (E.Po. Dutch) __ Dengler-Walton
,ONESOMEVALLEY (SATBB, Sop.) Lynn
PALESTINESONG OF JOY
SOIChalutzimMelody) Gaul 332-15026 .20
LDIER,SOLDIER,WILL YOU MARRY ME?
jSpi~~~~' idP" Ten.) ...•............ Sea" 322-40017 .25
IviR,ssian) ..... Rimsky-Korsakow-Sehindler
'IIRMELAND(Swedish) ..... Bantock-W. A. F.
AlLIE,WAlLIE (SSAATTBB, Carolina) ... Sea"
D/fii<v/,
ISILVERSMITH
YO(SNSAATTBB,Spanish E.S.) Schindler 332-13297 .22
DERIYONDERI '
,,,(R'SSian,Ten. or Sop.) Gaines 332-15098 .16
._OPPtllo to h tell dl'b B
[..tig"'t;t FII" 1S.'ra Accompaniment ayoiloble. §A ~ppe 0.0 I. Sol pariS indicated as: Sop., Alt., Ten., Bar., ass.
I 0 ow 'Itl.. : (E-G) English-German; (E-I) Engll$h-Itollon, tltc. _ a
Address orders for above to Dept. EfS-4-52
SATB (unleu otherwise specified)
TinE ARRANGER CAT. NO. PRICE
Easy
DAWNSTANDSBEFORE THE FOREST .... Crist 312-21082 $.15
EARLYONEMORNING
(XVIICentury English) .............. Cain 332·15147 .15
GOMYBOAT,AND BRAVELY SAIL. Whitehead 332-15048 .16
HEATHERROSE(German) .......... Hernried 312-21644 .18
MISTERFIDDLER,PLAYA POLKA
(Czech).................... Whitehead 332-15036 .18
SINGSONG,KITTY
(SouthernAppalachian) ............ Sea" 322-40013 .16
SONGOFFRIENDSHIP(Netherlands). Randolph 332·14400 .15
SWANSEATOWN (English) ........... Nagle 332-14598 .15
332-14594
332-15196
332-14602
.10
.15
.15
312·40073
312-40075
.15
.18
322-35021
322-40006
322-40012
.22
.16
.22
312-40085
312-40046
.30
.16
312-40092
332-14572
.18
.12
312-40102
312-40062
.20
.16
332-12847
332-14788
322-40016
.15
.10
.16
THEODORE PRESSER
SAB
TiTlE ARRANGER
Easy-Medium
:lA-ROVING (English Capstan Chantey) .. Nagle
DRINK TO ME ONLY WITH THINE EYES Bliss
GOOD MORROW, GOSSIP JOAN Fisher
VOLGA BOATMEN'S SONG
(Russian, Sop.) Manney
5 S A (unless otherwise specified)
Easy
BELL (French, SSAA) Bement
BENDEMEER'S STREAM (I rish) Brewer
COME YOU HERE, LADDIE (Slovakian) .. V. F.
JUGO-SLAV LULLABY Whitford
SHEPHERDESS FICKLE Sellew
SLEIGH RIDE (Russian) V. F.
WILL YOU MARRY? ..•....•...... Hernried
Medium
GALWAY PIPER (Irish) Fletcher
GOSSIP JOAN (English) Fisher
YONDER' YONDER!
(Russian, Sop. or Ten.) Gaines
SA
Easy
BENDEMEER'S STREAM (Irish) Brewer
CACHUCHA, LA (Spanish dance) ..•.... Page
DRINK TO ME ONLY WITH THINE EYES.. Page
NIGHTINGALE (French) Koepke
TTB B
Easy-Medium
ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT Humphries
ANNIE LAURIE Geibel
:lBELL (French) Bement
DEEP RIVER (Negro spiritual) Cain
HOME ON THE RANGE (American) Peery
PETTICOAT AND THE WAISTCOAT Marryo"
:IRING AND THE ROSE Enders
SWING LOW, SWEET CHARIOT Peery
:lWILD HONEYSUCKLE (American) Strubel
Medium
ARKANSAW TRAVELER (4 hand ace.) .. Elmore
BENDEMEER'S STREAM (Irish) Brewer
BLUE-TAIL FLY (Bar. ad lib) Christie
CHURCH BELLS OF NOVGOROD
(Russian) Levenson
DEEP RIVER (Negro spiritual) Fisher
GOIN' TO SHOUT (Negro spiritual) .. Manney
JOHN PEEL (English) Ryder
JOHNNY SCHMOCKER (Po. Dutch) .. Rafaelson
RUN TO MY LORD (Negro spiritual) Shaw
YONDER! YONDER! Gaines
YOU SHALL BE FREE Reddick
CO., Bryn
CAT. NO. PRICE
332-14607 $.12
322-35074 .12
332-14636 .12
332-14290 .12
332-40004 .10
332-13325 .15
332-14683 .12
332-15272 .10
332-15238 .15
332-14681 .10
312-21495 .18
332-14736 .16
332-14834 .18
332-152B 1 .16
332-13327
332-14523
332-11768
332·15171
.12
.10
.12
.15
332-10794 .10
332-06985 .16
332-40027 .10
332-15,078 .16
312-21163 .16
332-15323 .15
332-15324 .10
312-21167 .15
312-40017 .10
332-15107 .22
332-13326 .15
332-40069 .18
332-15012 .18
332-13252 .16
332-13758 .18
332-14071 .15
332-12393 .20
332·40042 .16
332-14015 .16
332·15248 .16
Mawr, Pa.
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
E
OF COURSE, BOB JONES UNIVERSITY OFFERS THESE AND ALL REGULAR ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS taught by a scholarly Christion foculty. But in addition, Bob Jones University
students have the choice of a wide variety of Bible courses and may study music, speech, and
art without additional cost above regular academic tuition.
Bob Jones University offers its students the additional opportunities of
its own radio station,
a modern motion picture studio, producing religious films,
a museum of Biblical antiquities, and
a gallery of great religious art.
A STRONG EVANGELISTIC EMPHASIS and a PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE
contribute to make Bob Jones University the .~ ~_IA4~tMoI.... ~:'
I-:AOEMY AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN CONNECTION.
